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PR EFACE 
In preparing this thesis, the author had 
to contend with innumerable obstacles. Condi tions in 
Europe are not settled. In many of the countri es 
political chang es take place daily. The world war 
upset the old economic order and introduced new com-
mer cial ideas. Material publishe d prior to 1914 has 
practically no value except for historical purposes. 
These modern works deal with political conditions and 
contain very little market information. 
The author has eliminated all historical 
data and commercial geography not pertaining to market 
and trade conditions. In order t o g ive the American 
· business man some definite market knowledge of each 
European country, they have been considered separate ly. 
Valuable aid was given the author by 
Mr. Rog er D. Washburn, of the Advertising Department 
of the College of Business Jtdministration of Boston 
University . This assistan ce made it possible to in-
elude inportant advertising information pertaining to 
Europe . 
Boston , Massachusetts 
May 8 , 1925 
Robert F . Mason 
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CHAPTER I 
EUROPE IN THE CONWERCIAL WORLD 
Europe influences every section of the world to~ ~ome 
extent. Europeans discovered and settled North and:~s_outh Ar!)eric~, 
thereby drawing this great continent into world trade.--- Europeans 
discovered the potential possibilities of trade in Australia and 
Africa . Asia and Europe had trade relations as far back as the 
thirteenth century. These early settlers and traders carried 
with them European civilization which has influenced other nations. 
A glance at South America shows the Latin influence, South Africa 
shows British influence and Japan shows German and British 
influences, and so one can go thruout the world. 
During the terrific world war the influence of 
European participants caused other nations to enter the struggle. 
Every continent had its losses but tho~e of Europe were the 
heaviest. The total loss can never be computed in actual dollars 
and cents. Each year of the war cost as much as the combined 
savings of all nations. In man power, Europe lost nineteen and 
a half million men;~ while in trade Europe's marke t s were almost 
entirely lost. It is very doubtful if Europe will ever recover 
sufficiently to win back for herself the place that she had in 
world trade prior to 1914 . 
ACTIVITY OF EUROPE 
Recovery in Europe is slow but steady. The fact 
that Europe is the most active of all continents accounts for 
her ability to again enter world corr~erce. As a continent, 
*Killed and wounded, World Almanac 1920 Pa ge 685 
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she is a leader in agriculture, in industry and is most active 
in f oreign trade. Europe is geographically located in the center 
of the commercial world and has a cl i mate varying from very cold 
to very warm . In addition to this , she has a splendid net work 
of water routes and railroads connecting her industria] and 
agricultural centers with the ocean . As a continent she is rich 
in economi c resources. Environment, r ace , educati on , government 
and mechanical inventions have all helped to make her the busiest 
of the continents. In normal times, she is a big producer of 
minerals , r~w products and manufactured goods . She must market 
her surpl us in the rest of the world . Europe is the world's 
biggest consumer and the world ' s greatest market pl ace . 
TRADE BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND EUROPE 
United States has watched with much i nterest the 
develo pment of trade wi t h the newer parts of the world. There 
is danger that in this enthusiasm she shall overlook the fact 
. 
that after all Europe is America's best custo~er. This means 
that Europe's prosperity or depression will greatly affect the 
commercial Jjfe of the Uni t ed States . The following table shows 
what percentage of our export t rade goes to Europe and what 
percentage of our import trade comes from Europe . 
Percentage of Trade w:i th Europe 
Year Exports Imports 
1910 66 . 10 51 . 76 
1911 63 . 84 50 . 30 
1912 60 . 87 45 . 57 
1913 59 . 98 49 . 25 
1914 6 2 . 86 47 . 29 
1915 71 . 21 36 . 70 
:L9 1 6 69 . 21 28 . 04 
1917 61? . 75 22 . 96 
1911? 63.04 13 . 97 
Year 
1919 
1920 
1921 
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Exports 
65.50 
54.27 
52.70 
Imports 
19.22 
25.26 
50.50 
These figures prove the above statement that 
Europe is our best customer. The average for the year 1910 
to 1914 shows in round numbers the following distribution of 
our foreign trade to the three leading continents: 
Exports to 
Europe 
North American Countries 
South America and Asia 
Value 
$1,350,000,000 
501,000,000 
120,000,000 
Percentage 
62.5 
25.1 
5.6 
In 1922 the distribution had changed as follows: 
Exports to Value Percentage 
Europe $2,983,000,000 54.4 
North American Countries 916,000,000 25.9 
Asia 449,000,000 11.7 
South America 226,000,000 5.9 
The 1910-1914 average distribution of imports was 
as follows: 
Imports to Value Percentage 
Europe $857,000,000 49.7 
North American Countries 347,000,000 20.6 
Asia 259,000,000 15.4 
South America 207,000,000 12.5 
The 1922 distribution of imports was as follows: 
Europe 
Asia 
Imports to 
North American Countries 
South America 
Value 
$991,000,000 
826,000,000 
822,000,000 
359,000,000 
Percentage 
31.8 
26.5 
26.4 
11.5 
(Figures and tables were taken from the Commerce Yearbook 1922) 
United States enjoyed a favorable trade balance with 
practically every country in Europe during 1922. The only 
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exceptions were Czecho-Slovakia, Sweden and Greece, countries 
with which the United States does comparatively little business. 
The following table shows the balance of trade between the 
principal European countries and the United States. 
Balance of Trade with Principal Countries of Europe 1922 
(~ excess of exports: - excess of imports. Figures 
in millions of dollars.)* 
Country 
United Kingdom 
Germany 
France 
Italy 
Holland 
Belgium 
Spain 
Russia 
Denmark 
Norway 
Poland 
Turkey in Europe 
Sweden 
Greece 
Czecho Slovakia 
Trade Balance 
+499.0 
+198.6 
+124.2 
+87.0 
t54.0 
+47.7 
+42.3 
t36.4 ** 
.,.31.4 
4-16.5 
4-4.4 
+2.7 
-.9 
-10.0 
-15.5 
**Russia includes Latvia, Finland and Esthonia. 
The problem that now confronts the United States is 
inter-European competition. Low exchange rates and low cost 
of production give European countries a decided advantage on 
their own continent. The three big competitors for the 
European trade prior to the war were Great Britain, United 
States and Germany. Germany is temporarily out of the running, 
but France is hoping to gain some of her markets. The future 
of any country's foreign trade is dependent on two factors, 
first, cost of ·producing at home, and second, purchasing power 
abroad. 
*From Commerce Yearbook 1.922. 
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NEW AGRARIAN POLICY OF EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 
Until recently, the bulk of our exports has been 
agricultural. Since the war, while our exports to Eur ope 
have· increased in dollars and cents, the percentage has 
declined.* The 1910-1914 average was 62% of our total exports, 
but in 1922 this figure dropped to 54%. The reasons for thi s 
decline are the new agrarian policy of the Europe an countries, 
the development of other sources of supply, and the growth of 
our own domestic market. 
The war made Europe realize the value of producing 
as much as possible of her own food suppli es. In order to 
accomplish this, many of the countries have issued edicts 
abolishing royal tracts, large estates and the like, unless 
devoted to agriculture. Mo r e interest is being taken in the 
farmer and his needs by the government. The value of this 
new policy will be brought out in the discussion of the 
individual European countries. 
Most of the l a rger countries have colonial possessions 
which are being developed. The policy of having colonies 
produce goods for the mother country is an old one. As 
co l onies develop, the mother country usually looks to them for 
food products, particula r l y the commodities which cannot be 
raised at home. This ha s affected the overseas market for our 
agricultural surplus. 
Domestic consumption of our agricultural surplus 
has increased, thus lessening the amount available for export . 
As the urban population of the United States multiplies, the 
-l~ Nour s e , ::<:dwin , Agricu l t ure a nd the Eu r opean Market , Ch apt . 1 p 28 
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export surplus will decline. It will be many years, however, 
before agricultural products will cease to be the leading 
export item of this country, but it is evident that if trade 
balances are .to be kept favorable, exports of manufactured and 
semi-manufactured goods must increase. In order to do this, 
the United States must consider the needs of Europe and be 
ready to meet them. 
WHAT DETERMINES ~~ERE EUROPE WILL BUY? 
There are six factors that determine just where 
Europe will do her buying. 
First: Initial Cost-.. Europe will buy wherever she can 
obtain goods at the lowest possible figure. The tendency 
has been to sacrifice quality for price. Costs of 
' producing in the United States are higher than in other 
~~ . 
parts of the world. This would seem to place the United 
States at adisadvantage in trading with Europe. 
Second: Transportation Charges~ In addition to initial 
cost Europe must add transportation charges. The world 
.. 
over land rates are high while water transportation 
charges are comparatively low. In reality, any country 
with long interior hauls is at a disadvantage in trading 
with Europe. 
Third: Possibilities of Reciprocal Trade. If each country 
has an export surplus of goods wanted in the other country 
recipro~al loading is made possible. United States in this 
case has an advantage in dealing with Europe, as our 
export surplus and Europe's surplus usually permit two-
way loadings. 
-:~Nourse, Edwin, Agr iculture a n d the European Market, Chapt. 6 P 163 
Farnham , Dwi ght T ., Am . vs. Eruope i n Indus try , Chapt. l P 21 
Annals o f Am. Acad . of Pol. & Soc. Sc ., Vol. 60 , Par t I, p 17 
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Fourth: Foreign Exchange Rates~_ Under ordina ry 
conditions _of peace time _ tFa~~' the foreign exchange 
rates move above and below par of exchange only by the 
small amount which covers the cost of shipping gold 
from one =country to Another. The war caused balance of 
payments to be so heavy that some European countries 
are having difficulty in meeting their obligations with 
gold. This limits the scope of their buying power for 
want of available cash. 
Fifth: Trade Terms.! Just at present the seller who can 
give Europe the longest credit, the lowest interest rates 
and the best service is preferred • . This should place the 
United States in a very favorable position. 
Sixth: Home Supplies.!. All co untries usually utilize 
the bulk of their home made goods before going into 
foreign markets to buy. Europe is no exception to this 
general rule. 
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CHAPTER II 
TRADE DIVISIONS AND RACE$ 
Europe is divided naturally into six commercial 
sections. This large number of sections in such a relatively 
small area is due to racial characteristics, trade routes 
and natural economic divisions. 
THE WESTERN EUROPEAN GROUP. 
This group include s the United Kingdom, the Irish 
Free State, France and Belgium. These countries, always 
close commercial friends and trade rivals, were more closely 
bound together thru kindred interests due to the world war. 
Cownercial relationships are friendly and will likely 
continue so because of similar racial characteristics and 
intere.gts. 
CENTRAL EUROPE. 
Germany, Austria, Hungary, Czecho Slovaki a , 
Switzerland and Holland make up central Europe. These 
countries a re tied to each other to a certain extent by 
racial relationship and trade routes. They have similar 
commercial codes and supply each other with raw products a s 
well as finished goods. 
THE SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES. 
Denmark, Norway and Sweden are linked together very 
closely because of race. The exports of these countries are 
not at all similar. They supply each other with food products 
and raw materials, but carry on the bulk of their commerce 
with nations outside their own group. Sweden and Norway are 
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further linked together thru trade routes. A great deal of 
the Swedish trade passes thru Norway. These countries are 
the most peaceful in modern Europe. 
MEDITERRANEAN EUROPE. 
Mediterranean Europe includes Italy, Spain, Portugal, 
and the adjoining islands. These countries are related to 
each other by language, customs, economic conditions, and to a 
· lesser degree, trade routes. Italy is by far the most pro-
gressive and ha s fewer trade restrictions than the other two 
countries. 
THE BALKAN STATES. 
This is Europe's hot bed of dissensions and disputes. 
Rumania, Albania, Yugo Slavi a , Greece, Bulgaria and Turkey in 
Europe seem to have nothing in common except their disputes. 
Racial difficulties are continually cropping out in spite of 
racial kinship. These countries should find some basis for 
harmonio~s relationship thru their commerce. They use the 
same waterways, railroads e.nd harbors in certain instances. 
Trade routes by land from the near east pass thru these Balkan 
States. They import and export similar lines of goods~ They 
are hemmed in by the same mountain ranges, but even with these 
things in common they seem unable to live and work together in 
peace. 
EAST ERN EUROPE. 
Russia, Finland, Poland, Esthonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania make up the Eastern European Section. The people 
of this se.ction are of . simila r races varying in intelligence 
according to the conditions in their respective countries. 
Russia at present is an unknown quantity so far as commerce is 
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concerned. The other nations, mostly products of the war 
are struggling hard for existence and have not yet made a 
place f or themselves in the commercial world. 
Europe, except the Atlantic coast section, has 
changed tremendously in the l ast few years. Four great 
countries have been partitioned into forty new ~nd comparatively 
small political divisions. Europe's success in the commercial 
world will be determined in no small degree by the future of 
these new industrial and agricultural areas of Central Europe 
where new forms of government have been established. 
RACIAL DIFFICULTIES 
America is called the melting pot, but Europe has 
practically the same r aces living within her bound a ries. Each 
race differs in intellect, in appearance and habits. The 
Swedes are not like the Spaniards , the Russians and English 
are different folk, while the Italians embody still different 
racial traits. Even though some of the people of these 
different nationalities have intermarried and have been com-
mercially dependent on each otner for centuries and have lived 
as near neighbors they remain distinctly different. 
There are three basic r aces in Europe at the present 
time, the Nordic, the Alpine and the Mediterranean. Here and 
there is found an infusion of Asiatic or Negroid blood, but 
the other three races predominate . The Nordics center about 
the Baltic Sea , the Mediterraneans center around the Mediter-
ranean Sea, while th~ Alpines occupy the rest of Europe. Much 
of Europe's trouble is due to the co-mingling of the different 
races. They do not readily assimulate the traits of e ach 
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other but cling steadfastly to their own cus toms and habits. 
To visualize these three races and their different characteris-
tics, picture a typical Scandinavian to represent the Nordic, 
the Italian the Mediterranean and a Balkan peasant the Alpine. 
The Alpine people divide into small unit s and then 
quarrel and fight among . themselves. This is best shown by the 
bickerings of the small Balkan States . As a people, they are 
not traders, preferring agricultural and industrial pursuits. 
Alpine blood is leveling and depressing, yet very tenacious 
"'' and once in a country grows steadily.~ Great Britain and 
America can attribute their success es in the commercial world 
to the absence of Alpine blood. 
The Mediterranean folk are tempermental and emotional 
1 
usually lacking in stability . Strong leaders, such as 
Mussolini has shown himself to be, can do great things with 
them. With proper leadership, the Mediterranean race will 
become e. good commercial people. Large enterprises have never 
been successful among the Mediterraneans due to lack of 
leadership. 
The outstanding characte:ristic of the Nordic race 
is its restless creative energy . The Nordics are the most 
. B . 
masterful racethe world has ever seen. Nord1c people have 
been the explorers, the traders, the inventors and the master 
minds of the world. The Nordic race is decreasing in Europe 
because their people are hot willing to live in closely 
packed areas. They are emigra ting to the United States, 
Canada and New Zealand. 
* Stoddard , Lothrop, Racial Realities in Europe, Chapt . 1 p 16 
l Do Do 1 p 11 
2 Do Do 1 p 16 
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RACIAL D NISIONS OF EUROPE 
Great Britain is predominantly Nordic which accounts 
for her success in Europe an affairs. Ireland and "m les are 
Mediterranean whil e ~) cotland is 80~~ Nordic . The No rdic race 
is leaving Great Bri tain for Ameri ca and Au str al ia and t h eir 
-
places are b eing taken by the Me diterrane a n s. Fr an c e is 30% 
l 
Nordic, 55?~ Alpine and 157{ Mediterranean. 't'his country whi le 
chiefly Alpine i n characte r is ruled by the Eordi c s. 'l1he 
Fren ch business man is either Nordic or J:i!editerranean whi le . 
the pe asant or farmer is Alpine. 
Spain is 85% Mediterranean, 10% Nordic and 5% Alpine . 
The Nordics are the upper classes. Portuga l is Mediterranean 
entirely. In both these countries, good leaders could establish 
succ es sfu l enterprises . Italy come s under a similar classifi-
cat ion , but has a bigger percen tage of Alpine peasants and 
Nordics. Here a gain the crying need is for outstanding leader s. 
Norway, sweden and Denmark are overwhe lming ly Nordic. 
Holland and Bel g ium are predominantly Nordic but h a ve an in-
creasing number of Al p ines . 
Germany is principally Alpine with 40% Nordics . 
Internia rr i age has brought about class d is t inctions . The averag e 
German has all the stolid characteri stic s of the Al p i ne peasant 
and leans toward indus triali sm . 'I'he leaders of i ndustry , how-
ever , are Nordic . Swi tzerland, the Balkans and Eu ss i a a re 
predominantly Al p ine . 
In most cases e a ch race inst i nctive l y fears and hates 
the other . The result has b ee n i nnumerab l e ·wars which have 
estab l ished new countries and caused much economic confusion 
l. St oddard , Lothro p , Composite 
April 19 , 1924 . Page 33 
}'ranee , Sa t. ~~ve. Pos t , 
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and commercial loss. In trading with European countries this 
racial problem and its resulting hatred must be carefully 
considered. It is because of this, that each of the numerous 
countries of Europe presents a problem of its own. Each 
country fears, hates and disregards the rights of others. This 
wholesale disregard of law and the seeming failure of world 
justice is the cause of much of Europe's trouble as well as her 
present economic and commercial difficulties. 
EUROPE'S DANGER 
· Practically the only real drawback in · Europe's 
rapid return to no rmal economic conditions is the reaction 
against law and the cynical disbelief in world justice. France, 
in spite of her devastated areas and the non payment of rep-
arations, is prosperous. England and Italy, individually, are 
prosperous. The f armers a re prosperous provided any kind of 
value can be given to the currency used in payment for t heir 
products. 
The first reaction agai nst established law was in 
Russia when organi zed Bolshevism seized·the government and 
started an economic chaos that has not yet been completely 
checked. Italy, probably, would have disintegrated but for 
the leadership of Mussolin1. His very rule is founded on 
force and fear rather than law. Then came Turkey, smashing 
the peace terms imposed by the victorious powers, destroying 
the peace of the Balkans by attacking Greece. Hungary is ready 
to revolt a t the least provocation. Austria feels as if an 
injustice had been done her. Germany and the central states 
are exceedingly bitter toward France. Order in all of these 
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countries is being maint ained thru strong leadership. Europe 
seems ready to break out into a seething turmoil of race hatred 
and national hates at the least provocation . Until justice is 
administered and good will established this danger will be 
ever present in Europe. 
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CHAPTER III 
COMMERCIAL CONDITIONS IN EUROPE 
The war changed conditions in Europe. Racial 
hatred and distrust exists among all the nations. New tari.ff 
barriers were raised and transportation schedules disrupted, 
leaving economic confusion and commercial chaos. 
TARIFF POLICIES SINCE THE WAR 
As an aftermath of the war most European countr ies 
established a high restrictive tariff. This helped to revive 
their crippled industries and also gave them increased 
revenues. At the present time tariff schedules are being 
lowered, but it will be some time before they reach pre-war 
levels. 
The shifting of political boundaries has caused a 
reconsideration of the general economic and tariff policies 
of the countries affected by this change. Resources that 
belonged to one country now belong to another. Industries 
that were profitable i n certain countries are now the backbone 
of commer ce in the new countl'Y· Thi s unequal division of 
markets, resources and the like among the new states makes 
it necessary to control the movement of goods to and from the 
country if a balance of foreign trade is to be maintained. 
Some of the countri es abolished old tariffs and made 
new ones. Others adopted the coefficient system, that is, 
the basic rate was left unchanged but multiplied by a co-
efficient, thus doubling or tripling the original duty. Even 
England, an advocate of free trade, saw fit to impose a tariff 
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on foreign products affecting the "British key industries." 
This tariff will expire in 1926. 
Another type of trade control is the present import 
and export restrictions and licensing system. This too, is 
the result of the war, when it was necessary to conserve 
products, space, tonnage and the like. These restrictions 
have continued particularly in central and eastern Europe. The 
motive for import restrictions seems to curtail the ~mportation 
of luxuries until the nation is supplied with necessities. Ex-
ports are licensed so as to restrict the foreign sale of domestic 
goods until after the home demand has been satisfied. Also the 
license system will keep products from being sent to countries 
that . pay more than the home price. 
The third tariff measure that has been prominent in 
European commerce si.nce the war is anti-dumping regulations. 
High currence nations have practically all passed "anti-dumping" 
measures to prohibit the steady importation of goods from 
countries with depreciated currency. Low currency nations to 
make duties equalize those of the past, before depreciation 
took place, have placed a custom's surtax on all imports. This 
surtax equalizes the old rate by increasing the amount of de-
preciated currency, according to the exchange rate, necessary to 
pay the duty. 
In most European countries there are two different 
tariff schedules, one for the most favored nations, and one for 
the other countries. The favored nations enjoy commercial 
privileges which are usually reciprocal while other countries 
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must pay the higher rates. United States has recently 
declared herself in favor of the most favored nation policy. 
Practically all treaties now pending with European countries 
contain this clause. 
TRANSPORTATION CONDITIONS IN EUROPE 
In the last ten years the railroads of Europe hav e 
increased rapidly due to the necessity of transporting war 
supplies. This increase is offset by the thousands of miles of 
once active transportation systems destroyed by the invading 
armies. In addition to this, the rolling stock of many of 
the continental European railways was worn out during the 
war because of the terrific strain to which it was subjected. 
The reconstruction work and the replacing of the worn out 
equi pment goes on slowly because of financial handicaps. 
Railroad tariffs have increased due to the eight hour da y 
and higher wages demanded by the employees. In addition t o 
the above difficulties the crews are unruly, lacking in 
discipline and except in certain areas train schedules are 
undependable. Europea n railroad officials have learned 
f r om Americans the wisdom of concentrating traffic in heavy 
trains. 
Inland water transportation crafts were badly 
damaged by war conditions. Europe prior to the war had a 
solendid net work of waterways but these have not been 
adequately kept up. Inland navigation made no advancement 
during the war. 
Air transportation made big strides during the war . 
It was the only kind of transportation that did advance. Europe 
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today is well covered by various air routes. You can take an 
airplane in England and go to most any of th~ principal cities 
of t he continent, there connecting for other smaller cities of 
note. In the fir s t years after the war it was safer to travel 
by air than train because of the numerous accidents on the 
rai lroads. 
Motor transportation is in the infant stage. Costs 
a re h:i gh so it is cheaper to ship .by rail or water. Fast 
express service is rendered by many of the air companies making 
it unnecessary to use auto trucks. 
Many transportation complications have develo ped in 
central Europe because of numerous new countr:i es that have come 
into being. New international stations with custom offices, 
sanitary inspections, postoffices and police offices had to be 
built. In Austria alone 15 international stations had to be 
changed. In Hungary, there were 14 international stations 
prior to the war, now 46 are needed. Czecho Slovakia needs 
30 new stations and so each of the new countries needs from 
10 to 45 new international stations. The new countries want 
railroad lines running east and west while most of the existing 
lines run north and south connecting countries of different 
climates. East and west lines must be arranged for if the new 
countries are to have commercial intercourse with their neighbors. 
TRADE MARK PROTECTION IN EUROPE 
Until recently very little attention has been given 
the matter of registration of trade marks in Europe . Under the 
United States law a right to a certain trade mark may be ob-
tained by continual use. Because of this, Americans do not 
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readily recognize the advisability of registering their 
trade marks in European countries. During the last few years 
many American concerns have neglected to register their trade 
marks and later have found a local concern in the possession 
of it. The local concern can ~hen dictate the terms under 
which trade can be conducted. 
SHIPMENT OF ADVERTISING MATTER 
Advertising sent to foreign concerns is generally 
for the purpose of obtaining business. Unless it is properl y 
sent it will prove to be a boomerang and retard sales rather 
than increase them. Samples, catalogs and advertising matter 
should be sent so as to insure delivery to the desired customer 
free of all charges. This material may be shipped in four 
di f ferent ways: (1 ) shipped separately, (2) shipped with other 
goods, (3) mailed and (4) shjpped with duties prepaid. 
Advertising when shipped separately into Europe is 
usually subject to regular duty. The r a tes differ in different 
countries. In sending samples, they must be mutilated in order 
to destroy the commercial value, otherwise they will be subject 
to duty as an ordinary article. 
The inclusion of samples and advertising matter in 
regular shipments does not affect the duty of the regular 
shipment provided the advertising material and s amples are 
invoiced separately. Generally speaking when advertising is 
sent in very small quantities it is admitted free. 
Catalogs and advertising matter of small wei ght are 
usually admitted free when sent thru the mail. It is interesti ng 
to note that in most cases this applies to regular mail 
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shipments and not to parcel post. 
Duty can be .prepaid by the shipper only in 
Australia, Canada and the Union of South Africa. In order 
to prepay duty elsewhere the services of a reliable freight 
forwarder is necessary. He will undertake to deliver the 
goods without charge to the consignee, billing the consignor 
for the costs of delivering. In order to create good will al l 
shipments of samples and advertising material should reach its 
destination with all delivery charges, taxes and duties paid. 
WHAT AMERICAN TRADERS SHOULD KNOW 
Europe is governed to considerable extent in her 
business dealings by ,precedent. Business dealings have been 
carried on in the same way for years and years and must so 
continue. To deviate from this prescribed path is to disrupt 
confidence and will lose for that person the respect and good-
will of the European. The rough a nd ready tactics of the 
American business man, the take it or leave it attitude of our 
salesman will never secure business in Europe. The American has 
long disregarded ul t imate costs. Not so the European business 
man who is a firm believer in standardization and trade customs. 
American traders in order to compete successfully in 
European markets must familiarize themselves with European trade 
customs and the conditions under which business is done in the 
various countries. 
{ 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE WESTERN EUROPEAN GROUP 
GREAT BRlTAI ~ AND THE IRISH FREE STATE 
The British Isles are ideally located fo r world t rade. 
On t he west they face the Atlantic Ocean. On the east is the 
English Channel and the North Sea. These islands are nearer 
the United States, the second largest trading nation, than any 
ot her ma rket s of the world. In addition the isla nds are only 
a few hours away from the mainland of Europe. 
Great Britain includes Scotland, England, Wale s and 
Ulste r . The whole of Ireland wa s formerly included but as the 
southern section now has home rule it will be consider ed sep-
arately. 
SIMILARITY TO THE UNITED STATES 
The problems of Grea t Britain are very s1mi lar t o 
those which confront the United States. The people of both 
co untries are Nordic, with Anglo-Saxon blood predominat ing 
and thi s close rel8t ion ship has na turally brough t about sim-
ila.r i t y . Economic problems of the t wo countries are similar. 
Living conditions and standards are at about the same level. 
Trade conditions in each of t hese countries are simi lar, 
although the methods of carrying on commerce are different. 
Because of this similarity the bond of friendship 
between the United States and Great Britain has remained 
steadfast for well over a centur y. Recent events have 
strengthened rather than weakened this friendshi p. Great 
Britain is the best fri end, the best customer and the greatest 
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trade rival of the United States, because the people of both 
countries have the same ideals and objections. , 
The curious thing about these two countries, however, 
is the fact that in spite of the strong commercial standing of 
the Uni t.ed States, she competes with the British in tbei r own 
land only in textiles, machinery, soaps, sporting goods and a 
few other specialties. 
UNITED STATES VS. GREAT BRITAIN 
In spite of the close similarity of both countries, 
Jndustrial and comrnercial conditions in Great Britain are un-
like conditions in the United Sta~es. In the British Isles it 
would be unwise to attempt to call on a business man before 
ten o'clock. The general business hours are ten to one and 
two- thirty to five. The afternoon session is interrupted for 
afternoon tea. United States, on the other he.nd, thinks 
business from about half past ei ght until bed time. During 
lunch hour the American talks and thinks business, not so the 
Englishman who forgets business as soon as he leaves the office. 
The English concentrate harder and guard their time. Business 
only during business hours and play during play hours is the 
un1versal custom. 
The organizat1on of business companies in Great 
Britain is quite different from the American method. British 
laws permit private consolidation while in the United States 
each large con:solidati .on is the cause of a legislative probe. 
Industrial companies thruout the empire belong to the Federation 
of British Industries. Membership is not compulsory but t he 
biggest and best concerns belong. The federation has established 
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trade boards which set up wage schedules and all members 
not conforming to the standardized wage are fined. 
The stockholders of British stock companies do not 
care to intrust all of their affairs to the board of directors 
so hire what is known as a "professional company secretary." 
It is the duty of this secretary to furnish protection to the 
stockholders. He cannot be an official of the company but may 
work in this semi-official capacity for more than one group. 
These professional secretaries are us uall y chartered public 
accountants. 
Another peculiar British custom is to make a distinction 
between the administrative and the executive end of the business. 
The administrative officials, many of whom are titled men, 
devis e the plans for the company; while the executives , an 
entirely different group of men, usually well paid employees, 
must carry out these plans to the best of their ability. 
GREAT BRITAIN AS A TRADE RIVAL 
Great Britain has been able to keep her trade 
position because of warfare by other na.tions·~- The Civil War 
effectivel y checked the growing trade of the United States, 
while the Franco-Prussian War enabled England to enrich her-
self by trade with both France and Germany. The World War 
effectively cheGked German competition, but brought a new 
trade rival, th~ United States, into being. 
Great Britain depends on her exports of coal , cotton 
and woolen textiles to pay for the foodstuffs and raw material 
which she must import. A decline in the exports of these 
~~Dennis, A. P., our 'I'rade RivRls , the British 
Sat. Eve. Post , June 7, 1924, p 35 
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pr incipal industries means unemployment, with i ts resulting 
hardships and dissatisfaction. Britains unemployed in 1923 
numbered about 1,000,000. Gove r nment employment insurance 
takes care of these workers, but the whole thing is a dead 
weight for any nation to carry. England must increase her 
exports if this dead weight is to be reduc~d. 
United States can undersell the British in a good 
many products right in Great Britain. We can ship, pay one 
third tariff on landing cost of an automobile and undersell 
English made machines. American workers can make more shoes, 
weave more cloth, make more tools and so on, than the British. 
They are also better equipped, better organized and steadier 
workmen than the British. The outstanding r eason why the 
American workman is more productive and steadier than the 
" British is prohibition.x Sir George Paish estimates Great 
Britai n's drink bi ll at a little more than $1,500,000,000. 
This is a big economic loss in efficiency as the sober man 
does better and more work than the drinker. 
THE LABOR SITUATION IN BRITAIN 
Bri t ish labor and capital have their troubles the 
same as labor and capital have everywhere, but British 
character will pull thru what would be ·a hopeless situation 
in any other country. In Britain, manufactured goods must 
be produced cheaply as practically two thirds of the food 
supply must be paid for by the export surplus of manufactured 
products~ These are sold in competition .with other countries 
so the price as well as quality must be right. Labor and 
capital must co-operate if this is to be done. 
-::-Dennis, A. P ., Our Trade Rivals , the British 
Sat . Eve . Post, June 7 , 1 9 24 , p 117 
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Just at present (1924) they are not co-operating. 
Labor is loafing all over Great Britain.1 For example, it takes 
one man to operate a single machine, whi le during the war one 
woman opera ted four and in the United Sta.tes one man runs six. 
Labor in Great Britain is organized to the highest degree and 
seems to take delight 1n doing everything possible to handicap 
their employers. The employers regard the whole thing as a 
sporting proposition and applaud labor whenever they get in a 
good blow and vice versa is true also. 
Red radicalism is being preached to the workmen. 
Paid e.gi tators of Russi a. are trying thai r best to undermine 
the government. On the s urface it appears that the British 
workman is being swayed but he is essentially sound at heart. 
Industrial England is drink sodden and in this respect is worse 
than any other European country. In spite of this and its 
resulting inefficiency all classes put up a howl whenever 
moderation is suggested . 
However the British laborer posses~es a great deal 
of respect for the capitalist and when it comes to fundamental 
things he shows a whole lot of common sense . 
COMPARISON OF LEADING BRITISH INDUSTnlES 
The most important industry in Great Britain is the 
textile industry. Particularly does she excel in the manufacture 
of cotton goods. Her strength lies in the ability of the 
spinners to make fine cloths. Great Britain has an advan t age 
over the rest of the world in climatic conditions, skilled 
labor and manufacturing technique. She makes a high grade cloth 
~:-Farnham, Dwight T.; Am . vs . Euro p e in Ind., Chapt . 4 , P 86 
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known all over the civilized world. 'l'he United States produces 
almost twice as much as Great Britain but exports only a_bout 
10% as compared to 85% of the British output. At the present 
time, however, Great Britain is doing only about 60% of her pre-
war export business in textiles while the United States export 
trade remains the same. Bri t ain lost her trade because of 
conditions in Russia, Central Europe and Turkey, and because 
India established a tariff on cotton imports in order to 
stimulate native manufacturing. 
Coal, the mainstay of the British fo reign trade is 
a big export item. Britain can play the leading part in the 
coal trade of the world because of her position. The island 
is near the continental coal market and Welsh coal is preferred 
by the export trade. 
The coal business of Britain is handled by men who 
are experts, men who have spent their entire lives learning 
the technique of the coal industry . The coal export trade can 
be called the life blood of Great Britain and these men must 
understand their business from all possible angles. The same 
thoroughness applie s to every British exporter or importer; 
he usually knows just a little more about his commodity than 
his competitor . 
One of the outstanding recent features of the coal 
industry in Britain i.s the large number of consolidations and 
combinations going on in Wales. These amalgamations were 
brought about by the need of greater control of the markets 
and the necessity for obtaining larger working capital. The 
increased capital made possible the installation of more modern 
mechanical and electrical mining equipment. As a result, the 
:...ze--
exports of coal increased in 1923. Most of the coal was 
shipped to Frc:mce, Germany, Belgium, Netherlands and Italy. 
The coal export ports are loc&~ted in South Wales. The pri n-
cipal ones are Cardiff, Port Talbot and Llannelly. 
The coal industry has also caused the establishment 
of ammonia, benzol, pitch, . tar, naptha, creosote, sulphuric 
and carbolic acid factories in South Wales . As more coal is 
mined the value of these by-products has increased until these 
industries have become important export · industries in South Wales. 
Britain and the United States are the only two large 
trading nations rich in coal . Great Britain has the advantage 
in the industry. The average haul to the sea in Wales is only 40 
miles, while · in the United States the haul is about 400 miles. 
The United States exports bulky raw materials while, wi th the 
exception of coal, British exports are not b ulky. This permits 
them to cut freight rates on coal and make the loss up on other 
goods. 
On the other hand the United States coal operators 
have some advantages in coal trading. The mines are near the 
surface and much more accessible . The anthracite coal of the 
Uni ted States has no superior. During the British Coal Strike 
of 1921, American coal displaced British coal in France, Italy, 
Norway and South America. If the miners had won in Great 
Britain the advantages gainad by the Uni t ed States would have 
held the trade, but the miners lost and wages dropped, giving 
Brj t aln the advantage again. 
The petroleum indu.stry while not British ln character, 
is very important due to the part petroleum plays in the world's 
economic life. Great Britain is next to the largest consumer of 
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petroleum in spite of the fact that practically none is pro-
duced in the British IsleE:. Most all of the petroleum and its 
by-p r oducts are imported by the Royal Dutch Shell Group, the 
Anglo-Persian Oil Company, and the Anglo- American Oil Company. 
The Royal Dutch Shell Group has the bes t facilities 
and the bulk of the businessa This group has incorpo rated a 
separate company in Britain and 6perates as an English concern. 
It imports much of its kerosene, gas oil, fuel oil , lubricating 
oils and motor spirit from the United States. 
The Anglo-Persian Oil Company , controlled by the 
British Government, also imports the bulk of its products from 
the.Unit ed States. The rest comes chiefly from Persia. Even 
though this company is controlled by the government, it does 
not do as large a business'as the Royal Dutch Shell Group. 
The bulk of the crude 6il that is ref ined in Britain 
comes from Mexico and Persia. That coming from Mexico is con-
trolled by American interests. 80% of the kerosene, 50% of 
the gasoline, and 90% · of t.he lubri eating oils imported into 
Great Britain come from the United States. A l arge percentage 
of these imports are re-exported. 
British importers want c.i.f. quotation on petroleum 
products and resell them on a cash basis to garages and retailers. 
Ga .solt ne is sold in cans and motoris ts usually fill their tanks 
from these cans carrying one or two on the running·board. 
Measuring pump s are not in general use . Public filling stations 
are uncomrnon. London, Manchester, Bristol, Plymo uth, Liver-
pool, Hull and Newcastle-on-Tyne are the big oil centers. 
The Anglo-American Oil Company does the bulk of its 
business in Ireland , having storage depots a t Cork, Waterford 
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and Limerick. 
There are no duties on the importation of oil at 
the present time (1923) but considerable agitation may cause 
a change. The companies are sub j ect to the ordin0.ry five 
shilling retailers tax, the real estate tax, the income tax 
and such other taxes as are r equired of every one doing 
business in Great Britain. 
MISCELLANEOUS REASONS FOR_BRITAIN'S' TRADE SUPREMAC Y 
Great Britain has a tremendous trade advantage in 
the extent and size of her foreign investments. Securities 
from all over the world are listed and sold on the London Stock 
Exchange. British money is invested in Sout h America, North 
America , Africa, Asia, Europe and Australasia. Business enter-
prises in all of these countries have British direc:tors showing 
the extent of their investments. It is qui te natural that 
these investors urge and insist that foreign concerns with 
which they are connected buy British made goods~ 
As these same British investors, either directly or 
indirectly, own and control the products of the colonies and 
the shipping concerns of Great Britain, it becomes difficult 
for the shipping interests of other countries to obtain return 
shi pment s. These investments have placed Great Bri tain in a 
strategic trade position . 
Another British advantage is the trade combinations 
which are permitted by British Law. Practically all of t he 
bigger British industries are linked up in this way. 'rhe only 
country that actually frowns on trade combinations and trusts 
is the United States . Great Britain has favored the growth of 
these trade combin~tions since the time of the Napoleonic Wars. 
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The United States with its individual enterprises cannot 
expect to compete with the unrestricted trade combinations of 
England. 
The British free trading policy is also a help in 
ge tting a foothold in foreign markets. People will instinctively 
buy where they can sell , and the f act that Britain with her 
tre.de combin ations, both buying and selling, offers a duty free 
market for the majority of foreign goods, means that these same 
people will buy in Great Britain. 
FINANCIAL CONDITIONp I~ GREAT BRITAIN 
Britain's favorable outlook in trade and industry is 
due to the . splendid management of British finances. For two 
years (1921-22) Britain has had a perpetual business depression 
and both public and private financial interests have refused to 
cheapen the currency. One to three million people have been 
out of work during this time , but Bri tai.n effectivel y opposed 
and stopped inflation . The year 1923 showed improvement and 
1924 wi 11 undoubtedly show sti 11 greater improvement in trade·, 
shipping and manufac turing. 
During the war Britain contracted enormous debts 
changing from a creditor to a debtor nation. The bulk of this 
money is due the United States and Great Britain is paying annually 
on principle and interest between 30,000,000 and 40,000,000 
pounds or about $150,000 , 000. These payments .extend for 62 
years. The fact that Grea t Britain has been able to enter into 
this arrangement is proof enough that her finances are sound. 
Payments to the United States must come from the 
orofits on overseas trade and investments abroad. Already the 
" 
British investing public have begun t o invest money in foreign 
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lands. This means that during 1924 the British market for 
American stocks and bonds should be an active one. The increase 
of demand abroad for American sec~rities is due to several 
factors. First of all comes the cultivation of the foreign 
market by Americans. This is partly due to the f act that 
American investment houses are carrying a l arger variety of 
lines than prior to the war. At present, New York is the 
center for the issuance of foreign bonds because the bulk of 
the gold is in the United States. But even t ho ugh issu~d 
there, a large portion of the stocks and bonds are finding a 
pe rmanent home in Great Britain. 
Because Great Britain holds possibilities of being 
a ferti le market for ·investments does not mean that any old 
thing will sell. The technique of investment selling in Great 
Britain must be analyzed. As traditi on plays a large part, 
the agressive, intensive sales tactics now in use in the United 
States would avail nothing. In London no commission salesmen 
are sent around with a sales talk and bulletin as this would 
off end the client. Neither is it wise for the agent to send 
out reports of all kinds on the securities that he may have to 
sel l . All investment r epresentatives in Britain are familiar 
with the holdings of their clients and interview them only when 
the securities for sale are desirable to their clients . In 
fac t man y of the agents prefer to leave the initiative with the 
customer. 
FOREIGN POLICIES OF BRITISH BANK£ 
Contrar y to general opinion it is only recently that 
British banking interests have established branches abroad. The 
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war brought about the necessity for having British owned 
branches in foreign countries. At the present time British 
banking is dominated by what has been characterized a s the 
"Big Five." 'These banks are all joint stoc·k bank s a nd cover 
practically every British town of any size. The tendency has 
been consolidation so as· to meet the increased c~edit needs of 
British industry. As the banks increased their clientele , it 
became necessary to widen the scope of foreign facili t ies . 
These "Big Five" banks have established different 
policies regarding their foreign banking methods. One bank, 
the Mi dland Bank, has refused to establish any foreign sub-
sidiary banks. It has followed an independent course because 
it does not desire foreign clients as such business is only 
profitable in periods of prosperity. It also believes that its 
customers' interests can be protected by co-operating with 
native banks. 
Th~ other four banks of the "Big Five" have definitely 
committed themselves to a foreign policy that maintains "over-
seas branches." These "overseas branches" are known as "foreign 
banks" and not branches, so as to avoid the branch tax imposed 
by foreign governments. The staffs and officers of these 
"foreign banks" are differen t but the directors are the same. 
These "foreign banks", of course, take care of British trade 
in the centers where they are located. It is another instance 
of the far reaching policy of British commercial life. 
FOREIGN TRADE OF GREAT BRITAIN 
The British divide the foreign trade of their country 
into five groups . (a) foodstuffs and tobacco, (b) raw materials , 
(c) manufactured goods, (d) parcel post imports and (e) animals 
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not intended for food. This grouping is in order of importance 
according to the 1923 figures issued by the British Government. 
It is apparent that food products are the biggest import item. 
Agriculture in Great Britain is confined mostly to the raising 
of live stock. Great Britain imports huge quantities of grain 
and grain products to feed herself and her animals. 
The bulk of the imports of Great Britain come from 
the United St~tes. In 1923 her imports from the United States 
totaled over $783 ,000,000, the next largest amount came from 
Australia with $287,000,000, while the Argentine Republic, 
Canada , France, New Zealand and British lndia f~llowed in the 
order named. Many of Britain's imports are re-exported. In 
1923 she re-exported $23 ,000,000 to Australia, $95,000,000 t o 
the United States and $78,000,000 to France. About $400,ooo,obo 
of British made goods are exported to British India, about 
$267,000,000 to Australia, about $243,000,000 to the United 
States and about $150,000,000 to France . Every country in the 
world exports to and imports from Great Britain various kinds 
of goods. 
In 1923 the chief import s from the United States were 
wheat, corn, oats, cotton and tobacco for raw products. Refined 
sugar, sawn tjmber, canned salmon and moving picture films 
account for a large percentage of the manufactured trade. Britain 
also imports pig iron, copper and lead from the United States. 
British exports to the United States in order of 
quantity were undressed hides, unwooled sheep and lamb skins, 
tinned plate, tin, cotton goods, worsted yarns, woolen goods, 
linen goods, jute yarn and jute goods, leather, harness, print-
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ing paper and dressed fur skins. Re-exports from Britain 
to the United States were principally wool, rubber, cotton, tea, 
cocoa , ~nd undressed hides in orde r of their importance. 
London is by far the biggest Bri t i sh market , while 
Manchester is a poor second, followed closely by Bradford. 
Liverpool and Dundee are the only other large markets exporting 
goods. London is the export .market for rubber, furs, and wool . 
Mancheste r exports cott on goods , cotton yarns and cotton waste; 
. Bradford, wool and woolen goods. Liverpool e xports t in and 
manganese , while Dundee is the e~port center for jute ~nd j ute 
goods . Britain.is dotted here and there with other markets that 
ship out tons of goods, but the bulk of goods exported in 1923 
came fr.om these ports. 
EXPORTING TO GREAT BRITAIN 
The direct method of exporting is by far the best if 
the products can be sold in quanti ty in Great Britain. · The 
branch ho use is perhaps the mo st advantageous method . As the 
British are slow to accept ·new organizations, but trade with 
the old established concerns it is a slow process to get recog-
nition for a new product or new house. Because of this it is 
sometimes wise, if particularly in earn est to e s tablish rel9.tions 
in Britain , to buy a part interest in a native concern. If this 
is impossible a branch house sho uld be established. The head 
should be a man thoroughly acquainted with British c ustoms and 
habits. The Ame r ican is too apt t o belittle t he ~nglish tradi -
tions and thus lose possible busi ness. In establishing a branch 
house London, often called the world's export center , would of 
course be first and last choice, as al l parts of t he British 
Isles can be easily reached from there. 
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If it is not advisable to establish a branch office 
in Great Britain th~ establishment of an agency would be t he 
next best thing. Great care should be taken in t he selection 
of an agency. If no available firm or person can be found, a 
traveling salesman, well acquainted with the British customs, 
wo uld bring results. 
SALES PROBLEM IN GREAT BRITAIN 
American manufacturers _n mak e a success in the 
British market if careful preparation is made at the start. 
Many problems present themselves, however. 
First, there is the general agitation from all British 
mBnufacturers against the buying of foreign made products. Most 
of this agitation is due to unemployment in Great Britain. The 
sale of American mRde merchandise has been hindered by the 
collection of the Briti sh debt. On the ot her hand, the 
Britisher will buy where his shilling wil l go farthest, 
regardless of wh e re the goods are made. 
Several companies have removed all traces of "made 
in United States" from thei r goods. Separate sales organi-
zati ons have been created . All literature h~s been re-written 
in true British fashion, obliterating American phrases, slogans, 
addresses and prices . 
Price seems to be the outstanding factor. In Great 
Britain taxes are high and if the market is to be won it 
must be done by selling at the lowest possible f igure . 
The average retailer in Great Britain is conservative 
and hard to convince, but is a loyal enthusiastic believer when 
sold. He resents any suggestion of dictation or domination but 
welcomes co-operation. British retailers look for four things 
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when stocking merchandise: first, ~ good product able to hold 
its own against any competition; second, a liberal cash dis-
count; third, protection from underselling by competitors; and 
fourth, some kind of selling aid. · He is cautious rather than 
enterprising, imitative rather than original, and his enthusiasm 
grows very slowly but is of the lasting kind. 
ADVERTISING IN GREAT BRITAIN 
Americans are far superior to the British when it 
comes to advertising. British trade is the resul t of slow 
evolution rather thfl.n the rapid growth which is customary in 
the United States. British business men are slow to adjust 
themselves to new conditions. They are no match for the quick 
wit and rapidly changing merchandising methods of the American 
business man. They realize the latter is in a strong position 
because of superior merchandising methods due mostly to advertis-
ing. 
Great Britain has advertising agencies that are modern 
but not original or as progressive as the agenci es in the United 
States. Art work in England is mostly of the old school and 
after the style common in this country several years ago. En-
graving and color combinations are exceptionally good but are 
handicapped because of the illustrations used. The general 
typography of advertising is not good as the English printer 
mixes all styles of type. The English love sentimental themes, 
particula.rly when a spirit of gaity predominates. Humor is 
popular and leaves a lasting impression that appeals strongly to 
the Englishman. Advertising that recognizee traditions has a 
good pulling value . ~ New feature" advertising has no place in 
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the English market. The longer established end tried the article 
the better market it will have. 
Englishmen a re not sold on advertising as is the 
American public . Their advertising is not deserving of confidence, 
as much of it is grossly exaggere,ted. Because of tbi s the public 
discounts whatever is said by the advertiser. The most powerful 
advertising medium in Great Britain is the daily newspap.er. There 
are few weeklies and none like our Saturday Evening Post. 
American cop y must be "Englishized" before it is released 
for the British reading public. Words and phrases have different 
meanings 1n England. for example, gum to the American is some-
thing to chew, while gum to the Britisher is rubber, hence chewing 
gum would be "chevdng rubber." The leading gum manufacturers 
have introduced their product in Great Britain by advertising it 
as " chewing sweets." Other words also have dual meanings. Care 
must be taken to avoid ridiculous misunderstandings. It is wise, 
therefore, for a Britisher to rewrite or write the copy for the 
British Isles. 
SHIPMENTS OF ADVERTISING AND SAMPLES 
Advertising matter, stereotypes, electrotypes and the 
like are not subject to duty when exported to Britain and they 
can be shipped in any way that the shipper sees fit . Different 
ki. nd s of advertising can be included in the same package. The 
country of origin should always be marked plainly on every package. 
Samples having no commerci al value are admitted free, 
but if they have commercial value, the ordinary duty is charged. 
Only a very few classes of goods are subject to duty. At present 
only the "Key Industry" products are taxed. Among these are motor 
vehicles and accessories, musical instruments , bevera,ges, playing 
cards, motion picture films and otber so called luxuries. A 
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complete list can be obtained from the Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Trade, Washington, D. C. 
REGISTRATION OF TRADE MARKS 
Trade marks may be registered in Great Britain for a 
period of fourteen years and are renewable. In order to register 
a trade mark a written application si gned by the _applicant, the 
partners, an officer of the corporation or an agent of the same 
must be sent to the Patent Office in London. t his appli cation 
must include the power of attorney signed by the applicant, full 
name and address of business orge,nization which desires t o use the 
t rade mark. With each a.ppli ca tion a.n electrotype of the mark must 
be sent along with six copies of the trade mark. 
The ap plication is published and open for opposition for 
one calendar month. If op posed and the mark shown to be unregister-
able the applicant can appeal to the High Court. 
Registration in Great Britain does not mean that the 
trade ma rk has been registered all over the British Empire. Each 
colonial possession can make such laws as it sees fit regarding the 
registrati on of trade marks. 
BRITISH COLONIES AND THEIR TRADE PROBLEM 
Great Bri tain is particularly fortunate in having a large 
number of colonies scattered all over the world. These colon l es are 
able to supply Great Britain wi th practicall y all of the raw 
materi al s necessary to keep her mills and f actories going. In 
years gone by British markets were fre~ to all and no duties or 
tariff barriers were erected. 
British economic conditions and the growing strength of 
the colonies have made changes imperati ve . In 1923 the people of 
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Great Britain rejected preferential tariffs and overthrew the 
existing government by electing a Labor gover nment. This govern-
ment was in turn overthrown in the last election . The new politica l 
leaders are strong advocates of preferential rates being given to the 
colonies. This would mean that all other countries shipping raw 
products into Great Britain for consumption would be at a disadvantage. 
It would affect the trade between Gre.:1.t Britain and the United States. 
Great Britain must knit all he r many colonies into one ; this can be 
done by preferential tariffs. It is Britain's right, although it 
will hurt our trade. 
Interpreferential tariffs will f ollow. This means that 
Canada, Australia and the other colonies will enjoy rates that will 
give them the advantage in trade. In other words such an act on 
the part of the British Empire would affect the markets for United 
States merchandise the world over. 
If this ever comes t o pass, and it is quite probable that 
it vvi.ll, because Great Britain is leaning in this direction, the 
United States has an advantage that should at least be mentioned. 
It can be summed up in one word, Canada, our next door neighbor. 
Her people are similar and her economic resources make it possible 
for United States manufac turers t o es tabl ish branch factories in 
Canada. If these brartches conform to the Canadian rules and 
regulations, and are operated as separate units, their products 
would be Canadian and so come under the preferential tariffs. 
THE IRISH_ FRE..§_STATE 
The southern part of Ireland which was given the right 
to govern itself ie no w known as the Irish F'ree State. Ulster in 
the north still remains under the laws of Great Britain. 
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In March 19 23 the Irish Free State obtained home rule 
and an opportunity to establish he r own trade r egulations . As a 
country she is comparatively small, with an agricultural s urp lus 
to e xport which goes mainly to Great Britain . Practically all of 
the Irish imports come from Great Britain, but with stabilization 
and native government, there ought to be an opportuni ty for the 
American exporter to deal direct . American goods are already 
known and used. The presence of relatives of t he present Irish 
population in the United States will further foster their use. 
The Irish Free State has very few products that are 
exported directly to the United States. Most of them come thru 
Great Britai~ . Irish cured bacon, hand embroideries, linen and 
woolen goods are exported to this country by way of some British 
port. 
Ireland in spite of the fact that she builds shi ps for 
the rest of the world has practically no merchant vessels under 
her own fle.g . There are good ports with modern faci li ties available, 
but dock workers demand and receive more than worke rs at the 
British ports. Ireland has for ports s uch cities as Dublin, Cork, 
Queenstown and Belfast in the north. The latter port is a dis-
tributing center for tobacco, clothing, flour; petrol , tea and 
coal. 
The Irish Free State carries on all its business independ-
ent of England . They collect their own taxes and c ustoms. Di1·ect 
lines are no w op ~rating between the United States , Canada, Germany, 
France, Belgium and Holland and Queenstown ; Irish Free State. 
Ireland imports farm products, particularly meat, wheat 
flour, canned fruits and corn, most of which came from the Uni ted 
States thru Great Britain. American automobiles are in good de-
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mand in Ireland, the c l osed or semi-closed models being very 
popular. Motor trucks are inc rea.sin g in popule.rit y and about three 
fourths of them are Ame r ican made. Farm machinery sales can be 
increased if the American manufacture r cares to study the particular 
needs of the Irish farmer. 
Ireland is a potential market f or American made goods. 
The ports· of Dublin, Belfast and Co rk can take care of the four and 
a quarter million people. Manufactured goods and food stuffs a re 
in demand in Ireland and the United States sho uld be able to suppl y 
the bulk of the demand direct. Irish imports to the United States 
come indirectly thru Great Britain and co uld come direct.· This would 
give two way loadings which would be an advantage . 
At present the buyers in the Irish Free State are 
breaking away from the traditional buying thru Great Britain and 
seeking di r ec t channels . Irish merchants desire quotation c.i . f . 
Dublin or Co rk. American merchants should consider .direct connections 
. . 
and in so doi ng should use personal r epr esentatives r a ther than 
catalo gs. 
Northern Ireland quotations should be c.i.f. Belfast . 
Belfast concerns, due to their c·lose Briti sh connections, prefer 
to buy from the mother country. 
· The I rish Free ~tate has set up a customs duty similar 
to that of Great Britain . In some lines a preferential duty has 
been given. Proxi.rnity to Canada and the United States wil l not 
affect trade between these countries and Ireland even though a 
duty has been established. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE WESTERN EUROPEAN GROUP - FRANCE 
France is a country th&t presents to the average person 
the impression of unity. It is a comp act country with a centralized 
government and an old civilization. ~he people are unmistakably 
French. All Frenchmen seem alike in their manners, habi ts and 
ordinary every day life. As a people they are strongly nation-
alisti c and ardently patriotic. They emphasize the fact that France 
is "one and i ndi vi sfble." 1'he whole life of France i.s centralized 
in Paris. Educ.<ttion, art, science, finance and cormnerce are 
lochted in this city. France is a splendid example of strong 
natlonalistic feeling, in spite of the composite races that make 
up the country. 
COMMERCIAL LIFE OF THE FRENCH PEOPLE 
France has never been an industrial nation and more than 
one hal f of the people still live in the country. This means that 
France grows enough foodstuffs to feed her own popula~tion. In 
ad dition she raises i n normal times an export surplus of prunes, 
olives, walnuts, mushrooms and truffles. Fruits and vegetables 
are canned and have a good export market because of their superior 
flavore Many of her people own property and because of that are 
not interested in Bolshevistic propaganda. In this respect her 
economic li fe differs from her neighbors, Germany and England. 
Such industrial life as there is in France is not centered on 
mas s production but upon limited production and high tariff pro-
taction. 
Business hour s are long, the men arrive early in the 
morning, but the best time for interviews in the city is between 
10 and 12 o'clock . In the towns and rural districts calling may 
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begin by nine o'clock and even earlier, except on market days. 
Market days mean business for the merchant and he is usually too 
busy wJ th his customers to be bothered with salesmen. Luncheon in 
France is a serious thing and most business men go home for it. 
'I'he y return at about half past two a.nd stay until seven o'clock. 
The whole structure of commercial life in France is 
.founded on paternalism. ousiness enterprises are run by the family 
and secret processes and methods are handed down by word of mouth 
to each new generation. This is the main reason why there are so 
many small enterprises in France . 
THE DOMINANT CHARACTERIS}2IC§. OF OLD FRANCE 
The French want long wearing quality merchandise for 
their own personal consumption and in this respect dif f e r from othe r 
people. The F~enchman dislikes to discard anything he buys. He 
uses an article until it is absolutely worn out before he is willing 
to replace it. Because of this, French manufactured products are 
usually staple goods of s uch nature as to have very little e xport 
value. Until recently the manufactured exports of France have been 
chiefly wines, silks, perfumes and ladies style goods. 
This slow determination that prevails in the industrial 
world is also characteristic of the French financial world. The 
French merchant and investor takes very few risks. "Safety first" 
and small profits are preferred. 
France is now in the form at i ve period. One road that is 
open to her is that of a conservative fo reign policy and domestic 
r econstruction along traditional lines or she can develop an expan-
sive .foreign and domestic policy which would make France an indus-
trial nati on. If France deci des , and it seems likely that she will , 
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to go in for mass production of staple goods she will have to com-
pete in the world's markets with the United States and Great Britai n . 
THE ECONOMIC REVOLUTION IN MODERN FRANCE 
Since the world war France has undergone an economic 
revolution. lor one thing, she has discovered the use of water 
power. 'l'o be sure it was knoV\n prior to the war, but systematic 
utilization is a new thought. Inasmuch as industrial France is 
short of coal a ready substitute can be had in ·the development of 
water power. France has plenty of rivers and waterfalls from which 
she can generate all the electric power she needs. Availabl~ re-
sources in 1923 could generate about nine million horse power, 
while· the projects under construction amount to another three million. 
The electric power obta~ned from these plants will be equivalent to 
24,000,000 tons of coal. 'l'he power can be conveyed for lighting 
and manuf~cturing purposes to the remotest French village. 
The program for water power development is being carried 
on thru the co-operation of public authorities and private capi-
talists. The government has promised assistance in the develop-
ment of the Rhone, the Dordogne and the Rhine rivers. France is 
also .a pioneer in the possibility of obtaining power from the tides . 
Experimental tidal power stations are being constructed at Aber-
Wrack. 
The recovery of Alsace-Lorraine from Germany gave France 
new and abundant resources of coal and iron ore. The coal mines 
there will never be able to produce all the coal necessary t o 
furnish the motive power for growing French industries , but it has 
helped Telieve the shortage. In addition, Alsace-Lorraine has 
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deposits of oil and potash, two valuable industrial aids. The 
industrial life of France was increased by the metallurgical, 
engineering and textile industries of the recovered provinces. 
The most striking advance in France has been mad e in 
industrialism and the organizatiOn of _the basic industries after 
the German Trus t Systems. The industrial efficiency of the northern 
part of France has been greatly increased. Factories and commercial 
enterprises are being rebuilt and refitted as fast as finances per-
mit even at the expense of homes. Temporary .wooden houses will do, 
but permanent industrial plants must be built. . Numbers o f co-
operative organizations have sprung up which have financed the 
rebuilding of churches and loaned money to cownercial enterprises 
on their assets. Out of -22,000 industrial plants destroyed 20,000 
are now in operation (1923) all considerably modernized. 
Practically all of tbe waterways of France are being 
re-dredged and cleaned out for navigation again. Rivers have 
~lways been extensively used in this country for navigable purposes. 
They are linked together by a systern of canals, the locks of which 
are operated by steam or electric traction. Roads are-already in 
sh~p e for traffic. Much money is being expended in the construction 
of new national highways, rivers and canals. Seaports are being 
enlarged and the handling 6f cargoes at these ports is better than 
ever. France learned a lot from American methods dtiring the war. 
Aviation is fast becoming a big factor in the French 
transportation systems. · French airplane companies run to all parts 
of Europe and air lines from Toulouse to Marrocco connect with lines 
running into Equatorial Africa. Most of the lines are subsidized 
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by the government. 
Districts that were robbed of live stock because of 
war needs have been replenished. Farming is being conducted on 
the same scale as prior to the war. It is somewhat modernized to 
satjsfy the needs of the newer France. 
Because of the development of these economi c resources 
France is fast becoming an industrial nation and bids fair to be-
come a competitor of United States and Great Britain in the world's 
market. 
INDUSTRIES OF FRANCE 
_.,.....,_,._~_.._ 
France produces more wine than any other country in the 
world. The count1·y is ideally located for the raising of grapes. 
The principal wine districts are in Southern France. The high 
quality of the wines is due to climate) soil and skill in pre-
paration. France exports most of her high quality wines and im-
ports inferior wines which are consumed. 
Silk manufacturing, centered about Lyons, is the leading 
textile .industry in France. The raw silk is imported from Italy, 
Japan and China. France also manufactures woolen goods, importing 
much of its raw wool from Great Britain. High grade cotton goods 
are manufactured in Rouen, Lille and Mulhausen. Raw cotton is 
imported from the United States, most of it enters thru the port 
of Havre. 
The iron resources of France are greater than any other 
country in Europe due to the re-annexation of Lorraine. This makes 
the metal industry an important one. The exports of iron and steel 
wi ll increase a s France recovers from the war. The industry is 
scattered all over France with no outstanding center. 
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TRA DE ORGANIZATION IN FRANCE 
French industrial life since the war has turned to trade 
organizat ions. These have been formed in practically all of the 
leading industries. The methods of organi zing have followed very 
closely the German system. The fundamental problems back of this 
ch~nge from small individual companies to the establishment of 
trade organizations have been many. If French indus tri es are un-
controlled, producers feel that their interests would suffer thru 
severe competition in the home market. · Foreign trade combinations 
would be able to bndersell in France because of advantages in 
organi zati on. Low production costs would drive many French concerns 
to th e wall if competition, whether foreign or domestic, were un-
controlled. 
French industryj parti~~larly the plants located in the 
interior h13,d to find a way to · save their business. New conditions 
brought about two important problems. First wa s the loss of trade 
in. the domestic market an d secondly came the establishment of a 
sure foreign market for the surplus production of certain industries. 
Neither of these problems could be solved by the old trade organ-
izations, the majority of which were simply social . 
As a result the larger firms have consolidated reaching 
out beyond their frontiers purchasing mines, factories, sources of 
raw materials along the Danube and in Central Europe. There is an 
interlocking of. interests especially in the me~all urgical group, 
which is perhaps the most astonishing part of the post war phenomena. 
The keynote in modern France seems to be consolidati on 
either horizontal or vertical. Developments that were regional are 
now national and in many cases international. The mining and en-
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gineer-ing industries have extended into Belgium, Rumania, Czecho-
Slovakia, Austria and Poland. The whole idea seems to be to obtain 
some of the trade interests that were German and to obtain a stron 
foothold all over Europe. 
ORGANIZATION IN THE METALLURGICAL INDUSTRY 
This industry, the largest i n France, will best illustrate 
how trade organizati6ns f uncti on in this country. In thii business, 
there are 150 national organizations and about 100 regional organ-
izations. The regional are usually affiliated with the national 
organization. They confine their activiti$s to the social and labor 
problems of the distri c t in which they are- located • . The national 
organizations are loc~ted at Paris and transact the business • 
. The keystone of the metallurgical -i ndustry is the -"~ornate 
des Forges" an employers union created in 1864. 1ts object. is "the 
. study and defense of the. economic industrial and commercial interests 
of the industry." lts financial support comes from contributions 
(1) upon producti?n of iron and . steel and ·· (2) mJ.mber of workers • . 
Any manufacturer dealing directly ~r indirectly in iron or steel 
can become a member. 
Prior to the war, France had wh.at is kno wn as comptoirs, 
a kind of selling o ~ganization r~sembling th~ German cartel arid the 
American trust. It differed from th~ trust by not absorbing other 
units and from the cartel by no t concerning i.tself with production. 
Its sole functions were to fix pri.ce and. make sales. Ihternal 
dissension brought about their dissolution. 
The only present organizations that seem to be able to 
control conditions at all are the new vertical combinations. They 
are new organizations for France and just how far they can go is a 
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questi on. The abnormal conditions surrounding their growth has not 
brou~ht out their strong and weak f eatures. I f the comptoirs are 
revived , the vertical trust is undo ubtedly doomed, otherwise it will 
probabl y continue to grow and absorb other units until it can control 
the entire market. 
The metallurgical industry of France is trying to enter 
into an agreemen t with the German coal and iron magnates that would 
bring about the most powerful combine the world has ever seen. 
French iron ore is of a poor grade and in order to use it France 
must have a constant s upply of coal and coke . Before the war, she 
prod uced about one- half of all the coal needed , bu t the acquisitjon 
of i 1·on mines without coal makes it necessary to find other 
supplies. Thi s conditibn is only temporary and is the real reason 
back of t he desire to form a French-German combine. 
FRENCH FACTORY SYST~~S 
A visjt thru a French f acto ry is a ceremony. Every move 
is plnnned and timed in advance by the guide or t he e xecutives . The 
organi zation of the French factori es follo ws the same line as in the 
United States. Industri al directors and fin anciaJ institutions are 
interlocked . Most of the big French corporations are fami ly affair;s. 
The capitalists refuse to recognize labor unions. The 
workmen are loyal without resorting to t his device. Everywhere 
thr- uout France a sp;Lendid shop spirit exists and nowhere e1se will 
any heartier co-operation be found. 
The Frencb factories are being patterned mo re and mo re 
after the American p1a.nt. Modern time study and scientific 
principles are being applied in the Frenchman's eagerness to get 
mass. prod1:1ction. 
During the war , t.he French workm en saved mu_ch property for 
their emplo yer s by hiding it in unheard of pla ces . The re is an 
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instance of an employer's truck being hidden under a pile of 
stone waiting for his return. Machinery was hidden in wood piles 
awaitjng the refitting of the factory. 
Paternalism js everywhere. If the father works for a 
certain individual so will his son. Generations of employees work 
for generations of employers. 
French industry and commerce was prosperous during 1923 
in spite of foreign exchange handicaps and fu el shortage. The 
adverse trade balance was reduced by about 450,000,000 francs. 
Imports increased '36% over those of 1922. 
It is very hard to arrive at any true basis for deter-
mining the actual valu e of increass because of exchange fluctuations. 
The franc, standard of exchange in France, is worth about nineteen 
cents at par. In 1922 , the average rate of exchange according to 
th e fig ures of the United States Federal Re serve Bank Board was 
eight cents, while jn 192'3 it was six cents. A truer measure of 
the changes that have taken place in French conm1erce since 1921 
would. be found in the foreign movement of merchandise expressed in 
tons. 'I'he ton used jn the following tables is the metric, which 
equals 2,204 .6 pounds . 
FRENCH TRADE BY ~~IGHT 192'3 
Imports 
Food Products 
Raw Materials 
Manufactured Goods 
Total Imports 
Food Products 
Raw Materials 
Manufactured Goods 
Parcel Post 
Total Exports 
1921 
4, 200; 470 
'34,222,352 
1,571,280 
40 '0 62' 10 2 
1 ,222,243 
12,892 ,485 
1,895,246 
__,,.......,...,;;25...!. 0 4 7 
16,0'35,021 
1922 
5,090,515 
44, 666' 722 
1' ffj) '9 64 
51,418,201 
947,447 
1.9,08'3,400 
2,583,986 
- 2B_~ •. .Q 2.1 22,6~857 
192'3 
5,715,099 
47' 706,510 
1 ,49~-"928 
54,921,5'37 
1,311,927 
20,903,042 
3,o~~,BTI 
24, 78~020 
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By weight, imports in 1923 were 7% larger than in 1922, 
37% larger than in 1921, while exports were 10% larger than in 1922 
and 55 % larger than in 1921. 
IMPORTS 
Among the principal food products imported in 1923 ware 
· cereals. The poor ·wheat crop of 1922 was responsible for big im-
portetions of this grairi. Rice was the next largest import cereal. 
It increased tre~endously due to the regulation requiring that 8% 
of r i ce, rye or corn flour must be mixed with wheat fl'our before it 
could be sold to the public. · Practically all of the rice comes 
from Indo-China, a colonial possession. Sugar imports were less 
than usual due to a large sugar c rop. Animal greases and meat 
products are imported in great quantities. 
The French pe~ple are adverse to using refrigerated and 
preserved meats. This feeling prevails thruout Europe. At p~esent, 
however, there a.ppears to be a will i ngness on the part of the ·French 
to use the refri~erated product and a number of new establishments 
have been opened in Paris to sell these meats. The reason for this 
sudden popularity is found in the rise in price of French fresh 
ki ll ed meats. American hams, bacons and other preserved meats also 
increased in popu1ari t y during 1923 . 
The imports of silk, wool and cotton decreased during 
1923 due to the earthquake in Japan and the unfavorable exchange 
rates . Most manufacturers bought in small quantities, deferring 
larger purchase s until the ~xchange rate again bec ame favorable. 
Due to the rebuilding activities in the French devastated 
areas imports of building materials increased consjderably. Bricks, 
Jjme, cement, building tiles and common woods are in great demand . 
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Imports of coal, coke and bri quettes increased tremendously in 
spite of the fact that the .F'rench mines equalled their pre-war 
output. Imports were the largest in French history which proves 
that France is becoming industrialized. 
France is turning to mineral oils as a coal substitute 
for use in both land and sea transportation. Imports are increasing 
rapidly. The government in an attempt to free the country fiom 
complete dependence on foreign countries has passed a law ~nforcing 
the mixture of a certain proportion of alcohol. '1'he ·government 
holds a monopoly of industrial alcohol. It is sold to perfumery 
and chemical manufacturers at the highest rate bu t gasoli ne dealers 
buy it at less than cost. 
Imports of lead, zinc, tin and ~opper increased largely 
because of the requirements for the reconstructi6n ot hou~es. The 
increase in the use of electricity also brought about an increase 
in the amount of copper. 
In addition, France purchases abroad paper , hides, tex-
tiles, farm ma.chi nery, tools and automobiles. 
PRINCIPAL EXPORTS 
The exports of live stock for food · and work purposes to 
the French coloni~s and the S~ar valley increased during 1923. The 
general increase in exports of this kind was so large that a 
ministeriel order forbidding the exports of live stock except 
to these countries was or-dered. The same situation prevailed in 
the egg market. The drain on French eggs was so heavy that a 
dearth was created at home so that the minister of agriculture 
prohibited their export until some time in 1924. Butter and cheese 
exports increased so rapidly that the minister of finance placed a 
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15% ad valorem export duty on them. Most of the exports 6f food 
stuffs go to the French colonies. 
France experts some leather , raw si lks and flax. It is 
interesting to note that prior to the war France imported flax but 
now she has developed an export trade. She also exports iron ore, 
pig iron and steel as well as chemical goods and fancy textile 
manufactures. The chemical goods consist chiefly of perfumery and 
soaps, t.he textiles of wearing :apparel. 
In rubber goods, France ha s what could almost be termed 
a virtual monopoly in most of Europe. Particularly is this true with 
regard to the automobile tire ·market. Other rubber goods· have also 
found a market in Europe. Even in England, French tires are more 
popular and have as large a sale as the English and the United States 
makes combined. The Dunlop Rubber Company seems to have t he 
ascendancy all over Europe. 
FRENCH IMPORT TRADE WITH THE UNITED STATES 
France imports more goods in normal years from Great 
Britain than any other .country. This, of course, i s to · be ex-
pected due to the nearness of the two countries and their close 
friendship. Next to Great Britain comes the United States foll6wed 
by Belgium, Argentina and Italy. I' he last named, combined, do 
only a little more than the United States. During the last 
months of the year 1923 , the total va.lue of shipments from the 
United States to France was greater than ever before. 
United States sold France about 62% of all the cotton 
and cotton waste that she bo~ght. The Ftench mills, however , are 
trying to rid themselves of dependence on the United States for 
their cotton by importing increasing amounts from Egypt and British 
India. 
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In the last few years, the United States has 
strengthened her position iri the mineral oil market of France. 
e1% of the total French sup r- ly came from this country. Meso-
potamia, Rumania and Mexico supplied the balance. 
73% of the French copper imports come from the United 
States. In time, France hopes to become independent in its 
copper supply and with this j n mind has sent engineers to her 
coloni es to explore for copper. So far the only colony in 
which thie metal has been found is Marrocco. 
The percentage of cereals bought in the United States 
and exported t o France is steadily decreasing. In 1923, she 
bought only 17% of her total imports in the United States as 
compared to 30% in 1921. The chief reason for this decline is 
due to the increasing. difficulty in financing shi pments of 
American grain~ Americans demand cash while Argentina, Canada 
and Algeria give credit. 
The French custom authorities divide machinery into 
three classes: 
~,irst : Prime movers, such as steam engines 
and the like. 
Second: Tools. 
Third: Parts and attachments. 
United States plays a very important rbl~ in the 
machinery market of France . In 1923, 33% of the prime moving 
equipment came from the United States. Only 5% of the tools 
imported came from this country, due to the hi gh pri ces . In 
fact, many French hardware concerns have begun tc make tools 
similar to those made in the United States. 14% of the s pare 
parts and attachments imported were from the United States. 
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88% of all the automobiles imported originated in the United 
States. This excludes American cars assembled in France. 
About 50% of all the animal fats imported came from 
this country in 1923 . This is a decline which will undoubtedly 
continue each year because of the stock increase in the French 
colonies. Over 66% of all the ~alted and preserved meats im.:.. 
ported are of American origin. 
Other art.;icl.es are imported in varying amounts. Chief 
among these l esser imports are sugar, raw hides, lumber, tobacco, 
sulphur, manufactured rubber goods ~nd surgical supplies. 
FRENCH .EXPORT TR~DE TO THE UNITED STATES 
Great Britain buys more from France than any other 
country. Belgi urn is the second· best customer , while the 
United States and Switzerland follow in the order named. 
United States takes about 8% of the total export s of . Fr ance. 
United States buys 20% of the export total of real 
silk and artificial silk fabri.cs . High tariff barriers erected 
by the United States keep out much of the French silks. 
In spite of the fact that United States, e.s well as 
the rest of the world look to Par1 s for their women's clothing 
styles, only 11% of her export surplus of clothing and lingerie 
finds its way into the United States. This does not include 
the goods brought in by the tourists, which would swell the 
total considerably. 
United States takes 34% of the total French exports 
of perfmnes, and essential oils. French perfume has a dis-
tinctive place in the United States market, being eagerly 
bought by the women. 
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Rags form a bi g item in the export trade of France. 
United States bo ught about 35% of the total output in 1923. 
They were used mostly in the manufacture of paper and shoddy. 
In addition to these principal exports, the United 
States depends on France for a goodly pe rcentage of raw hides 
an~ skins to use in manufact uring glove s . . She also buys chem-
icals, feathers, Parisian novelties, pearls, seeds and wines. 
BUYING FOR EXPORT IN FRANCE 
In ord~r for an American to buy goods in France, he 
usually needs the services of a commissionaire. Commissionaires 
are usually registered at the American Chamber of Commerce in 
Paris. He is an Ameri can who understands the nativ:e customs 
and habits and is usuall·y a very exacting individual who seems 
to expect the very worst from his fellow Americans. The first 
thing the commissionaire wants t o know is how much money the 
merchant or buyer has to spend. The cash must be deposited in 
a Paris bank and so tied up that it can be used only for pur-
chasing merchandise. 
'rhe commissionaire will then introduce the buyer to 
the salesman and act as an interpreter . He does not usually do 
the actual buying. His funct ion is to tell ·the buyers where 
the most favorable merchandise can be found and see that shi p-
ments are made according to contract. His pay is risually 7% 
of all purchases made. It costs about 15% to run a buying office 
'in Paris so it is cheaper to b uy thru a commi ssionaire. 
The reason for s uch high handed methods in requiring 
the money to be deposited for the buying of merchandise is due 
to the peculiarity of the French law. If a con tract has been 
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made the French law holds the commissionaire responsible. When 
a contract is signed by buyer and seller it cannot be broken. If 
a contract is broken or cFtncelled the company demands pa yment at 
the com~issionajre's office and if it is not paid the law steps 
in. lha compan Y's messenger gets a government accountant and 
comes back to the commissionaire' s office and the accountant de-
mands to look at his books. If the commissionaire has not 
enough money to pay all of his bills his license is revoked and 
he is out of business for all t ime. 
BANKING PROCEDURE 
----
The French banking system is absolutely tight. It is 
next to impossible for anyone to get money out th'3.t doesn't be-
long to them. ·,,hen account,s are opened an applicP.tion blank 
l ike an income tax report is filed and the depositor-to-be is 
ushered into a r ecept ion hall that looks like a big railroad 
waiting room. When entering, a number is given qnd the depositor 
must wait until it is called. After waiting about half an hour, 
the number is called and a venerable gentleman chats with you 
for another half hour. The depositor leaves the bank an d is 
told to return in three days for a check and a pass book. The 
third day he comes back and the bank is almost ready to be con-
vinced that the depositor has money there . After much investi-
gation the depositor has finally opened up his account and is 
taught how to write a check . After writing t he check it usually 
takes half an hour to draw out money . Each check has to be veri-
fied, checked and investigated before it can be cashed. 
FRENCH PORTS 
More ships stop at Ch erbourg than any other po rt but 
this does not imply that it is the leading commercial r:;o rt. Most 
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of the ships stopping at this port are pas senger liners stopping 
to discharge or take on passengers. Marseilles is the leading 
CO@nercial port, followed by Havre , Dunkirk, Rouen, Bo ulogne and 
Bordeaux. Havre is the cotton and copper market, while Dunkirk 
handles coal and grai n. Rauen imports coal and most vessels 
clearing are in ballast. Boulogne is the Atlantic port of call 
for most American boats . 
Marseilles is the biggest port on the Mediterranean 
and because of this is not the most convenient for American 
shipping interests, except as it is used as a distributing point 
for North Afri ca and French colonial ma rkets. In order to get 
this business, selling agencies should be established in Mar-
seilles. In fact an agency there could handle all Levantine 
co untrie s as well as Near Eastern markets. It comprises the 
national headquarters for firms intending to trade permanently 
with Turkery, Syria, Egypt , Rumani a, Tunis, Algeria, Morocco, 
West Africa , Niadagascar, French Indo--China and the .F'rench Paci fie 
Islands. It is the one French city not dependent on Paris. 
Marseill es is a railroad center for southern France and an aerial 
base for African air lines. 
FRENCH COLONIAL POSSESSIONS 
France is the second largest colonial empire in the 
world. Her colonies are not of the dominion type but are closely 
knit to the home country. They are subordinate to the home land 
and are surrounded by a protective tariff th~t makes them a pre-
serve for French trade. 
France is looking to these colonies to produce in-
creasing quantiti es of the food supplies needed by the mother 
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country a s well a s furnish the raw product for manufacturing. 
Particularly is she striving to develop her African colonies. 
Proper development in that continent will free France of he r 
dependence on other countries f or animal fats, preserved meat, 
cot t on and co pper. 
In addition, as France is able to buy from her colonies 
so will she be able to increase the demand f o r French manufactured 
goods. This will create a big buying and selli.ng market t hat will 
be a decided adv antage to her in building up an industrial trade. 
· DISTRIBUTING AMERICAN GOODS IN FRANCE 
If branch organ i zations are contemplated Paris would be 
the na tural location. In order to get the French- African marke t 
another branch would be necessary a t 1V1arseilles. Branches are 
not necessary, however, to carry on a profitable busi ness. Many 
old established concerns are willing to act as agents in the dis-
trib ution of American goods. Great care should be t aken in 
selecting such an agent in order to get a reputable concern. 
Ame ri can manufactur ers sho uld not be eager to hire the 
services of Ame r i cRns living in Fran ce. Many Americans hav e gone 
to France and are anxious to represent American concerns , but 
have not the knowledge or . abi.li. t. y to sell goods in thi s market. 
Such men are usually of shady charl:icter and would hurt the manu-
fact urer' s cause rather than help it. Managers of branch~s should 
be thoroughl y acquainted with the language , customs and habits of 
the people. 
The first step for an American manufacturer is to get an 
advertising agen t who understan ds the French market. Once a 
Frenchman has been educ ated to buy a certain product he will 
always b uy it. There are four newspapers in Paris wi th a circula-
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lation of about ej ght mi l Jjon. Other citi es have their daily 
or weekly publicati on s. Billboard advertising, if it is attrac-
tive, will be a big aid in marketing the pr-oduct. 
The next step is attractiveness of container. It is 
easier to sell a medium quality article in an at tractive package 
than a high grade one in an unattractive package. The Frenchman 
likes a ·neat dainty package and if he likes the package the 
article in it will ~ell. 
Free samples, if in attractive contai ners, are usually 
successful. Circularizing is also successful jf the heading and 
coloring appeal to him. 
In establishing the market price care must be taken to 
make sure that it is high enough to cover exchange fJ .uctuations 
as well as costs of producing. The average French buyer hates 
price changes. 
Any American manufacturer who wishes to pla.ce his prod-
uct on the French market must be willing to lose money for the 
first eighteen months or even longer. Of course the product 
must be worth while or it ca.n never be sold· in France, because 
the people of this country are hard to sell. They know what they 
want and no amount of effo rt or advertising will change the 
Frenchman into an American. 
In marketjng goods in France, American manufacturers 
should consider the value and importance of the French fairs. 
Th ese fairs bring together all the large dealers and make a 
splendid place for the display of American goods. t he largest 
fair in France is held yearly at Lyons. This fair is fast be-
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coming an institution i n the mercantile life of Europe . Before 
the war Leipzig wa s Europe's leading fairground, but Lyons is 
putti ng the Leipzig fair in the background. A display of Ameri-
can goods at the Lyons fair would be seen by merchants from all 
over France and from the other countries of ~urope. 
FRENCH ADVERTISING 
As has been s aid , the French are receptive t o r oster 
advertising but are very weak in creating them. French illustra-
tions are very crude using a lot of arrows and hands . They seem 
to have no concepti on of beauty in advertising, the only real 
art used is clever pen and ink sketches. These are seen only 
rarelY. 
The F'rench adver·ti si ng agency is not effici en t ~:- However, 
their advertising men are beginning to experiment with odd 
effects. Papers and mag~zines use uninteresting type with prac-
tically no regard for spacing . The best way to get results is to 
hav e advertising printed in the United States and revi&ed by a 
Frenchman. · The same illustrati ons as used in this country can 
be used in France . 
. The French merchant wants definite returns and will 
not spend money unles s he is sure of results. Th~ peas ant popu-
lati on is ve r y un responsi ve to advertising because of poverty 
and ignorance. Direct mai l advertising dominates the adve r tising 
field while human int erest copy is an unheard of thing. 
TRADE MARKS, SAMPLES AN] _ ADVE]1JSING MATERIA1 
Application f or the use of a trade mark in France 
should be made t o the Tribunal of Commerce at Paris. This 
appli ce.ti on should contai.n name, home address and profession of 
applicant, t he kind of industry and the name of t he attorney. , 
Three copies of the trade mark must accompany it. The regis-
-:c ~anr ~ on , B . , The Pr inting /~rt , ~Che Fr . I\'Ient a li t v T 
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tration of the mark does not create a property right, but affords 
adequate protection. Infrjngement of a registered mark is a 
penal crime while imitation is a civil crime. First use estab-
lishes the exclusive right to the trade mark. It is registered 
for f:i fteen years vd th renewal privileges. The legal . mark is 
"marque depo ses." 
Samples of no commercial value are admitted into France 
free of dut y, whil e those with value are treated as duti able 
merchandise. Samples of cloth , :stockings, shoes, handkerch:i efs 
and th~ like must be s l ashed to admit them free. Samples of 
commerc:i e.l value sent by mai 1 · would be treated the same as goods 
sent by freight. 
Advertising matter is subject to duty. It is under-
stood that single trade catalogs sent thrQ the mail as printed 
matter are not held for duty • 
. Samples and advertising can be shipped any way as all 
cJasses of shipments are treated the same . If enclosed w1th 
other goods they should be separately invoiced. It is best . to 
shi p all samples and adve r t isi ng material prepaid. 
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CHAPTER ·VI 
THE WESTERN EUROPEAN GROUP - BELGIUM AND LUX&~BURG 
_Belgium is ~ smal~ coun~rY dependent almost entirely 
on its larger neighbors and on general business conditions for 
its success in commerce. Her industries are highly developed and 
her entire commercial life is tied ·up in transit problems and 
finishing trades. This makes her especially susceptable to out-
side conditions. 
BELGI.hN INDUSTRY 
Belgium is the least self sufficing country in the 
Western European Group. Her prosperity depends primarily on the 
purchasing power of foreign markets and the producing of goods a t 
min1mum cost. 
All over Belgium during 1923, strikes t ook place among 
the industrial workers. These strikes var.i.ed in length, but for 
over a month the transit Jines were tied up. No movement of 
either exports or imports took place durin g this time. The strikes 
were caused by the depreciation of the franc and the increased cost 
of fo od stuffs. Many skilled Belgian workers who left the 
country emigrated to Northern France. This tended to relieve the 
situation in Belgium. 
The steel i ndustry, located at L~e, is handicapped at 
present by the shortage and high cost of fuel. The Germans ruined 
the Belgian coal mines and she ha s received practicall y no coal 
from Germany. Belgium, always an importer of coal, has suffered 
huge financial losses thru this destruction and also thru the 
neglect in reparation payments. Ordinari l y machinery, a rms, 
locomotives and hardware form a large part of her industrial l ife. 
This little country in normal times underbids American, German, 
French and British concerns on large ste~l contracts. The acute 
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coal shortage and the decline of the franc have caused retrench-
ment in this industry. 
The Flemish textile mills due to Germany's inability to 
buy have had difficulty in booking orders and as a result have 
practically shut down. Cotton and wool are usually imported and 
finished into cheap clothing and cloth for the central European 
trade. This trade is at a standstill because of the present un-
stable political and economic conditions. 
The only industries that seem prosperous at the present 
time are the linen and plate glass factories. The linen factories 
are located along the River Lys. The freedom of its waters from 
lime salts enables the fiber and stalk to be easi l y separated. 
Ghent is the center of the flax spinning and lace industry of 
Belgium. The plate glass industry is considering expansion as 
the result of the after war demand for glass in the devastated 
areas of Belgium and France. 
BELGIAN AGRICULTURE 
This small country is in the center of the finest 
agricultural district of Europe. The land along the Franco-
Belgium frontier is exceptionally fertile. The soil is rich and 
has been kept so by scientific farming. Wheat, oats, rye, barley, 
potatoes and sugar beets occupy more than half of the cultivated 
land. Fl ax occupies a prominent place also. Belgium exports 
most of her own crop and imports Russian flax for her own mills. 
She also has the distinction of raising more cattle per square 
mile than any other country in Europe and as a result exports 
dairy and meat products. She does not raise enough grain, however, 
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to meet her human and animal needs, hence must import tons of 
it. 
BELGIUM AS A TRANSIT COUNTRY 
Belgium has a splendid net work of railraods, having 
the largest mileage per capita in Europe. Supplementing the 
railroads are numerous canals connecting the inner cities with 
the ports. The sandy coast and shallow sea make constant 
dredging of rivers and ports necessary. 
This splendid transportation system me~ns that in 
normal times a l arge part of the trade to and from Central Europe 
passes thru Belgium but disrupted conditions of Central Europe 
have largely deprived her of this transit trade. Since Belgium 
has always depended on it, and . must depend on it in the future, 
she favors free trade. Because of this, custom receipts are low 
and the Government cannot erect tariff barriers to eke out the 
reduced finances of the country~ 
Much of the after war trade was diverted to Hamburg and 
Bremen from Antwerp, Belgium's chief port, because of the cheap-
ness of German supplies and labor. Just after the concl usion of 
the· peace treaty with Germany, Antwerp became the chief port of 
entry for goods going into Germany, but now the German ports are 
able to take care of their own trade as well as that of Central 
Europe. 
The lowering of the standards of living in Central Europe 
has lessened the volume of trade passing thru Belgium to her great 
loss. In order to make both ends meet she has had to seek large 
loans in foreign countries which added to the war loans make a 
tremendous burden for so small a country. 
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FINANCIAL CONDITIONS 
When business recovered following the war, Belgium's 
financial condition compared favorably with that of other European 
nations. During the last period of depression, however, not 
having the resources of the larger countries she was badly hand-
icapped. The slackening of industry caused her franc to drop 
from 19.3 cents, normal par value, to 4 3/4 cents. 
Because of the close financial relationship of France 
and Belgium, Belgium's franc naturally follows the exchange rate 
of the French franc. The balance of trade between France and 
Belgium is unfavorable to Belgium as is the case with all other 
countries dealing with her. The exchange r ate is -determined by 
the trade balance, but the fact that the French and Belgian banks 
act together on many of their transactions keeps the francs of 
both countries fluctuating similarly~ In 1922, the French franc 
was .08, the Belgian .07; in 1923, the French .07 and the 
Belgian .06. 
BUSINESS TAXES IN BELGIUM 
The cost of the war caused a big increase in Belgian 
business taxes. At the present time, business organizations are 
taxed on real estate, income derived from investments, returns of 
personal service, surtax on net revenue, and a tax on furniture. 
In addition to these taxes foreign corporations are 
taxed on profits and invested capital in Belgium. A 15% invest-
ment tax on five per cent. of such capital is levied. Another 15~ 
tax is levied on profits derived from this capital. The Belgian 
law also provides for a special bookkeeping scheme covering 
transactions made directly or indirectly thru Belgium. 
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Foreign steamship companies are taxed according to 
their earnings and profits. This applies to foreign concerns 
incorporated abroad and also those established under the 
Belgian laws. A special set of books covering all Belgian 
transactions must be kept. Each yea r a balance sheet must be 
submitted to the government authorities for checking purposes. 
All goods sold in Belgium (1923) are subjected to a 
one per cent. tax if their sale is completed in Belgium. If 
the goods are exported they are exempt from this tax. 
MARKETING PROBLEMS IN BELGIUM 
In Belgium as in France, the desire for an artistic 
package or container governs the sale. The American manuf~cturer 
can sell his goods if they are attractively packaged. The war 
hurt the sale of German goods whi.le it increased the goodwill 
for American made products. American manufacturers should find 
it comparatively easy to obtain a foothold if their products 
warrant it. 
Belgiu~ as a country, however, is a hard market to 
cultivate because of language difficulties and racial differences. 
One half of the population speaks French and is characteris~ 
tically French, while the other half speaks Flemish and is 
characteristically Dutch. The temperament of these two classes 
or people is entirely different. The French, vivacious and 
quick, have the economical tendencies of their French cousins 
and want long wearing articles. They are also exceedingly 
cautious. The Flemish speaking population before the war bought 
German made goods, but now refuses to buy them. These people 
are stolid, industrious and easily led by thei r leaders. 
Brussels is the center of the French speaking people, while 
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Antwerp is the hub of the Flemish folk. 
Antwerp is the chief business city and the big 
shipping port, but because of the Flemish nature and location, 
it is not a good distributing center. Brussels is usually 
considered a better business center, because the Bruxellois 
are more harmonious in their business relationship with each 
other. Distribution can be made quicker from Brussels than 
from Antwerp. Manufacturers willing to advertise in the two 
languages and who recognize the fact that Belgium has two 
groups differing in mentality can establish satisfactory 
markets. 
After Brussels, the most satisfactory distributing 
centers, in order of importance, are Antwerp, Ghent, Leige, 
Louvein, Bruges, Ostend and Namur. All of these cities differ 
in characteristics, but each constitutes a potential market. 
Belgian fairs offer a splendid opportunity for 
American manufacturers to display their goods. A manufacturer 
planning to enter the Belgium market would do well to consider 
the advantages offered by these fairs. They permit the manu-
facturer to display his goods to a maximum number of people. 
Much business is transacted as buyers, retailers, and consumers 
all over Belgium are attracted. In normal times Bruges and 
Leige have commercial fairs. 
The Belgian market is improving rapidly and the 
United States manufacturers will find it easy to cultivate, if 
he remembers the fact that Belgium has two distinct races of 
people leaning in different directions. 
SHIPM~[_ADVE~TISING TO BELGIUM 
Samples having no commercial value are admitted free, 
but when of saleable size are subject to the regular duty. 
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Handkerchiefs, cravats and cloth articles should be slashed 
so as to destroy their commercial value. Catalogs are also 
admitted free provided they show only the name of the foreign 
firm and have no Belgian mercantile name printed on them. No 
consular documents are necessary as an ordinary corr~ercial 
invoice is considered satisfactory • 
.!B!QE MARK_PROTECTION IN BELGIUM 
Trade marks may be registered at the Tribunal of 
Commerce at Brussels. The applic.!-J_tion must include name, 
address, occupation of applio&nt and of attorney, kind of 
industry, power of attorney and six facsimiles of the proposed 
trade mark. The first user has the exclusive right provided 
it is properly registered. Goods bearing a registered trade 
mark should be marked "marque deposee." 
GRAND DUCHY OF' LUXEMBURG 
This small independent country was attached to Ger-
many before the war. With the esttlblishment of peace she 
joined hands with Belgium. At present, the political and 
economic life of Luxemburg reacts with her neighbor. The 
business of this small state is carried on thru Belgium. The 
only important resource is iron, which is sold to the Belgian 
steel manufacturers. She depends entirely on Belgium for her 
necessary imports. 
In order to register a trade mark in Luxemburg 
application should be sent to the Department grand-ducal du 
Commerce de l'Industrie et du Travail. With each application 
should be the description in either French or German. The 
form of applic<:;. tion and .marking is the same as in Belgi urn o 
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CHAPTER VII 
CENTRAL EUROPE - GERMANY AND THE DAWES PLAN 
Modern Germany is a Germany that still lives in the 
past and labors under the delusion that she is what she was. 
In the generation preceding the world war, she made the mistake 
of dwelling on past glories and juggled facts around until she 
believed herself the greatest and grandest nRtion in the world. 
The result was disastrous and upset the whole of Europe. It 
will take Germany the better part of a century to win back her 
lost trade. In addition t o this, Germany has established for 
herself a reputation for bad faith, that cannot be overcome. 
GEID/!ANY TO-DAY 
After six years of turbulence, Germany has come to a 
saner and more hopeful condition . Many of her false doctrines 
have been discredited and the yo unger generation realizes that 
their country is not pe rfect. Present day Germany can trace 
much of her difficulty to the abandonment of sane currency re-
gulations. With the republican form of government, which 
followed the war (1918) the economics of fi nance were completely 
forgotten. 
Only recently (1924) one could sit down to a meal and 
the price would advance ten fold before arisi ng from t he t able. 
The paper money that flowed from the presses in a steady stream 
is now a thing of the past. The chao tic condition s that caused 
high prices, unemployment, business depression and a general 
feeling of hatred toward the allied demands are bei r1g slowly 
removed .. Germany is once more getting on her feet commercially. 
She has tu1·ned the corner and is slowly reorganizing her 
political and business affairs so as to again make her a con-
tender for world trade. 
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THE ALLIED BILL TO GERMANY 
Much of the economic disorder has been due to the 
controversy between France, England, Belgium and Italy regarding 
Germany's ability to live up to the Versailles Treaty. Germany 
came out of the war in bad shape. He r man power was gone, 
finances were crippled and trade disrupted because of the four 
years of almost complete isolation . 
At the cessation of hostilities, the allied countries, 
France, Belgium, Italy and Great Britain demanded payment for 
their losses. This precipitated a world wide discussion as to 
how much Germany ought to pay, how much should, she pay and how 
much would the allies expect . If reparations only were paid, 
it would be an easy task to figure up damages and pre.sen t t he 
bi ll s, but indemnity was also demanded. 
After much deliberation , it was decided to make Ger-
many pay the cost of the war, damages to individuals and families, 
pensions to injured allied soldiers, damages to private property 
and many other minor things. The original Versailles Treaty 
gave Germany thirty years to pay the bilJ. 
HOW GERMANY MET T1Jj:_J]RS'I' PAYMENTS 
This bill was a heavy one for her to pay, yet feeling 
against her ran so high that she had to find some way to appease 
the i ndignation of the rest of the world. This could best be 
done by paying what was demanded and accedj ng to the allied 
demands. Her first payments were me t by artificjal stimulation 
of trade. 
She could produce goods so cheaply that for a short 
period after the war German competition in world ·markets proved 
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ruinous to the other trading countries. Indust r y wa.s sub-
sidized. Railroads were opera ted at a loss to the gover nment 
in order to keep freight rates down and trade stimulated. Ship 
subsidies were granted, while coal , raw materials and food prices 
were fixed by law. Efforts were all artificial. The subsidies 
of the government were paid by the majority of the people thru 
j ndjrect taxes. 
Germany mobilized and liquidated all the remnants of 
her investments and assets owned in various parts of the world. 
She sold paper marks wherever speculators gullible enough to buy 
couid be found. She negotiated loans in Holland, England and 
the Unit ed States and met her first payments, but could not con-
tinue after this fashion. The end came when Germany had no 
gold left to meet these paymentsw 
In 1921 the gold in the German ban ks would only meet 
one half a year's payment. Germany does not produce gold and 
depends on her trade to furnish it, ~nd her trade was broken. 
Then came the problem of how to pay the allied bill without 
gold. What would the allies accept? 
OTHER METHODS OF PAYMENT 
Germany had three other me thods of paying when gold 
resources ran out. These, of course , depended on the willing-
ness of the allies to accept these methods, which were (1) 
payment in labor, (2) payment in goods and (5) payment in kind. 
Any one of these would weaken Germany's economic pDsi.tion. 
The first method, payment in labor, was rejected as 
soon as proposed. All the European countries had their own un-
employment problems and the suggestion to use free German la,bor 
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at the expense of their own people was revolting • 
. The second method, by goods, could have been arranged 
for if Germany had not delayed. At the conclusion of the treaty 
the allies submi tted a list of what they wanted but Germany set 
it aside. The allies bought elsewhere and when Germany wanted 
t o pay in goods they did not want them. 
The last method, payment by kind, proved uneconomical. 
Look what happened to the coal market, wh en Germany delivered two 
billion tons to France as part payment for the ruthless des-
truction of the French coal mines. France, up to the time of 
delivery, was buying from Great Britain at a fair price. The 
German delivery caused the price to drop. The basic price, which 
in Europe is controlled by British coal output, was based on 
the low German price. This upset the market, and so payment by 
kind made market stability an utter impossibility. 
Yet Germany must be made to pay and as long as the 
German felt that all he produced was to be used to helr) finance 
other countries, which in many cases he sullenly hated, he was 
not incl1ned to be productive. Business in Germany became 
stagnant. 
ECONOMIC CONFERENCES 
-~-~- -·---oo;;;;-.;;...-=.--.~--
The first indication on the part of Germany that she 
was unable to meet the reparations agreement brought about a 
series of economic conferences which preceded the Dawes Plan. 
The first of these conferences resulted in the Spa Agreement 
of July 1920. This agreement provided for the ap portioning of 
each German payment as follows: 
France 50% Italy 10% 
Great Britain 22% Belgi um 8% 
other Allied Countries 10% 
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This decision was followed by the Brussels Confer ence 
of January 1921 made up of experts from the allied countries. 
This conference agreed on four provisions that would ease the 
burden for Germany. 
First. Payment for a period of five years 
of three billion marks a year. 
SecoE§. Establishment of maximum and minimum 
"kind payments." 
Third. Allied seizure of customs and the im-
position of direct taxes if Germany 
failed to mee t payments. 
Fourth. A modification of the treaty. 
The report of this conference resulted i n a series 
of proposals and counter proposals ending in the occupation of 
the Ruhr. This military occupation by France added fue l to the 
already deadly hatred of the other two countries. It de-
moralized one of Germany's most prosperous industrial districts 
and caused internal dissension. 
GERMAN PAYMENTS 
Up t o May 1, 1921, Germany had paid to the allies in 
kind, raw materials and gold over 4o,ooo,ooo,ooo gold marks at 
the old rate of exchange ($0.238). In addition t o this amount 
which was literally taken out of her normal tra,de, she lost the 
rich provinces of Alsace, Lorrain, Posen, East Prussia, all her 
foreign colonies and for fifteen years the Saar Vall ey. 
The general economic and political unrest make it 
impossible to accurately analyze the present business methods. 
Normal Ger-many did busjness one way, whi l e inflated Germany 
had an altogether different way . 
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Under normal conditions it is quite the thing for 
work and food to be mixed indiscriminately together. Workers 
eat whenever they feel like it. Men may go from five to seven 
hours without food and then gorge themselves. Working hours 
are much the same as in England. 
Military discipline is the keynote of all German 
organizations. It is an evidence of her industrial effi ciency. 
"Herr Direktor" can be seen only by appointment. Reports are 
dropped thru slots in his desk and go immediately to the under 
secretaries. If something requires his attention it gets it when 
the under secretaries have their appointments. These men have 
certain scheduled hours for conferences. When "Herr Direktor" 
wants absolute quiet he pushes a button and all doors aut omati-
cally lock and a red light shows outside his door and at the 
t elephone switchboard. When subordinates receive orders they 
are required to stand at attention and at the concl usion they 
about face and march from the room. 
Corporations in Germany are known as the nGesellschaft" 
and are limited as to earnings. Each corporation has an official 
known as the "prokuristn who has the general power of at torney . 
His signature is required on certain letters and contracts. 
GERMAN INDUSTRY 
From 1871 until 1914 Germany's industrial growth was 
phenomenal. Her splendid mineral re so urces and natural ability 
were chiefly responsible for this. The world war not only 
checked this growth but so nearly wrecked her industrial machine 
that it will be a long time before she can recover her former 
industrial power. 
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Prior to the war, Gerrnanyts production of soda ash 
was sufficient to supply her domestic market. At present, how-
ever, practically all her soda ash is imported from France. 
Because of economic conditions, transportation difficulties and 
shortage of coal, her factories are unable to supply her domestfu 
demand . 
Sulphur ores are entirely inadequate to meet the 
demand for sulphuric acid. What zinc Germany had now belongs 
to Poland and the trade is controlled by the Polish. Factories 
scattered all over Germany are at present dependent on foreign 
countries to supply them with the necessary raw products for 
carrying on her chemical industries. 
The iron and steel industry has changed tremendously 
on account of the territorial losses caused by the war. Germany 
changed from a self containing country to a finishing country. 
Before the war, she exported quantities of pig iron and now she 
must import it in order to supply her factories. This is due 
to the loss of Alsace Lorrain and Polish Upper Selisia. She now 
produces only about 86% of her former output. Because of high 
production costs, a less favorable position in respect to raw 
materials and the need for greater economy and efficiency the 
German iron and steel manufacturers have amalgamated into vertical 
cartels. Former organizations in this industry were along 
horizontal lines. These horizontal cartels controlled the 
prices of raw materials and finished goods. The new, after the 
war, vertical cartels control both raw materials, semi-finished 
and manufactured goods. Exports of iron and steel goods are 
controlled by the foreign tre.de committee appointed for that 
purpose. 
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The .present difficulties which the German industry 
must overcome are two in number; first, the insufficient coal 
supplies largely due to deliveries on account of reparations, 
and second, the shortage of ore. This shortage could be over-
come in part by the resmelting of the scrap iron lying around. 
The Swedish and Spanish ore which is now being imported has a 
higher iron content than any of her own ore. 
The toy industry orlginated in Germany, the .prin-
cipa.l locations being Nuremberg, Walhersha.usen, Sonneberg, 
Brandenburg and Saxony. This industry has always offered keen 
competition to the United States toy manufacturers. Such toys 
as lend themselves to home production have always competed with 
the factory made toys of America. Even with the high tariff 
that has been imposed by our country on German toys, she com-
petes with the United States right in America.. 
Much of Germany's superiority in the toy business is 
due to the conditions of the industry in that country. She 
prides herself on the large variety of articles and the new 
ingenious toys which are produced yearly. This is possible be-
cause t'•e industry is a. home one. Factory workers do not have 
the time to experiment and make odd novel toys. The home 
worker does and the German toy industry is concentrated in the 
small home shop. What factories there are in Germany are small. 
The German doll business forced American competitors 
to invent new kinds of dolls. The A~erica.n unbreakable and 
talking types drove German breakable and non-talking dolls out 
of the market. But German ingenuity has brought out a talking, 
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walking and nodding doll which will naturally sell rapidly. 
The problem of obtaining raw material for toy making 
is growing more and more complicated. Many raw materials must 
now be imported at high costs, particularly sheet iron, textiles, 
oils and lacquers~ Uncertainties of exchan ge , high tariffs and 
lack of capital made it increasingly difficult for a German man-
ufacturer to sell toys abroad. Germany still continues to man-
ufacture Christmas tree decorations, marbles, tin figures and 
the so-called five and ten cent store novelties. 
Germany has a varied textile industry that caters 
mainly to domestic needs and to the lost provinces. Most of the 
cot t on imported into Germany comes from the United States and 
passes thru the port of Bremen. About 20% of all the cotton 
goods manufactured are exported to the Western European markets 
and South America. Goods sent to the Saar Valley, Danzig, Alsace 
Lorrain, western Poland and Scheleswig - Holstein are now ex-
ports. Holland, Czecho-Slovakia and Austria are still numbered 
among Germany's best customers. 
AMERI CAN TRADE WITH GERMANY 
American purchases from Germapy have not yet equalled 
the pre-war record. Imports from Germany have developed upon 
the same general lines that were so well established before the 
war. The only noticeable changes are in the necessities of the 
war period that were produced i.n this country. Imports of these 
goods have diminished steadily. Such German goods as novelties, 
toys, musical instruments, beads and the like have recovered 
their place in the American market. 
Germany came back strong immediately after the war. 
Low production costs due to government subsidies, low rents and 
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low prices enabled the German concerns to export goods that 
competed with our industr_ies until the last half of 1922. Un-
sound economic conditions soon destroyed this competitive trade. 
Each fall of the mark made it harder for German business men to 
sell abroad because the price quoted today would not correspond 
with the value of the mark the next day. The principal imports 
to the United States from Germany are chemicals, toys, potash, 
fertilizers, cotton goods, glass and glassware, machinery, dyes, 
cutlery, newsprint paper, feathers, cotton laces and leather 
gloves. 
At the present time Germany is vastly more important 
as a purchaser than a competitor. As a competitor she is fast 
losing her place in the American market, but in the world mar-
ket her competition would be increasingly felt. The immediate 
problem for the American manufacturer is to keep the sale of 
domestic goods to Germany at the same level as was reached in 
1922. In that year she was our second best customer exceeded 
only by Great Britain. 
Before the war, our exports to Germany were adding 
machines, agricultural machinery, metal working machinery and 
footwear. These were accompanied by large re-exports of raw 
materials and foodstuffs. Since the war, the sale of foodstuff 
has increased because of the conditions in Russia but our sales 
of manufactured goods have declined to a very low level. Re-
lief shipments, vital necessities, have formed the bulk of 
our tra.de. As Germany recovers her buying power she must be 
resold the manufactured goods which were our big export item. 
Of course, if the United States can hold her food trade in the 
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face of Russian stabilization so much the better, but this 
country must win back her market for manufactured goods. 
GERMAN EXPORT CONTROL SYSTEM 
The rapid fall of the mark made it necessary for the 
Gern1an government to take steps to control the dumping of goods 
in foreign markets. This control is in the hands of trade 
boards (Aussenhandesstellen). Each industry is supervised by 
a separate trade board consisting of representatives of the 
government and the industry. In spite of the added price or 
tax placed on export goods her merchandise undersold domestic 
goods in foreign countries. 
As the mark gradualJy stabilizes itself the necessity 
for export control will be diminished . Until the danger of 
dumping in foreign markets is over this export control will be 
necessa ry. 
DECLIN~~ OF GERMAN J~URCHA~Ifi~ER 
American manufacturers do not realize that our manu-
factured products have lost temporarily their position in the 
German markets. This is because the German internal values and 
values in foreign countries f:'t re not on the St3,me standard. 
During the first decline of the mark the German retail merchants 
bought frantically, but no w the most rigid economy is being 
practiced. 
At present, with the stabilization effected by the 
Rentenmark the German retailer, or jobber of manufactured goods 
must buy in Germany if the articles which he wants are made there. 
This is being done to stimulate trade in the home country. Just 
as soon as conditions permit, however, the German merchant will 
buy in foreign markets. 
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FINANCING 'JlRADE WITH G~RMANX 
American manufacturers rejected the mark as a means 
of payment as soon as it declined. Business wns shifted to the 
dollar standard. Credit wa . s granted only to German firms where 
the America.n house has a branch in Germany where goods can be 
sent for disposal on the consignment plan. The usual method is 
thru dollar credits opened in American banks by the German im-
po rter payable against shipping documents when the goods leave 
the American port. 
The importer faces a much more complex situation. 
American importers usually conduct their business thru German 
forwarding houses. This is the easiest and best method in view 
of the innumerable requirements and shipping detail s that go 
with the shipment of German goods. Three methods of financing 
American imports have been used depending on conditions . Goods 
may be bought in marks and paid for in marks, or bought in 
dollars and paid for in dollars thus eliminating the question 
of exchange. The last method is buying in marks and paying in 
dollars. This is extremely difficult because of the constantly 
changing system of export taxes imposed by the Government. At 
present, there are fopr main taxes on goods leaving the country, 
the export tax, the luxury t~x, the turnover tax and the con-
sumption tax. 
Another difficulty is the system of adding surcharges 
to quoted prices. Such surcharges are permitted when the ex-
porter can show a decline in the value of the mark since t he 
order was placed. 
GERMANY'S BUSINESS PARLIAMENT 
. . . 
Germany is trying an experi~ent t hat should interest 
the rest of the world. She has established a. business parliament 
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whose purpose is to cooperate \tith industry, labor and the 
legislative elements of the country. Every occupation is re-
presented on the council inc luding the domestic servant, house-
wife and janitor. All meet on equal terms t o discuss the 
economic problems of business and are entitled to vote. All 
measures dealing with the economic life of Germany must be 
approved by the parliament or the Reichswertschaftrat. The 
government is not bound by its opinion but nevertheless is 
guided by it because it is thoroughly representative of the 
country. This economic council is unusua,l. Members have the 
right to speak to the Reichstag and may refuse to give their 
sources of information. Members are appointed for life. In 
1924 there were 326 members . 
ESTABLISHING BRANCH FACTORIES 
There are six difficulties facing the American manu-
facturer who contemplates the establishing of a branch factory 
in Germany. First of Rll, comes the universal shortage in all 
kinds of raw materials. Second, is the shortage of labor, 
especially skilled labor. The third, is the new eight hour day 
and the factory council law which permits participation in f~l.C­
tory management by the workmen. Fourth, fifth and sixth, re-
spectively, are import and export licenses, tariffs against 
German made goods and increased domestic taxation. 
A branch fa.ctory in Germany is German in the eyes of 
the law and as such is taxed on all business done by branches 
as well as the parent concern. This means that the business 
done in the United Stat.es is taxable in Germany. If permission 
can be obtained from the government it is better to incorporate 
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as a German concern and do business subject to German regu-
lations, rather than attempt to establish a branch organization. 
WATERWAYS IN GERMANY 
In proportion to its size Germany has very little sea-
coast except on the Baltic. The chief · river, the Rhine, has its 
outlet thru Holland. The Weser on which Bremen is located is 
navigable to th~ sea , as is the Elbe. The latter has t o be 
constantly dredged. Hamburg, Germany's leading commercial port, 
is at the mouth of the Elbe. The other ports of Germany are 
Lubeck and Stettin. 
Hamburg is the rlrincipal commerci al city of Germany. 
Bremen is the second largest . Either of these would be good 
distributing ports. 
Leipzig is the center for the commercial fairs of 
Europe. These fairs date back to 1268 and draw merchants from 
all over the world, and is the chief world market for furs and 
animal products. 
GERMAN ADVERTISING 
Adve rtising in Germany takes the form of poster ad-
vertising. Heavy black type and borders are almost universally 
employed. This blackness is not overdone in the individual ad-
vertisement s but because of the sameness of so many of these small 
black posters, advertisjng is monotonous. However, the German 
religiously reads practically all advertisements. 
Illustrations have a strong leaning toward futuristic 
art. Where colors are used very ingenious tints are obtained, 
Darticularly with regard to packages . Hand lettering is pre-
ferred to types. 
In most newspapers advertisements are segregated from 
the reading matter and the result is a somber, dark page because 
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of the heavy black borders and type. 
German advertising should be short, logical and 
direct. Human i~terest appeal is seldom used because of the 
stolid temperament of the German people. 
SHIPMENTS OF SAMPLES TO GERMANY 
Samples of food stuffs, cards and cut outs and the 
like sent by mail are admitted free. Other samples even though 
designated are considered dutiable unless mutilated so as to 
render them unfit for use. All advertising matter is subject 
to duty but it is understood that single catalogs and price 
lists from the United States, England, Belgium and France are 
admitted free. Ordinary commercial invoices are satisfa.ctory, 
except in the case of leaf tobacco which requires a certified 
consular invoice. 
TRADE _ ~~!lli_?ROTEQTION 
Trade marks may be registered for a period of ten 
years and are renewable. Application must be mB.de at the patent 
office in Berlin. It must contain name, address, profess ion and 
principal establishment of app l icant . The applicant must make 
plain the fact that it is either a personal or firm applicat ion. 
The first registrant has the right to the trade mark whether he 
ever uses it or not. The official mark is "eingetragene 
schutzma.rke ." 
STABIL!._gNG GERMANY 
After the war, Germany had productive soil, some 
minerals and the abi l ity to work. The only thing that was de-
stroyed was the currency. Just as soon as Germany put her 
finances in order and stopped the presses from printing value-
less marks, she won back some of her lost commercial respec t . 
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The Dawes Plan and the London conference which 
followed have done more to stabilize Germany as well as Europe 
than anything else that has been tried. This plan brought ~bout 
commercial relationships between France and Germany which are 
so essential to the well being of Europe. The Germans them-
selves establishe.d a new gold bank that issued a new currency 
called the Rentenmark which has an exchange rate that is equal 
to about four for one dollar. Instead of a glut of paper marks 
worth about three trillion to a dollar, there is a.n absolute 
shortage of currency. This brought with it a corresponding 
shortage of credit that curtailed purchasing power. Bankr uptcy 
was common., Amalgamation on even a greater scale than Uclual 
became necessary and proved to be a good thing because it taught 
the Germans the value of money. s~:wings began to increase and 
t he old mark disappeared in favor of the new rentenmark. Busi-
ness became somewha t stabilized but it remained for the Dawes 
Plan to put on the finishing t ouches. 
THE DAWES PLAN 
The Allies finally realized that Germany wo uld be 
forever getting down to business so they called a commit tee of 
experts together to solve her problem. This committee was headed 
by General Dawes, now Vice-President of the United States. It 
reported that the only possible way t o escape more economic 
trouble was to settle the reparation question. This committee 
tackled the problem from an economic standpoint rather than a 
politica l one. It addressed itself to finding sources of revenue 
first. The conm1i tt,ee decided that no payments were to be made 
the first two years. The third year Germany was to pay 
110,000,000 gold marks, the fourth year 50o,ooo,ooo, the fifth 
year 1,250,000,000 which was to be the standard. 
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This standard may be increased according to the 
general state of prosperity of Germany based on the index figures 
of imports, exports, budget receipts, railroad traffic, con-
aumption of sugar, tobacco, beer, coal and alcoh6l per capita. 
All taxes on trRnsportation systems are to be pledged 
permanently for reparations. This is estimated to yield a 
revenue of from 250,000,000 to 500,000,000 gold marks. 
The committee proposes that all railro"'l.d lines be 
leased for a term of years to private corporations. 'l'he es-
timated value of Germany's railroads is 26,ooo,ooo,ooo gold 
marks and interest should be earned on this sum. The railroads 
were to be capitalized by stocks and bonds sold to the general 
public. The bonds will apply to reparation payments, one fourth 
of the preferred stock will go into the German treasury along 
with the common stock. The bonds will be held by the reparati on 
committee. This new policy is made possible because all the old 
debts were wiped out thru depreciated currency. 
The next source of income will be from the bond issue 
of 5,ooo,ooo,ooo gold marks secured by mortgages on German 
corporations. The theory agai n being that these properties are 
all free from debt by the depreciation of the old currency and 
can afford to carry bonds paying 5% interest. These mortgage 
bonds will provide about 40% of the payments to be made and 
will be extinguished at the end of 57 years. 
The committee sums up the total reparation payments 
as follows: 
1,250,000 gold marks from revenue taxes. 
660,000 
" " " 
railroad bonds. 
5oo,ooo,ooo 
" " " 
industrial bonds. 
300,000,000 
" " " 
transportation tax. 
Any deficit of the standa rd payment of 2,5oo,ooo,ooo gold marks 
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must be made up from the German treasury. 
A feature of the plan with hidden possibilities is 
that part which provides fo r deliveries in kind and payments in 
commodities. The method is for a creditor country to take the 
German goods, by ordering from the German firm and drawing on 
the accumulated credit in payment. There is only one element 
of danger in this plan and that would be i n the event that 
German purchases kept the German organizations so busy that 
there would be no export surplus. 
The plan also contemplates a bank issue of 400,000,000 
gold mark capital stock. Some of this stock, an agreed per-
centage, will be sold in Germany and abroad. Notes will be the 
only paper money and will take the place of the present currency 
and the currency of the contemplated gold bank. This bank must 
carry a minimum reserve of 33 1/5%. Restrictions will be 
placed on its investments ~ The managing head will be German 
with seven German directors and one each from Great Br itain, 
France, Italy, Belgium, United States, Holland and Switzerland. 
The commissioner of the bank will be elected by the directors 
and must be a foreigner and receive a majority of nine votes. 
His duties will be to enforce t he law and regulate the issue of 
notes as well as to maintain the gold reserve. In order to 
finance this bank an external loan of about two hund red million 
dollars must be floated. 
The bank will run for 50 years. It will serve as a 
banker's bank, make short time loans as well as deal with the 
public . It will become the fiscal agent for the government and 
loans to the government will be restricted. 'rhe government may 
participate in the profits but the bank itself must be f ree from 
government control. All treaty funds are to be deposit ed to the 
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account of the creditor nations and only withdrawn in such 
amounts as will not affect German exchange. 
The report also provided for a transfer committee of 
six members. One of these will be elected chairman. All mem-
bers must understand foreign exchange. Germany, United States, 
France , Great Britain, Italy, and Belgium each furnish one 
member. Paper money collected 1 n Gt?rman y 1 s not acceptable to 
creditors and must be changed into foreign currency. German 
firms are also entitled to payment in foreign currency on bills 
of exchange for goods or services. The committee provides for an 
agent of Reparl'ltion Payments, tJo whom German money is delivered . 
This agent may trade this money to the exporter for their bills 
of exchange and deliver the latter to the creditor nation. All 
fore i gn currency thus corning in to Germany can not be used for 
reparation payment because Germany must have some foreign currency 
on hand to purchase abroad. Therefore, the making of payments 
depends entirely on the surplus of exports. 
The chairman of the transfer committee and the agent 
for Reparations are given authority to draw such funds as are 
deposited to agents accounts under the following instructionse 
First. To apply such bank balances for payment of deliveries 
in kind and payments under the Reparation agreement. 
Second. To convert such balances into foreign currency from 
time to time remitting the same in accordance with 
the instructions of the Reparation Commission. 
Third. To invest from time to time in bonds or other in-
vestments such amounts as the committee deems wise. 
THE PRQBLEM OF THE GERMA~ MARKET 
A question that has arisen since the Dawes Plan was 
proposed is this, will the Dawes Plan stimulate exports or not? 
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Vt"hen the plan becomes effective Germany will be a dearer market. 
Interest rates, in order to attract f unds will be high, railroad 
and shipping rates will increase, as will also taxes. Subsidies 
to stimulate exporting wi}l be a thing of the past and exohange 
rates wi11 be kept at a normal level. 
Germany might be able to produce a surplus but unless 
this surplus can find a foreign .market, it will not be produced. 
The committee made no attempt to point out the possible markets. 
It is a well known fact that Germany's ability to come back will 
depend on the purchasing power ofother nations and their will- · 
ingness to buy German goods. 
She must rely on the countries with which she did 
business before the war. In 1915, 52% of her export surplus 
was disposed of in Western Europe, the countries with which she 
was recently at war; 24% went to Central, Eastern and South-
eastern Europe; 15% was exported to North and South America, 
with the rest of the world taking the balance. 
The purchasing power of her former best customers has 
been greatly reduced, while there is very little hope of doing 
more business with the other countries. Practically all of her 
creditor nations have erect·ed tariff barriers to keep out German 
goods, and in addition are doing their best to take the rest of 
Germany's trade away from her. 
Germany must concentrate on the lines for which the 
German economic organization is best fitted. She must special-
ize in what she can produce cheaper than other countries. These 
lines are iron products, machinery, chemicals and leather articles, 
all industries which are highly competitive. 
She has a difficult task ahead of her and no one can 
predict the commercial and economic future of this once great 
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nation. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
CENTRAL _];UR.Q.E.§ 
AUSTRlAJ HUNGAR~AND CZECH0=§10VAKIA 
Before the war, Austria was a part of the dual mon-
archy of Austria Hungary and was held together by force and 
fear as well as economic conditions. The dual monarchy of 
Austria Hungary was broken up after the war into numerous small 
units. The problem of this central section of Europe is one 
of fo od, transportation, coal, raw materi als, finance and san-
itation. 
AUSTRIA'S D_l§MEMB~]MENT 
The dual monarchy of Austria Hungary had a population 
of about 25,000,000 and en area of 261,000 square miles, while 
the present Republic of Austria has an area of 32,000 square 
miles and a population of about 6,500,000. The lost lands and 
people make up Czecho-Slovakia, Jugo-Slavia and a part of 
Rumania, states now linked up with the Balkan Peninsula. At 
present, this whole Danubean area is a network of frontiers, 
bustling with soldiers and tariff walls which are slowly 
strangling trade and prosperity. 
THE PRE~QONOMIC SITUATIO~ 
At present, raw materials are cut off from the old 
factories due to the new arrangement of political states . Mills 
in Austria have to import raw materials from some of the newer 
states. Factories have lost their natural outlet because of 
tariff barriers. Food products gro wn in one of the new poli-
ti cal units cannot find their natural market because each state 
is trying to become as nearly s elf sufficing as possible. 
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Austria Js absolutely bankr upt, and had to a ppeal 
to the League of Nations to act as a sort of receiver. In · 
addition, Bolshevism had its bloody sway for a little while 
bringing all business to a complete standstill . At present , 
she is a ruined and disorganized state commercial ly and fi-
nancially. Crushed and broken, she petitioned the League of 
Nations to permit her to become affil i ated with the new German 
Republic. This petition was denied. 
Then she notified the rest of the world that she was 
no longer responsible and the world responded with an Inter-
national Receivership. In 1922, she was granted an international 
loan supervised by the League of Nations. This loan averted 
bankruptcy, helped stabilize currency and injected a new spirit 
into the Austrians. She paid for this loan by losing her poli-
tical independence as she is now ruled by the League acting 
thru its commissioner in Vienna. So far this international rule 
has been a success, its only drawback s eems to be in the un-
wi lli ngness of the Austrians to help themselves out of their 
predicament. 
RESOURCES OF AUS!]IA 
The Aust:ria of today is a small hilly country, with 
very little agricultural land, practically no manufacturi ng and 
only one mineral resource. This is iron which cannot be smelted 
for lack of coal. Because of her tremendous debts she cannot 
import coal and so has turned t o the development of her water 
power. Practically every waterway is now being harnessed to 
make electricity which can be substituted for coal. 
Austria's only hope seems to be in a federation with 
othe:r countries some time in the future. She is geographically 
located for internati.onal exchange with the newer weste:rn and 
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eastern countries. 
Austria is rich in timber a.nd has a. most profitable 
export trade. So lucrative is it that the government has 
placed an export fee on all sales to foreign countries. The 
export lumber industry is controlled by the "0esterreichische 
Holzbank," a bank established to extend credit to forest 
o-w-ners, sawmills and woodworking industries. 
THE KINGDOM OF HUNGARY 
The Kingdom of Hungary, the other half of the old 
dual empire Austria-Hungary, now consists of 35,000 square 
miles and about 8,000,000 people. This is two thirds less in 
both land and people than the old state of Hungary had. From 
1526 - 1918 - she had no independent government, being first 
a Turkish and then an Austrian province. The Hungarians hated 
their Turkish and Austrian rulers and wanted independence. 
However, the Austrian rule aided Hungary's material and 
economic prosperity , because it welded into one unit an 
important section of the Danubian Valley. 
RESOURCES OF HUNGARY 
Three fourths of the natives are farmers, and this 
portion of the old empire supplied the bulk of the necessary 
food products. It is a very fertile country raising corn, 
wheat, t obacco, hay and livestock. There is practically no 
timber, water power or metallic minerals with the exception of 
coal. Budapest, the capi tal, is a manufacturing city, milling 
quantities of flour. Hungary has no seacoast. Fiume, a f ormer 
port, is now free and thru it goods can be exported. 
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TRADiliQ IN HUNGARY 
Foreign organizations enjoy the same rights as native 
concerns and are pe rmitted to do business in eve rythi ng except 
tobacco and alcoho l which are state monopolies. All commerci al 
firms whether owned by forei gne r s or Hungari ans must be re gis-
tered except smal l artisan shops and petty retailers. Hungary 
provides for four classes of commercial associations , (1) simple 
partnershjp, (2) silent partnershi ~ , (5) joint stock companies 
and (4) co-operative assocjations. Foreign concerns establishing 
branch organizations of a different type may do so provi ded they 
are not counter to the foreign home law. 
All companies must do business under standard rules. 
Articles of organizations must be submitted to the proper 
authorities. Branch concerns are treated in reci procal fashion. 
As fo reign countries treat Hungarian concerns so will Hungary 
treat their foreign concerns. Branches of f oreign concerns in 
Hungary are r equired to kee p books showing all transactions 
made in Hungary . Minutes of stockhol ders' meetings mu s t be 
submitted as wel l as t he annual balance sheet . Commercial 
travellers on entering Hungary are permitted to call on mer-
chants for the purpose of soliciting orders. 
A foreign firm transacting business in Hungary c an 
best do so if organized as a Hungarian corporation. This should 
be done so as to have the advantage of s pecial concessi ons in 
munici pal and provincial suppli es, as well as avoiding higher 
taxes on account of the exchange rate. 
Hungarian organization s must pay taxes on yearly net 
profits, municipal taxes, surplus profit tax, i ncome t ax , 
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property tax, sales and turnover tax of one and one half p~r 
/ 
cent. on all business receipts. ~ 
The form of organization best suit e~or f oreign 
co rpo rations depends on the nat ure and extent o·-r - the business. 
American conerns sel ling bulk goods can bes t sel l on · a con-
s i gnmen t basis. Goods well known to the Hungarian buying pub-
lie can be best distributed by means of a local agent. If the 
business is to be permanent and finances permit the branch 
organization is the best. 
SHIPMENT OF SAMPLES INTO AUSTRIA ANI? HUNGARY 
The same regulation regarding the importation of 
advertising samples a s is found in the rest of Europe, ap pl ies 
t o Austria and Hungary. Samples having no commercial value are 
admitted free. Single catalogs and price lists can ge t by if 
sent thru the mail. Consular invoices are not necessary, but 
commercial ones should accompany al l shi pments. 
~RK REGISTRATION IN AUSTRIA AND HUNGARY 
In Austria, trade marks may be registered for ten 
years at the Chamber of Commerce and Industry at Vienna . 
Samples vnth the mar~ a pr- lied must be sent with the application 
as well as a certified copy of the United States registration. 
The first registrant is the recognized owner. The form of 
marking is "Schutzmarke." In Hungary application should be 
made at Budapest. The form of marking is "Verderjegy" other-
wise t he law is the same. 
CZEC HO SLOVAKIA 
Czecho Slovakia is another part of the old Austria-
Hungary empire that received its independence thru the peace 
treaty of 1918 . This independence was given as a result of the 
Czechs and Slovaks refusing to fight for their Austrian rulers. 
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When conscripted they surrendered wholesale to the allies 
and disrupted the Aust r ian armies. This country includes 
much of the more prosperous pa rt of the disrupted empire. 
ECONOMIC ANQ POLITICAL CONDI~IONS 
This country, Czecho Slovakia forms a natura l l ink 
between Eastern and Central Europe, besides being a veri table 
beehive of industry. It is a long narrow count r y running east 
and west across East Central Europe . Located in the heart of 
the Danubean Valley its economic importance cannot be minimized. 
It is peopled with a mixed race that makes for racial difficulty. 
The Czechs and Slovaks number about three fifths of the popu-
lation, the balance is made up of Germans, Magyars, Hungarians , 
and Ruthenians. These minority groups are a constant source of 
danger, particularly the Germans, who hope to become strong 
enough to ove r throw the C~ech government and affili ate them-
eel ves with the German Republic. Any day the si tuation may 
become more acute, because of the minor disputes a rising con-
stantly between the Czechs and the Slovaks. The Slovaks lost 
their natural market , Hun ga ry , b Y t he establishment of the new 
empire and because of mountain barriers cannot easily distribute 
their agricultural surplus in the Czech territory. The wise 
pol i cies of the leaders have kept the breach from widening and . 
have given the little count r y of 54 , 000 square miles a very 
prosperous rule. 
ECONOMIC AND FI NANCIAL CONDITIONS 
Czecho Slovakia has mineral deposits of caelin, 
graphite, magnesit e , sulphur, salt, oil, radium and coal as 
well as manuf8cturing indust r ies making wooden novelties, 
glassware, beadg, cotton textiles and other minor things. As 
a co untry, she i s almost self sufficing as many of her provinces 
, 
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are particule.rly well adapted to the raising of food products. 
She is in the heart of the oldest trade route in the 
world, conn8cting the Orient with Europe. Because of this, she 
has wisely made her commercial treaties reci procal with liberal 
tariff systems. 
Czecho Slovakia inherited a lot of rundown railroads 
that cost money to put into condition. Most of these lines ran 
north and south, and in order to bring the country in t o closer 
unification east and west lines must be built. 
Banking in this country is extremely sound. Cessation 
from Austria Hungary left Czecho Slovakia in almost hopeless 
disorder. She had to provide for establishing an independent 
currency as well as a stable one. Her method in handling this 
difficult situation gives some insight as to the type of men 
that are governing her destinies. A currency act was passed, 
giving the minister of finance the right to stamp the cir-
culating currency with the words, Czecho Slovakia. I t also 
gave him the right to take over the treasury bonds of the 
Austro-Hungarian Banks in Czecho Slovakia, and to make a 
specific inventory of all property i n the republic including 
the holdings of citizens in foreign countries. 
I'n February 1919, the frontiers were closed and all 
bank notes presentr?d for stamping, thus indicating their 
acceptance as legal Czecho Slovakia tender. After the first 
week in March of the ,same year, all notes not stamped ceased 
to be legal tender. The government stamped about five and a 
half billion crowns and increased t he currency to seven billion. 
The amount cannot be increased unless covered by silver or gold 
treasury reserves . The banknotes taken over from the Austro-
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Hungarian banks were slowly reduced . 
Czecho Slovakia has in a comparatively short time 
made a very important place f or herself in t he world, because 
of the establishment of a definite program. 'l'his provided for 
maintenance and enlargement of her industrial activity, to 
intensify her agricultural activities, to secure a favorable 
balance of trade, to keep state expenditures within the budget 
and to deflate currency as rapidly ~s possible. The government 
is rigidly carrying out all of their declarati ons. 
FOREIGN TRADE 
Foreign trade in 1921 showed an increase in both ex-
ports and imports. Czecho Slovakia ' s foreign commerce is 
dependent on conditions in Germany, Austria and Hungary, in order 
of importance. Fifty per cent. of i mport and export business 
of 1923 was with countries borderi ng Czecho Slovakia.. As she 
has no seaport i t is very difficult to maintain any foreign 
trade. Foreign commerce is carried on thru the Elbe, e.nd the 
German port of Hamburg, t he Oder thru the port of Stettin. 
Exports go to Austria, Germany, Hungary, France and Poland in 
orde r of importance with the United States in twelfth placeo 
Import s come from Germany, United States, Austria, Holland and 
Belgium. 
The Republic of Czecho Slovakia inherited 80% of the 
manufacturing industries of the old Austria-Hungary Empire. 
Her consuming population, however, cannot use all of these 
manufactured goods. This means t hat as industry develops in 
the other sections of the once great empire, Czecho Slovakia 
will have to find new markets for her goods .. 
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The leading export items, in order of their im-
portance are manufactured articles, co a l a.nd wood, sugar, food 
stuffs and minerals. In 1923, she faced an industrial crisis 
that caused a drop in exports. High valued currency, while 
neighboring countries had depreciated currency, made competition 
almost impossible. The Ruhr valley occupation brought about an 
increased demand for coal and wood, while the sugar exports 
increased because of the tremendous crop. 
Imports during 1923 increased thru the conclusion of 
new commercial treatie s with other countri e.s B,s well as the 
easing up of the import license system which antagonized her 
neighbors. The principal imports are cotton, grai n, flour, 
greases, and wood f o r her woodworking industries. 
TRADE WITH THE UNITED STATES 
The trade with this country increased steadily until 
the general depression in 1921. Many American goods are re-
shipped from Austria and Qermany into Czecho Slovakia, so there 
is no accurate way of det ermining just how much this country 
buys from the United States. The principal imports are cotton, 
greases and fats , grain, manufactures of metal, tobacco and 
minerals. 
Her exports to the United States increase slowly each 
year. The principal items are beads, imitation stones, linen 
goods, glassware and jewelry. Other items that are increasing 
in populari t y here are bentwood, furniture, artificial flowers, 
laces and pencils. 
THE BUSINESS OF CZECHO SLOVAKIA 
Manufacturing in this count ry is limited because of 
the small demand of the home market. This domestic consumption 
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is fu r ther restricted by the turnover and luxury tax collected 
on goods sold at home. Hence the industries of this country 
are entirely dependent on their foreign trade. 
The government ha s assisted these industries in 
every way possible, by postponing the payment of taxes as long 
as the factories continued to operate. It was cheaper to sell 
a t cost than to pay taxes so they kept running. 
The textile industry is a prominent one in Czecho 
Slovakia's f o reign trade . Most of her exports go to nearby 
coun t ries and at least one half of her exports are cotton goods. 
Raw cotton is imported from America , India and Egypt. 
The glass and allied industry is princi pally an e xport 
onA and as such depends on existing commercial treaties. Czecho 
Slovakia was the first country t o s el l unb r eakable gl~s s , an 
invention of Dr. Horack of Sazova . The bead and ornament 
business of this small country ha s reached mill i ons of dollar s . 
This is because of the unu sual novelti e s t hat have been put on 
the market. 
Lumber.ing manufacture of wo od pul p and t he preparation 
of tanning bark have also become important indust r ies . This 
i ndus t ry has increased i n value earih year and now f o rms one of 
t he principal items of export trade. Czecho Slovakia fe a rs the 
competit5on of Russia, Lithuania and Lativa. The high value 
of the crown and high foreign rates have placed her at a dis-
advantage. 
Czecho Sl ovakia is richly .endowed with coal and iron . 
The iron ores are of a moderate grade only and must be mixed 
with hi gher grades. These are imported from Sweden via the Ode r 
and Elbe Rivers. This industry at present suffers thru competi-
t i on of the depreciated currency countries and the high cost of 
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producting native coal and coke. 
Czecho Slovakia is well situated for agricultural 
pursuits. Agriculture is not intensive or scientific. Wheat, 
rye, barley, oats, potatoes and sugar beets are crops of 
primary importance. 
Prague, the capital, is the center of manufacturing 
and the foremost city of the Republic. Prac tically all of the 
business of Czecho Slovakia is done thru this ci ty. 
TRANSPORTATIQfl CO~IONS 
In order t o provide the necessary rai lroads, the 
government h~ts undertaken an extensj ve transportation system. 
Tr. e new roads wi l l be local lines affecting commerce in the 
state only. 
In addition, they are making every possible effort 
to increase river and canal traffic so as to be able to use 
river routes to the ocean. Czecho Slovakia hopes to reach the 
sea thru the Elbe, the Rhine, the Main and the Danube Rivers. 
Already negot·iations are being carried on at Hamburg, Stettin 
and Trieste. 
SHIPME~TS OF SA~PLES 
Samples are admitted free of duty if they weigh less 
than two and a half pounds, and a re not subject to a luxury tax 
or state monopoly. Commodities subject to a state monopoly, 
such as tobacco, salt, sweetening materials, and explosives are 
admitted only · under a special license obtained from the minister 
of finance. Goods subject to the luxury tax are furs, wicker-
ware, textiles, hats, feathers, umbrellas, shoes, kitchenware 
and glassware. All printed advertising matter is subject to 
dutyj single units sent thru the mail may escape duty. No 
consular invoices are necessary. 
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TRADE MARK REGISTRATION 
Trade marks may be registered at the Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry at Prague for a period of ten years. 
Four copies of t he trademark, samples sho~dng use, and a 
certification of t he United States registration is necessary. 
The first registrant is the recognized owner. The goods thus 
registered should be marked nGes. Gesch." 
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CHAPTER IX 
CENT]AL_~UR~ 
SWITZERLAND AND HOLLAND 
Switzerland is dependent on her industries for pros-
perity and continual growth. She is a small country devoid of 
resources, practically inaccessible , with no seacoast , yet she 
has built up an industrial position in certain kinds of com-
modities that makes her the world's leader. Because of her 
lack of resources she imports a l most all of her raw materials 
and exports the same products in a finished form. The Swiss 
must rely on their foreign markets. Foreign trade is t he l ife 
of the country. 
INDUSTRIAL LIFE 
Dairying is an important Swiss industry. The heavy 
rainfall, cool clima te and ruggedness of the country make it 
particularly adapted to raising cattle. The dairying industry 
has led to the manufacturing of cheese, condensed mjlk, and 
milk chocolate, which is known the world over. Cheese is made 
in the homes and sold thru large organizations located in the 
Canton of Bern. It can only be exported with the consent of the 
government. Most of the cheese making j s done with a.nti qua ted 
equipment. At present, the Swiss can export all the cheese 
they make, and the foreign demand still remains unsatisfied . 
With fresh milk coming in from other countries she wi l l be 
able to fill all orders. Swiss milk has a peculiar flavor that 
adds value to the cheese. 
Swiss milk chocolate is a familiar article in the 
world's commerce. All ingredients used in its manufacture are 
imported except milk. Africa supplies the coco beans, Czecho 
Slovakia, Germany and the United States, the sugar . The chaco-
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late industry has declined during the last few years because 
of reduced purchasing power in the foreign markets. Her leading 
mark~ts are Great Britain, France, Germany, Italy and the United 
States. The Swiss have established branch factories in the 
United States so as to compete successfully with our domestic 
manufacturers. 
The Swiss textile industry is divided into four 
groups; (a) cotton goods, (b) flax and hemp, (c) silk, and 
(d) artificiaJ silk. She does not produce either cotton, wool, 
or silk. In spite of this, the textile industry shows a l arge 
yearly profit. The cotton is bought from the United States and 
Egypt, silk from France, Italy, China, and Japan, and wool 
from Great Britain. 
The botton industry increases each year. Most of the 
cloth goes to Germany, France, Italy e.nd in no rmal times to 
Prussia. In the manufacture of silk, Switzerland has an 
enviable reputation. Goods are shi pped all over the world. In 
artificial silk she leads, manufacturing about 65% while the 
United States manufactures the balance. ·rhe Swiss artificial 
silk blouses and sweaters find a ready market in Germany and 
France. Zurich is the textile center for Switzerland. 
The fancy embroidery of the Svrlss people is known 
the world over. United States, Great Britajn, and France buy 
quantities of this fancy work. 
The watch trade of Switzerland depends primarily upon 
the export market. At present, the machine made watch is re-
placing the hand made watch. Organi zation in the watch making 
industry is the result of evolution. Swiss watches have a high 
reputation and the watch makers intend to keep it up. The de-
mand for these watches is world wide. United States, Great 
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Britain and France are the best customers. Geneva is the 
watch city of Switzerland. As an outgrowth of the watch in-
dustry, Switzerland has established industries to manufacture 
synthetic stones, crystals, watch cases, metals and the like. 
Another industry that is seldom associated with 
Switzerland is the manufacture of machinery. Her machines are 
found in every part of the world. In the United States, Swiss 
turbines are used at Niagara Falls. Germany supplied the bulk 
of raw materials prior to the war, but now France has supplanted 
Germany. Copper imports come from the United States and Ger-
many. The Swiss ha ve collective metal purchasing a s sociations 
which buy all the metal for her industries. 
With the exception of the metal associations, there 
is very little collective buying or selling. Most of the in-
dependent concerns belong to industrial associations whose 
purpose is to represent the industrial interests in their 
relations to the government. 
The s~~ss import foodstuffs, fats and oils, metals, 
raw cotton and tobacco from the United States and export cheese, 
artificial silk, watches, materjals fo:r hats, and watch parts. 
SWISS FINANCIAL SITUATION 
The Swiss franc has kept very nearl y at par value in 
spite of the depreciated currency of her neighbors. Because of 
this, she has had to turn to high currency nations for her market. 
The normal rate of Swiss exchange is $0.193. American securi-
ties are popular investment.s for Swiss capitalists. Swiss in-
vestments rarely pay much and the large capitalists go ou~ of 
the country to invest. So much capital has been leaving the 
country that the government had to raise the interest on govern-
ment securiti es about 5%. 
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THE SWISS NAVY 
The Swiss navy has always been a standing joke, but 
they hP-,ve entered the maritime world thru the organization of 
a company known as the n Union Swi sse des 1'ransports. n Thi s is 
a co-operative company with a capital of 60,000,000 francs, 
half furnished by the Federal Government and the other half 
by private interests. This company may rent boats for commer-
cial purposes or buy boats outright. The first year, 1918, 
these boats were operated at a loss. The second year direct 
operation was abandoned and the boats were sub-let to foreign 
countries. Whether or not the Swiss ever attempt to build a 
mercantile navy again is a question, but 60,000,000 franc co-
operation stands ready to back it. 
THE MARKET~NG PROBLEMS 
The Swiss, while strong nationals, have three 
languages to say nothjng of the many patois. The population 
is divided into French, Ge rman and Italian. The French and 
German speaking population make up about 75%, while the 
Italians comprise the balance. Al l laws are printed in the 
three languages, whi ch of course, have become mixed . Ge~nan, 
French, or Ital ian is taught in the public schools depending 
on the majority of the population. ~t is always desirable in 
d ealing with a Swiss concern to write in either FTench or 
German. From the American viewpoint, Zurich, Basil and Geneva 
would make the best distributing points. Zurich is the German 
center, Basil the French, .and Geneva the Itali~n. Buying 
cha.racteristics resemble those of German y, France and Italy. 
ADVERTISING METHODS 
Advertising is done much the same as in the United 
States only on a smal l er scale. The standards are high and 
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people have confidence in advertised goods. The greatest 
difficulty in c arrying on an advertising campaign is that of 
language. No one language reaches all people and neither does 
any one publication. American concerns planning to advertise 
among the Swiss should use a native agency . These agencies 
have developed because of the increasing necessities of ad-
vertising for tourist trade and to sell their ovm foodstuffs. 
The art work is influenced by the German styles. 
Photographs are preferred to drawings. The typegraphy of native 
newspaper advertising is very poor, hence most advertisers 
resort to color poster advertising which is highly developed .. 
ORGANIZATION OF FOREIGN BRANCHES 
Foreign organizations wishing to do business in 
Switzerland under their own name may do so in two different 
ways. First, they can organi ze a ngenossenchaft" which re-
s embles a co-operative organization. This organization has a 
certain public control which is usually not popular. The 
second, and best way is to organize a "aktiengesellschaft" 
which is like a "joint stock" company. This concern bears the 
same name as the ps.ren t company, as for e:x;ample, "John Jones 
& Co.; Aktiengesellschaft." 
This kind of a company issues capital stock which 
mus t be subscribed to by at least five persons. Then a meeting 
is called to accept the company stat ut es and to name a board 
of directors, the majority of whom must be Swiss. It is 
possible under the law to limit the board of directors to one 
person and that person a Swiss. Then e, sub-directorate composed 
en tirely of foreigners may be establi shed with the right of 
"collective signature" thus placing the control in the hands 
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of the sub-directorate. The first meeting must be held in 
the presence of a notary public, who certifies the action of 
the assembly and sends it to the Registry of Commerce. Regi-
stration must be made at the offi ci al place of business. The 
company can do business anywhere in Switzerland. All branch 
offices located in other Cantons must be registered in the 
home office. The place of registration is very important as 
taxes are levied by the Cantons. These vary in the different 
Cantons. All taxes on b ran c h offi ces are paid in the Canton 
of Registry . 
SHIPMENT OF SAMPLES AND ADVERTI SING MATTER 
Unsalable samples, except foodstuffs, are admitted 
free o f duty. Foodstuffs are taxed . Advertising is admi t~ed 
free wh en weighing under 500 grc;,ms or wh en . duty is not over 
0.10 franc. If this is abused , the privilege will be suE~-
pended . CommerciaL invoices and certificates of origin are 
necessary if conventional rates a re given . 
TRADE MARK PROTECTION 
Registration should be made at the Schweizerische 
Amt fur Geistiges Eigentum at Berne and can be obtained for 
twenty years with renewable privileges. Applicatinns should 
be made out in German, French or Italian. Deposit of the 
trad e mark in a single language, may be p rotected in the other 
two language s if accompanied by a text in the other languages, 
provided there is no deviation. Prio r ity of use determines the 
right to a trade mark. The fir .s t r egistrant is owner until his 
claim i s successfully disputed. Protection ceases if a m~rk 
has not been used for three consecutive ye?rs and is cancelled 
r 
if not renewed s i x months after expiratiori date. Goods bearing 
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the registered trade mark should be marked "Schutzmarke or 
Marque depo se." 
TH~ SWISS TOURIST TRADE 
Switzerland depends on the tourists to help balance 
her foreign trade. In 1923 , she received approximately 
$83,000,000 from this source of trade. England, United States, 
and Canada send the most profitable tourists , Americans going 
in the summer, and t.he British in t he winter. Other national-
ities also spend vac~tions in this popular European resort. In 
Switzerland the hotel business has become a profession that in 
time of depression helps economic conditions by bringing in 
foreign revenue. 
HOLLAND 
Hol land because of its strategic location has a 
wonderful opportunity t o .entr=r trH.nsi t trade. It borders 
Germany and Belgium and is near Great Britai n and Fra,nce, 
Europe's four leading commercial countries • . The Dutch have 
had a constant .fight with the sea t o keep their country intact. 
About one fourth of it was reclaimed from the sea and is ex-
tremely productive. Holland's largest citi es, Rotterdam, 
Amsterdam, and · the Hague are built on reclaimed land. Just 
recently she has added over a hundred and fifty acres of re-
claimed soil to her domain by drainage operations at Zuyder 
Zee. When she has completed these operation s, Holland will 
have added 1400 square miles to her area. During the drainage, 
the sea repeatedly smashed the dykes but each time they were 
rebuilt . Now the dykes ·built of willow twigs, basalt, clay, 
sand, and cement sttt.nd six feet above high tide and the wildest 
gales do t,hem no harm. 
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THEJ[QSINESS OF HOLLAND 
Dairying is the biggest industry. This of course 
includes the manufacture of milk product s . The Dutch breed 
the fl:'!mous HoLstein and Dutch Bel ted Cattle, two excellent 
milk producing str~ins. Condensed and powdered milk Bre 
produced for export, while Dutch butter r:md cheese have an 
internati on~l reputati on. They are also noted horticulturists 
and have a large export trade in flower bulbs and small fruits. 
Holland is not an industrial nation having no metal 
deposits and only a limited amount of very poor coal. Her 
people manuf0cture a famous blue pottery at Delft, while 
Amsterdam is the greatest diamond cutting city in the world~ 
She also manufactures some cotton, woolen, linen and silk goods. 
Her exports are butter, cheese, margarine, condensed 
milk, cured meats, diamonds, pottJery, bulbs, .and many other 
kinds of plants and seeds. She imports machinery , cotton, wool, 
gnlin, foodstuffs, minere.ls and other essential articles. Most 
of the imports come from Germany, Gr eat Britain, United States, 
Belgium and the Dutch East Indies. Her exports go to these 
same countries ~ The Dutch· have one of the five l argest merchant 
fleets .in the world. She is f ortunate in possessing the Dutch 
East Indies which can safely be called the richest tropical 
colony owned by any nation. 
MARKETING AMER I CAN GOODS ====--------------~--· ~· --·· 
Holland is one of the best markets in Europe, size 
considered. S.he is unhampered by custom re.'3trictions e.nd what 
is more important, h~s money to spend, which she made during 
the war by transit trade ~ith Germany. 
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Her people are hard working, indu st rious and 
thrifty. Inci den t a l ly, they are considered exceptionally 
good buyers. Thru her e xcellent port at Rotterdam, she ca rries 
on a tremendous business with the rest of the world. The best 
distributing center, however, is Amsterdam. This is becB. use of 
the prestige and transportati on facilities that this city 
enjoys. 
The Dutch are responsive to advertising, particularly 
that carried by the daily newspapers. An advertising campaign 
carried on in the cities of Amsterdam, Rotterdam, the Hague, 
Leyden, Utrecht, Haa.rlem, Dordrecht and Arnheem wo uld bring 
results. In .advertising, remember that brevity is their 
watchword. Make the co py short and to the point. When an 
article becomes firmly established in Holland, it vdll have 
assured continuous success. Returns will be a little slow 
because before buying t he Dutch must be absolutely sure that 
the product is there to stay. There is plenty of oppor tun i ty 
to market manufactured staple goods in this country . 
TRADE MARK PROTECTION 
Application should be made to the Burea u of Industrial 
Property at the Hague. If certain color schemes are used 
special mention must be made in order to protect those colors. 
The application is of the usual kind including name, address, 
occupati on, and th13 like. All documents must be drawn up in 
the Dutch language. Exclusive rights be lorig to the fir st user, 
but no protection is given unless it has been registered. 
Goods carr ying a trade mark should be marked "Gedeponeered 
Fabrukamerk." 
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ADMISSION OF SAMELES JlfiD ADVERTISING 
Most goods are admitted free in Holland and samples 
receive the same treatment. Even when duties are levied they 
are low, abou t five per cent . ad valorem. The only advertising 
material consi dered dutiable ·s matri xes, electrotypes and the 
like made of metal. No special documents are necessary in 
shipping goods t o Holland, so consular fees are avoided. 
Gerson, Clem W. 
Groves, H. L. 
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CHAPTER X 
THE SCANDANAVIAN COUNTRIES 
~ -------
DENMARK, NORWAY, AND SWEDEN 
The s e countries , peopled by the hardy No rdi c folk, 
have solved ma ny diffi cult problems. They have solved the 
problem by living peaceably with eaeh other and have pros1Jered c 
Wise gove rnment and i ntelligent actions have led them thru 
difficulties and troubles that would have wrecked their sister 
European nations. Denmark, Norway and Sweden are separated by 
natural barriers. Denmark, a peninsula country, extends into 
the Bal tic 1 while mountai ns make communicat ion between Sweden 
a nd Norway diffi c ult. Ilimch of the early contact between these 
nations was hos t ile . Norway was the:l bone of contention. Until 
1814, Norway be longed to Denmark and then was made Swedish by 
the Vienna congress . Later it separated from Sweden by blood-
less agreement. Iceland be came virtual l y independent in the 
same fashion. 'I'hi s shows remarkable statesmanship and l evel 
headedness. 
DENMARK 
----"' --=-
Denmark is about twice the size of the State of 
Massachusetts and is the center of Baltic cqmme rce . It is 
lacking in most of the resources necessary for producti~ity 
and prosperity. Yet she has made a place for herself in the 
commerci al world. Hard work, ingenuity, c lear t hi nking and 
co-ope ration made this possible. Denmark has become an 
agricultural country, established a merchant marine and her 
industrial l ife has overcome al l natural handicaps. Her people 
are prosperous and fa s t becor11i ng weal thy. 
Denmark's long s e aco ast fosters t rading and shipping. 
'The only we s tern coast . har bo r at pre,sent is Esbjerg, but t wo 
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other artificial ports are being constructed at Hertshals 
and Heshoge. Other large ports are Copenhagen, Scaw, Cattegat 
and Frederickshaven. 
THE BUSINESS OF DENMARK 
-----------~------· -----
Agriculture is by far the laeding industry. Seventy 
six per cent. of her total area is used for this purpose. The 
policy of the government is to keep the numbe r of independent 
fA.rms increasing. Contented landowners are not subject to 
Bolshevistic teachingso Farming is done scientifically and 
intensively. The Danes r~ise live stock for meat and dairy 
purposes, poultry, sugar bee ts and grain. Native grain fails 
to satisfy the demand so quantities are imported. She manu-
factures cheese, condensed milk, butter and sugar for exports. 
Practically all the butter is exported and margarine imported 
for domestic consumption . 
Co - operative agricultural enterprises have reached a 
high place in Denmark. These organizations handle the manu-
facture of dairy productA and supervise their sales. In some 
instances, they have established branches abroad. Purcha ses 
are also made by co-operative associ ations. 
The handicraft industries of Denmark are next in 
importance . Danish industrial plants are small and disti nctive . 
They employ only H f'ew people in eaeh shop. Nearly all work is 
done by hand. 
Fishing is one of the old industries in t his country. 
Her seacoasts abound in coastal and deep sea varieties of fish. 
The coastal vari eties are cod, plaice, eels, herring and 
mackerel, whilA the deep sea fishe r ::1 bring in haddock and cod. 
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Most Danish fish are sold alive, and because of this, the Danish 
Seine i s used entirely. Fish are uninjured by this method and 
may be kept alive indefinitely in the fish pound. Mo et of the 
annual catch is exported either fresh, preserved or canned . 
Cement manufacturing in Jutland also furnishes an 
export surplus. The iron and steel induetry and metal trades 
export some articles in spite of the f act that the country 
produces neither coal nor iron. Danish Deisel engines have no 
superior. The manufacture of automobile parts is an i mportant 
industry in Copenhagen. Other materials that are exported are 
porcelain and silverware, flour, chocolat8, lime, chalk, glass, 
matches, soap and fertilizer. 
FOREIGN TRADE OF DENMARK 
Denmark because of her agricultural production and 
lack of necessary raw materials has a lBrge foreign trade. The 
establishment of Copenhagen as a free port in 1894 brought 
much tr~nsit business to this country. Low customs duties have 
aided her in becoming an important trading nation. Denmar k 
has always had an unfavorable trade balance, which to a certain 
extent is affected by earnings from foreign shipping, transit 
trade and revenues earned abroad. 
She imports grain, oil cake for the manufacture of 
marga rine, dried fruits, coal, wood, cotton, rubber goods, 
automobiles, window glass and iron. 
Her exports are bacon and meats, butter, cream, 
milk, cheese, eggs, fish, raw hides, cement, machinery and ships. 
Most of her for eign trade is carried on thru Germany, 
Great Britain and United States. Sweden is her chief export 
market . 
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SHIPPING 
------
Denmark's proximity to the sea has naturally ma de 
her a mercantile country. In 1925, she established a mer cant ile 
marine consisting of almost two thousand ships. Many of these are 
engaged in coas twise trade because the shape of the country makes 
such possible. Boats leave Copenhagen for the tow-ns and islands 
of Denmark. More than half of the Danish foreign trade is 
carried in native shi ps. The state promotes the increase in 
shipping by grants to navigation schools and by building 
artificial h8rbors. The merchant marine of Denmark earns yearly 
about 20o,ooo,ooo kronen. 
Denmark has five good ports the largest being Copen-
hagen. This port is an independent institution manag~d by the 
government, parliament, the corporation and the l a rge trade 
organizations. A part of thi~ port is free and controlled by 
a joint stock company known as the Copenhagen Harbor Authorities. 
The other port s , none of which are free, are Aalborg, Aahus, 
Esbjerg and Odense. 
Copenhagen ha s been called the key to the Baltic, 
owing to its situation. It is very well equipped to handle 
transshipmen t of goo ds. Boat lines to other Baltic ports 
leave Copenhagen regularly and trains make it possible to 
carry goods into the interior. The Danes understand trading 
with all of the s e Scandanavian and Baltic countries. If only 
one branch distributing place was selected for the northern 
part of Europe the logical place would be Copenhagen. 
MARKETING GQODS IN DENMARK 
A manufacturer who studies the Danish market will 
be surprised at the results obtainable f r om such a small country. 
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They lean toward Germany because of the closeness of the two 
countries, separated only by the Keil Canal. The Danes are 
keen buyers but lack the tradi tional stolidity of the German. 
They respond q uickJ y to advertising and are wiln ng to try a 
new article . In advertising to the Danes use plenty of type. 
He will r ead type and pass by pictures. The best method to 
distribute merchB.ndise is thru a Da.nish agent who knows and 
understands the market and is usually industrious and anxious 
to make money~ 
SHIPMENTS OF ADVERTISJNG AND S~PLES 
As in othe r countries, samples are admit t ed free if 
they have no commercial val ue. Advertising catalogs if printed 
in Danish are subject to duty. If printed in a for eign language 
t hey are admitted free. Lithographed materjal is subject to 
duty. It is not necessary to mark goods so as to show the 
country of origin. 
REGISTRATION ~TRADE MARKS 
Application must be made at t he Kontoret for Register-
i ng of Varemaerker og Monstre, Copenhagen. Name, address, 
business, a copy of the trade mark and certi f i ed copy of the 
United States r egistrati on certificate are required. Application 
must be made in Danish. The first registrant is considered the 
own er . Goods should be marked "lndere gi st reret Varemaerke." 
NORWAY 
Norway looks westward over the Atlantic Ocean a nd 
because of the ruggedness of the country the people readily to k 
t o the sea. The ocean plays a tremendous par t in her economic 
li f e. Located in a latitude that would ordinarjly mean frozen 
waste and a very few people, Norway has become a civi l ized 
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progressive nation because of t he warm ocean currents flowing 
north. The country is not adapted t o agricul ture because of 
its ruggedness . Some dairying is done and condensed milk and 
but t er exported . Poor iron ore, a little carper, silver and 
nickel comprise its mineral wealth . 
LUMBER I NDUSTR Y 
Norway is amo ng the leadi ng n ations in the world in 
the development of its lumber and wood pulp industry.. Qn[n ti -
tjes of lumber are exported thru Aslo (Christiania) which is 
the largest cJty and capital. Other important lumber markets 
are Trondhjem and Dremmen. As practically the entire area of 
Norway is covered ~th f orests, the importance of this industry 
can be seen. Pine, spruce, and birch constitute the bulk of 
the varieties. Fo res t s are divided among the small individual 
holde rs and a l a w provides that no sale of wood l ots can take 
place if it deprives the farm of a wood supply. 
The Norwegians have made the most of their lumber 
industry and export very little t i mber . Most of their wood 
. products leave the country as wood pulp or in a semi-manu-
factured state. Thi s has built up a home industry that today 
imports rough timb e r and log s , converts them into finished or 
semi-fjnishe d products and re-exports them. Norwegian lumber, 
as well as other products, is s old t o export organi zati ons by 
sal es managers. The pri ncipal market for her exports of wood 
product s i s Great Britain, Belgium and the Uni t ed States. 
DEVELOPM~l_T_.Q..f HYDRO- ELEC..TRIC POWER 
Lack of coal f or ced the people of Norway to find a 
substitute and they very early began to experiment in the 
development of water power. If he r full potential powers were 
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develored, she could export electricity to North- central 
Europe. This country has develope d more water power per 
capita than any other nation. This cheap electric current 
caused Norway to experiment in extracting nitrogen from the 
air to make fertilizer. This electro-chemical industry 
utili zes two cheap resources, atmosphere and water power. 
MARKETING GOO DS IN NORWAY 
____ ,...,.. _____ ....._.._~ ------ ....._ -------- --- ~--·-· 
Norway is one of the easiest and cheapest markets to 
open. rr he Norwegians e,re hard working, level headed people 
with a go-ahead spirit that makes them wi ~ J . ing to try somethi ng 
new. They are fr i endl y toward the United States and Great 
Britain, so friendly that they assist willingly any man ufacturer 
seekin g an outlet thru Norway. The public js responsive to 
advertising and it will bring almost immedi ate results. 'Type 
is preferred to pi ctures. She can be considered a steady market 
because of her pro sperity. 
The only distributing center is Aslo (Christiana). 
Railroads leave this city for the re s t of Norway. Other cities 
tha,t would prove to be goo d market s are Christi ansu.nd, 
Stavenger , Trondhjen, Bergen and Hammerfet. 
Samples no t " intended for trade" are admitted freeo 
Unbound advertising material is admitted free and bound 
catalogs and price lists if printed in a foreign language. 
Tho se printed in Norwegian are subject to duty. Marks of 
origin and consular invoices are not required. 
REG~STERING TRADE ~ARKS_ 
Trade marks may be registered for a period of ten 
years by applii ng to the Styret for det Industrielle Retsvern 
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at Aslo. Application must be in Norwegian and contain firm's 
name and e.ddress, power of attorney and certincate of home 
registration. The first registrant becomes owner, subject, 
however, to the rights of prior user. Registration is evidence 
of conclusive ownershi p after two years. The official mark 
js "Registrert Varemerke." 
SVvEDEN 
·while the other Scandanaviar; countries lack natural 
resources, Sweden has them. This country has forest lands, 
iron, water pow~r, fair agricuJtural land and is only lacking 
in coal to nw.ke he1· great, industrially. While she has 
developed water power, her extreme no rthern locati on makes 
its use impossible during the long winters. 
THE INDUSTRIES OF SWEDEN 
The future of Sweden lies in her forests. It is a 
fact that her lumber industry is growing rapidly and at present 
she ranks as the world's leading lumber export nationc 1vlucl1 of 
the wood is manufactured into wood pulp and thi s pulp is ex-
ported everywhere. Tan · b~:~rk used .for tanning is also an im-
portant export i tern of the lumber i ndust·ry . 'l'he match i n-
dustry is a bis; one using quantities of wood. 
The iron and steel industry is important as Sweden 
has the purest iron ore in Europe . The ore is mined on the 
surface of the ground and exported to the rest of the world. 
Much of it is smelted by charcoal and the resulting steel 
makes the world's best cutlery. 
Another industry that will prove valuable in the 
future is the deve l opment of hydro-electric power. Already a 
project has been discussed regarding the possibility of 
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selling electricity to other ~urop ean countries not so 
abundantly endowed with water power . 'The future will determine 
the export value of this industry. 
MARKETING GOODS IN SWEDEN 
Norway and Sweden present many contrasting character-
istics. For one thing Sweden suffers from an anti-American and 
anti-English sentiment that cannot be explained. High custom 
duties have been -~ lace on most conmiDdities and foreign manu-
facturers have practically abandoned Sweden. German influenbe 
is seen thruout this country. 
Should a manufactu r er be determined to enter Sweden, 
policies and tactics should be the reverse of those in Norway. 
The Swede is slow to take up new a.rticle.s and wi 11 not read 
type as will the Norwegian. Advertisements to the Swedes must 
contain pictures to get attention. 
Stockholm, t he capital, is a thriving city handling 
much railroad and maritime traffic. This is the best adve rtis-
ing center. Gothenberg and Malmo are the next best markets. 
Samples of no value are adrni tted free, a11 other 
articles are dutiable. Advertising material,· except litho-
graphs, if printed in a foreign language is admitted free. 
It is not necessary to mark goods with name of the country of 
origin. 
REG.I§T]RING_QF TRADE MARK 
Application must be made in Swedish at the Patent 
och Registreningsverket at Stockholm. The trade mark is good 
for ten years and can be renewed. The name, business and 
address of appl icant, together with such description as is 
neces sary to identify the goods El.nd the name and address of 
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an at t orney residing i n Sweden as well as the s ignature of 
the appli cant·must be submitted with the ap plication. A certi-
fied copy of the United States registration, legalized by the 
Swedish legation or consul, is also necessary. The ow-ne1.· must 
r egi star his t1.·ade mark in order t o use it at all.. 'rhe form 
of marking is "Registr eradt Varumarke . " 
Denmark 
Gerson, Clem W. 
Oxholm, Alex H. 
Oxholm , Al e x H. 
Stoddard, Lothrop 
United States 
United States 
Wnitbeck & Finch 
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CHAPTER XI 
---~--
THE MEDITERRANEAN GROUP 
ITALY 
----
In 1921 , Italy was on the verge of a general economic 
and political revolution. There was no leadershjp in evidence. 
The government was so liberal that it could not maintain order, 
so benevolent that anyone could get on the pay roll and would 
do anything that a group of individuals wanted done . Strikes 
were so common that commerce and busj. ness became completely 
demoralized. There seemed to be no order or even resemblance 
of it. 
The peo ple tried communislfl in 1920 and found it 
wanting. 'l'he workers seized about 600 factories and it was 
ludicrous to see the efforts of the workmen. They did not 
know how to get raw materiaJs, they did not know how to dis-
pose of what they manufactured e.nd added to their discomfort 
by quarrelling among themselves. It was a relief to be able 
to turn th e factories bac k to their original owners . But 
then strikes kept most of t hem continuously idle. uuch was 
Italy after the war. 
THE NEW ITALY 
The year 1922 brought into existence a new ltaly, 
an Italy that had leadership and that began to hum with pros-
parity. The new condi tions we re brought about by the brilliant 
Fascisti leader, Mussolini. It was thru his organization that 
Italy went back to work after one of the strangest and most 
orderly revolutions the world has ever seen. 
The Fascisti met in Naples on October 22, 1924, 
with the expressed idea of asking for the majority of places 
in the cabinet. The existing government stalled along and in-
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paJ:1 e:rs e re r c z·e , ·)o s te:r :..' dvertisL13 bei !18 co t ~s ide1·ed the mo s t 
ef ective. F: .. :n e of ·.n·o du ,~t ::rJC1 ~) :rj_ce c:re usuc. lly f e L: tured.. 
Tea e er ~ ave:r ti si n g i s very popula r. 
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Jitt e ~ree but if b Luld with a c c rdboard c over they ar e sub ject 
to duty . Certific~ tes of origin et te ste· b y t h e It~ 1 ien Chamber 
of Co_ 1er c e of liew Yo:r~ or the It ~ lion Consul should cc com~any 
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good o leaving t he United States . This i s nec e s 2r ~ i ~ t ~ ev c ~e 
c,.. ........ • "" ...&.. 
to t'e c e~_ve t !w be i1 Bfi t of t11e most - favot'ed- m~tion clnus e i n our 
i pp lica tion for use of tra ae mar ~s mu s t be ma de at 
the Depn:rtment of I ndustry flnd Commet'ce i n Rome . Foreign tra cLe 
~arks r re registered i n Ita l y ex~ ctly c s they a re resi s tered 
abro:.: d. ..::p1) lic D, tio n u us t be made on paper st m:p ed wj t :b 1. 20 l:i re. 
This contain s the u _u~ l information . Trade m~r~s belons tc the 
f i rc t user in Ita ly but i n order to recover daJa ges in case of 
in·ringement the mark mu ct be registered. Go ods should be 
mE". r_~et "maro a deposit nt a ." 
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CH~~PTER XII 
'l'HE 
SP .:~ I:! -~).;D PO RTUG.,~L 
These two countries form t l::!.e Iberi:.::.n pen ins u lt.. whi ch 
juts out i nto the i tlon tic Oce~n Ln the liediterraneen 3ea . 
~t one time , they were t h e lendi ng commercic l n~ t ions of the 
wor l d . Today, they ::. re i nsi gn ifican t tradi ng countries. Their 
l a r ge colo ni a l empires hs ve disa:penred . Internal po litics l 
d i stu 1·banc es hnv e h i nde1·ed their developme nt . 
SP.UH 
liodern Spcin is con trolled by ~oliticians . Span i sh 
burea ucracy has killed indus tr i a li sm o~ d f rcm t ime to time 
e±'fect i vely c·h ec ~:ed the c;rowtl:. of even a ·ricult ura l ent er-o:rises . 
I n 19~'3 , Sp::.in h :::;d a n uwa keni ng and an int r od.Dctio ·· to efficiency 
which me::.ns th ,~ t she v i 11 nev er be t he 1:mne . HoY:eve :r , as the 
chanse of _overnment go es on , more a~d more p eople , wh o heve 
openly and cove:c tl ;y controlled the fi nancial , po 1itic:.: l en d 
economi c life of the country , bec ome opposed . Tl:":!.e whole life 
of Spa i n i e besed un on bribes . Becau ~e of this , r evolution 
follo ls revolution . These revolttio~ s , ~hile not D~rlike , 
dispose of the pr e sen t b~c i be tc:lcers t:iJ d -:,_;ut a nevi lot i n the ir 
place . Barcelona i s t he birthpl ace of t hese uolitical upheava l s 
while licdrid is where they ac tua lly t oke p l ::. ce . 
S~a in has i t s troubles becau s e of nationa lit i es ju s t 
ne Brit a in hod its trouble s wi t~ Irela nd. The pe op le of Bar -
ce lonn , t he one com:··,ercL.: l c i t y , nre Catc. l an by n2.tiona lit ~7 , 
and th e c ~ t a l o nians W8D t i ndependence from Spc i n . Tiej t ~er, 
however, could ever ge t c long without t h e other . rhe vrnvince 
of J~t~loni~ TI~~ inde~endent untll 1469 when a union of the 
Catalonie- ~r~gori houses t nok 9lace . Such is the 3pain of to ay. 
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The Spai iards nn d the Catalonians are seeki ng the p ower . 
i::.Qch ar e ::. ttewr>ting to buy the othe l' ·-na L·J ting each other ns 
only Spaninrds can . 
RE OUTWES OF BP I H 
Spa i n is predomina tely an cgricult ural c ountry . 
Lbout 60jh of he r }Jeople :::~ re enga;ed i n n 0 :ricul t urnl pursui ts . 
, .. he 1~.t , barley al~td c orn 2.re t he mos t important cereul crop • 
Oni o_ s and cour:J Oi.l \·iinter ve3etable s are ' rown in ;3::!ain fo:r tl1e 
m~rkets of northern Europe . Grapes , for v i ~ e m~king , are graTin 
in t he centra l and south ern sections . She i s t he world ' s 
greatest producer of olive s and olive oil . Uu t c , f igs , oranges 
an _ lemo ns ..::.re gr own f or e::q·JOrt . 
The interior of Spain h~s always been used for 
gra zing purposes . On these p l a i ns the wor l d ' s f amous llerino 
shee~ are bred . Ho ~s , goGtG , ~ n d cows ~re r~i sed for f ood 
sup_J l .:.os only . 
S~aQish waters abound i n sardine s end anchovi es . 
These sm..::. 11 fish a re brousht to t"1e port of Vego in t :'·~e north-
\7es er:·1 section a nd ther e pre s erved for export . 
Spain is ·: 'ell equipped wi t h mine r a l r esource s rfh i h 
are scattered over the c ountry , but n ot thorou hly developed. 
She ha s the only l a rge supp l y of co;.: l am ong the Eed i ter ranean 
c oun t ries and is the s econd l a rgest l ead pr oducer i n the n orld . 
Huc}1 of t:hi 8 me t a 1 i 8 expo~c t ed in the fo:r·m of or e .. Th~ t Vlhich 
is r efined i s sold in i ts se~ i -menufactured s tate to Great 
u . . • JJrl "tE>. ln . Mercury i s mined in quanti t ie s . This indust ry i s a 
govei:'nment mo nopoly . I r on ore i~3 :.:m im:;} Or , E.n t product of Spn in 
a lt:hough t~ e i_on and steel i ndu8t r y has never bean developed . 
Copper ore ~nd copper pyrite s , zinc , sra9h i te , ma nganese , sa lt , 
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s ulphur , tin and tungsten ore am ong her valueble minerals. 
lL4.TER ~0\'IS DEVELOJ?'.ili~l"T 
In nor theastern Spain , the Ebr o Riv e has natu1~l ly 
become a s ite for hydro- electri c p ower deve lopmen t s i n c on-
nection with manufactur i n;; . She can never get c.s much water 
po 7er from her r ivers as can her nei shbor , I t a l y . .:.ccording 
to the Spanish P erQaaent Electr i c Comm i ss ion ab out 2 , 0 00 , 000 , 000 
horse p ov1er can be dev eloped . I:Ia uy of the :p:roposed deve lopments 
wou l d turn grGzing land into productive e gr i cultu:ra l s i tes . 
HA~mP .. \CTu'Ril!G I EDUSTR I ::2iS 
Durin~ the l est t1o or hree years , Span i sh i ndustry 
ha s suffereQ be c ~ u se of genera l business depression . Lebar i s 
h igh a. net so is the c os t of living wh ile e tri es have been common. 
\lUCh i s clue to the l a c}.: of eff iciency on the psr t of the Spcmish 
lo.borer . Thi s can be remedi ed by industr i al education . 
Th e cotton tex tile industry is located in the ~rovince 
of Catalonia , with it s center a t Barcelona . Spanish cotton goods 
are exported to her o~n colonie s , i rgentina , Cuba, Greece and 
Turkey . The woo len indus t ry also loca ted in Catalonia has been 
s upe rceded by the ra~ idly gr owins cotton t rade . S~badell and 
Terra sa , lhich huve l arge text i le s ch ool s , ure t be present center s 
of the woolen trade . Lrti fi ci ~ l s i lk and rea l sil ~ t extile goo ds 
and hos iery nre manu£a ctured in the Provinces of Vale1ci n and 
l-.iurcia . 
S ome steel is manufa ctu~L'e~ ~ rlhile Spa in has iron ore 
and co &l , her coal is not suita ble for co~ing purposes . The 
metalurgicnl indus try of Spain i s centered about Bi l ba o on the 
north coast . ; utomobiles and airJ lnne s a re m~d e 2t Barcelona , 
Guadn l <zana and /; l caba de Hen<-res . TypevJrit ers a 11 e mann:fac tured 
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at Valencia but even with a gcrvernmen t decree favoring their 
use fo of icial correspondence , have not become popul r . 
Bot t les , Window g l as s and glasswc re ore munufactured 
nt Barcelon2 . Fo odstuffs aud beverages are mede a ll ove~ Spain . 
Since 1914 , the government ha s atteupted to make 
Qpa in an industri sl na tion . In or der to do it , all industry was 
protected while agricultu~e w~ s neglected . This protection 
art ificially s timulated manufactur i ng &nd b:rought into being a 
l arge number of ineffici ent industrial organ izations . Span ish 
i dustry is furthe.::.· a ided by· government loans m ::.~ e thru the 
Industr i a l Credit B~ nk . Subsidies a re a l s o granted coa l min ine , 
~ip building ~ad other indus tries . 
Pe tro lemn , cotton , f er tilizers t:.nd tob ceo f i nd a 
re dy market in Spa i n . Ame~ican m~riuf ctured produc t s such as 
a •-ricul tura: 1 m::1.chine:r~; have a decided l ead vJh i le the sns 11 too 1 
t ade is i n the hands of the French 2nd Br iti sh . Our trod e with 
Spain wc.s carried on under a mo:::; t - favo:red- n ti on comrne:rci ·~ 1 
tr aty u:.-:t i l S-pain te ~.' minated a ll such t~ceaties i D order to 
build up her i nctustr ie s . :~ temporary u:r:-r.·c.ngement h.c:s been 
reached ~hereby : merican goods enter rec iproc~lly in each country 
un ti 1 Hay 1925 . 
Great Brit ain , _r~nce end Germany are the chief com-
petitors of the Uni ted States . Th e continued s ucce ss of cur 
trade ~ill depend entirely upon the new commercial tre ty . 
United Sta tes sell about J62 , 000 , 000 of merchandise to Spa in 
and i ill:.?O:C t S about )30 , 0 0 0 , 000. ~·.gricult u:rnl mac[: inery , r• uto-
mobiles , copper , typewriters , add i ng rn~chines , motion p i cture 
films to 1)[.;cc o , \7 ooo_ ::nd )J etroleUE1 i)roc1uc..: t s ~.re s old in in-
' ~ -· 
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,__rec ing quantities each year . Export s of \·:he2t , cotton , 
electrical muc~inery , fertilizers , &utomobile tires , leather , 
plnnos 2~d su 0 ar seem to be declirting . 
pon i sh exp orters cl:...im thc.t .. jmeri ~fm tariff l~ws 
· 1terfere with the marketing of Spani sh products in the Un ited 
~tctes . In renlity , sinae th last tariff law, J uis ! i~port 
have increased . Our import s consi t of licorice root , tanning 
ext_acts , copper ore , cork , scrd" 1es , olive s , r isi ns , ~rapes , 
fi.;s , a l t onds , filberts , sout sti n.:o , l e t.o d , garlic , p eppers nd 
on io ... s . 
OCODS 
In many r espects , Spe i n and It c l y hcve the sarue 
cila r ·:ctoristics lmt Sp2i is i1 t u s profi tnb le Klr::e t c.s 
It l y . Spanish cities 2re further ~J~rt a n. t~ ~ ople not ~ s 
w 11 edu · ted . In Dpn i , t~1e beE-t rno thod to get :?o:re:::..:;n .;ooc1. 
c1is tri 1m ted is t~-:!.ru e native eli. stri but o • (}ust om regulc t ~- ons 
m.::.:::e it ir e:t~Lti ve thc.t sood~ be h :.ncl l . by '"' ome on e thoroughly 
fcni i n:r ~ith them to 
i m o_t some speciLltie s , such ~-~ t ilot arti le ~ . It i8 a 
-.i l:-tOQ center . I.~- G.- id , r~eville , 
C:...t~~ GCD~ 2nc G&d~z could be m~de sub- depot for di s tribution 
i : o"!;!le :.~ c~ctio1s . 
<J~l :.L __ !...:' of L :\•· s , -r.::Lll be 0::;:pcri nco L1 m-= ~·~ct i.. c:; ;:; oc-(lrc.\ in :. _;)~ in . 
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Rtm~ni i s i ~ t he futuro. 
t o her - e c ourc8s . 
Tho l~a~u::o h .. c ~ 
- ~c deve lopme nt of 
)8" l t y e~;eu c1. s OLl her nb ili ty to !l.OYG her ];_ __ r er:ts . 
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thr u l'n :r i~ . The P :: risi~n Bour se controls t h e Ruu:::: r: i nn leu 
:... ·" it i~ 11~. tur :: l to tr::t e ~::ith :!!'ranee . \i:i.~·e le ss , tele3ro. ph , 
c~. rai l r oa d commun icc tions wi th Par i s e re good . 
Rumani ':. h :: s her trc.ns·f)orta.tion pro lem hov..re ~ er . 
. .. - ' 
I.:o ~ t of ho·c troubles n r e ~~.'i th the g::.. u;.:;e of ·he v nriou s l ines . 
At present , she lL: s throe types , S t addo.rd , Russian nn c1 He r :r.•ow. 
The ol s t -.te roa s n:t·e S t c,nd:.: rd , p rivate r o:..:. ds e:.. o Harl.· ow, 
whi le the r o. ib:o::.. cl s of the uew :prov inces rre Russinn . -~1 1 
fi nan ~e s permit ~ In cdd it ion to 0 a u ge diffJculties , Ruoan i a 
is i:~.vi nc; trouble in obt ining rollin()' s toc~:: an c eg_u:i.prner::t . 
I.Iuc_~ of her e quipmen t w~.1 s stolen by Germ::.:. ny e nd she in turn 
sto le some from Hun 0 2 ry but the t h eLtS d i d not ba l Lnce . ~ t 
one ti ~ e , the governme n t co nsi dered turning t he manc 0 ement of 
the r~ ilroa s ove r to a f orei gn co ncern bu t thou ght better of 
i t nnd dec ided to fi 3ht out her own diffi cultie~ . Thi s i s 
t~n)ica 1 of new Rtllll ~.n i e . 
Condit ions a ll over Rum~n in are i mprovins . Rands 
are in g ood shc pe whil e t f. e governme n t i s i n terest ed in i m-
provL1g s te ar.1 shi·9 .:::·: a. 2eria. l transportati on . f acili ties . The 
Franc o- "·-meric:::.n ~-~ er ia 1 Huv i sn tion Company i s subs idi zed b ;y the 
.. umunian governme nt ::mel operates 80 mf: chines between Buchn re.s t , 
Pr~gue , Pa ri s , : trasburg , Tiu rs~w ·a nd Constan tinople. 
1\'L-iH. I':J: HE~ CO EDITIOHS 
Rum2nians 1Joas t th2 t t bei :-c country i s bounded by 
Vh te r on n ea r ly a 11 sides . She f a ces t:i1e Bl aci: f: e a and h i?. S 
the Danube an d the Dniester Rivers on t wo of the rema i n i ng 
three sid e s. Her to ta l s e a coas t i s 300 miles whil e she h a s 
bout 1800 miles of navigabl e river sys tems . Ruman i c ' s 
econ omic struct re depe nds ~rimar i ly u~ on che p wa t er trans-
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portn tion ±'or gr ni n , oil anc1 lumber. In s·,:; i t e of he:t1 long 
seac oGs t, she has only one open s eap ort , Constantza on the 
Blac.;{ Sea . This po:-ct i s a night' "' ride l:ror::J Buchar e s t . Gon-
st~ntza boas ts of nn inner port with an nrec o. 150 acres . 
She is chiefly c once r Led with the shirme ~ t of oil. This port 
e l s a h~s the be s t s nd l~ r gest e levators with modern and u~-to-
da te loadi ng mc hin ery . 
Br a ila und Ga l Et z are t he t wo 0hief Danubiun port s . 
Both are b l ocked wi th i ce from mid-December to oid~l rah ~ nd 
a s the gov ernment has no ice b:ceal;:ers these p ort s ~.:r e :::~ t a 
di s~::. dvantc ge. \'/arehous e sp:2. ce i s i nadequa t e and ::;s a result 
much stuff is lo s t bec au s e of weather condit ~ ons and theft. 
Galc tz i s n port of i mporta tion ond doe s very little exporting. 
ehe i s Rumani a ' s l umber ce nter . Bra ila is the port of exporta-
tion . Her harbor is di vided i nt o two part s . One portion is 
used by t h e governm en t en tirely while t he other is for privat e 
shi ps . ilos t of the vessels enter i n balla st but leave with 
c c. rgo es of gra i n or pe trole um. 
Rum:::.nia i s ver y Emch in t erested in l{eep ing the 
Danube free for s~ip_ ing purposes beca u se of her de~ endenc e 
on cheap transportation. With t his thought in mi nd , she is 
s triving ha rd to contra 1 thi s imp or tan t wa. terws.y. In t-t ll , 
Ruman i a has thirty- six port s on this river. Literage i s common 
at e ll p or ts , 7h ile the Rumon i cn l aw requires tha t a ll boats 
using the Danube i n hor territory must use a ~ilot. 
RESOURC.li:S 0:&1 HID.L'N I .A 
Rumm:.io. is one of t'1e VJcr ld. 1 s rj ches t 2 3ric ul turB-1 
co,ntries wi th a combina t ion of soil und climate tho.t is siffi i -
1 ~ :r to the United S t ~ tes~ ·' bout t.l '7.. ';1 of ~-', e 1"' ncl -- ::t:v 1 J t.Jl- c..._ .. • is c r ab le , 
7~ mea ow l c nc1 , l~ v ineyards ::-:n d orchards , !:.3j~ for e "" t , 10;~ 
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p~ sture e nd 16; non-u 6ricult~ rt l . The bul~ of the l~nd is 
soTin to c orn and whea t , s econda ry crops n-_re ba~1_e,r , o ~ ts rye 
... .J <:... ' ' 
mil 1 et , buckwhee t , flax nnd legume • . .:':. s ~" whes.t end corn 
country Rum:.:mi ~ r an::.::s nex t to t he United St '"' te s . :Potc.toes 
are used ~s food and for the manufacture of potnto f lour end 
a lcohol. Beuns and beets re c ultivqted for the manuf~ ctrre 
of oi l r.: nd sugnr , s or:1e of v:hich is exported . nuanti ties of 
walnuts un o_ dried fr uits .o;: :re :ra i sec1 for exp ort purp oses on 
t he terraced hil l s of orthern Rumania . FrLit 0 rowing is 
expcndl ng :rup idl y . : lrea dy Rumcn i L hcs ~ rep1t a t ion i n manu-
f acturing win e f _om plums . Frui t cunning f ac tories a re being 
est ~~bli sl:. ed tha t mnnufa ctt l'e an e::rcellent plum m:: rm:::; 1~ e. 
Some p l ums are d. r:Lcc :i.ntn J.:1'1U.1""8 . :~) le s , e)-'.a , nprj_cot c , 
c· er le e , wQlnut a , peu0he. a nd n l nonJs ~r e gro~n in inc reasi 1g 
quantit · e • 
In December 1918 , the government issued ~ decree 
f or the di s tribution of 2ll available l ands held by the st2 te ~ 
. the roya l houc e , foreignc:r ::.~ , t.l.b::oentee l andowner s and. 1:-riv,.,te 
~nd owners , not used for agr iculture . It further held that 
t he 1aaxi mum farm ar eu th2 t could be pro-·)er l y cultivated in 
t hicl<: ly settled eli str i cts wns 494 acres , in medium }?OilUlet ed 
sect ions 741 acres while in sp2rsely Ra ttled distric ts 1235 
a cres could be handled . Thi s hn o put hundre~ of tillable acres 
i n to fr..:rm 1xcoducts aza in . The breal:: ing up of lL.::cge est2tes 
hurt t he live s toc k t 2de . The e e s t a t es were us ed to breed 
live stoc~ but now the l~nd is being utilized for cr op purposes . 
Timber p:roducts occupy an i mportnnt p l ace in Q~ani n ' s 
xpo:ct resources . I,Ios t of it i:3 shipped to It ""'lY nnd. C11n in . 
The s lopes of the Oa rputhicn r c nge axe c overed wi th v c luub le 
pre serves . 
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Rum2niu iB rich in minerals . J.::tost of hu · min<L'!:~ls , 
VIi th t:i1e exception of ol l , gold nncl s ilver hnve not yet been 
exploited . J~lt is fo u nd in an extremely pure state . The 
mL i ng of thi s rn inero.l by convict l o.bor is cont:t~olled by the 
governr.Jent . -~nt hrt..c it e :::..ncl bi tun:lin ous cc :::. l are mined by the 
government ·vb.ich rl:rohi bits tl2e ex~;;or tn tion of thi s prodnct as 
we ll ~s fixing t~e pr ice . Rum~nic has fifty-two iron mines . 
He r go ld mines ~re probably the richest in the world . Copper , 
le n d , antil:!Jony , a r senic , . l112. i10 anese , s ulphur , zinc , chrome , 
c2..d.mium , mic ::.t , pyrite s , bis:·1mt~ , n l uminum , : ~~ ercury , grup'l i te , 
asphc lt , and asbestos ~re known to exist in the Carpathain 
liountains . · tnereve:r they are mined the s2 le is controlled by 
the gove:rnL ent . 
I t~DUS:TRIES 
Rumania i c gr e dually becoming ~ndustrlalized. . The 
government h~:s aid.ed i~·· ,_ strin l developmeDt by exteno.ing certain 
privileges and t ax excm(' i ons for u period of thirty ~1 enrs . 
~: s a country , she i s rich in fuel SUlJ::) lies ~ i th 7l}i ch to 
fu:r n i sh her gr owin g indust:ry vli th power . Gove:rnment policy 
- pr ohi bits the e::x:J.Jortn. ti on of ~ru d.e oil , t i:us reservin3 fo:: 
·1.s. tio n-- 1 p:rofi t tile benefits of tJ.1e oil inc1ust:ry . .A t the 
present time , oil i s used ver-;] little fo:r fue l. Lignite a nd 
crude oi l ere mixed toget~er so o s t o provide cheap f1el • 
.1:he use oi co ::, l burning e11gines is increasing . Coal S U:f.YCJ lies 
ar e abundant but ~ining equipme nt i s not modern . Rumania has 
p otentiel woter p ower p os s ibiliti es , est i mat e d at 1 , 500 , 0 00 
horse power . Uith such o ~enlth of power sup~lies she "hould 
fn.st become industrialized. 
P up er , bri s tol board , cellu lose a nd wood products 
are manufactured in t}le foot hills of t!.1e Cnr pnthiGns . Paper 
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mills are utilizing t he vas t gr owths of spruc e fo und in t he 
:rura 1 north. VI oodwo1·1dng lJ lant s , manufactur i ng fu:r.ni ture and 
violin soundi ng bo8rds , ar e locuted in Bessarabia and Bu9ovi na . 
~he war hu r t thi s i ndust ry because of the unprecedented demEnds 
f or fire r.r ood . This c usecl Rumania to e11act a foTes t:ry 1uv1 which 
::~ermits on ly one thirtieth of a timber tract t o be cut in nny 
giv en year . Lac~ of modern machinery , belts and se~s hsndicap 
this i ndustry . 
Cotton , flax , hemp and wool make up the :raw mater ials 
t ll:..,. t a re. turned into fini shed p:roduat s in Rumnni n . He&l1 ly & 11 
of these r av,.; mute11 i a l s .::::. :re L:1p o:r. t ed . Numerous lmitting mil ls 
p:roduc ing s tockin; s , underwear, svvec t ers w.nd other c l athing :r.e 
scattered thru out the country . The silk i ndus try is devel oping 
slow ly . IJulberry trees ;y:ow in certain sect ions so that Rumania 
can rai s e her own s ilx . 
The petroleum industry produ~ec a gr ent deal of revenue 
for the s t ate under no:r:nu l conditi ons. S o fa:r 1913 Jc.s the 
ban_er year. ~cnton de s truction duri~g the w~:r has s till hur t 
the industry . Pro duction has been hindered by excha nge flue -
tuations , lnc~: of t anl: cars 2i~d fa i lu:re t o :rep~ ·.i :r pi pe lines 
leading to Const2nza . The govern e nt fixes the re s~le price 
as we ll as the om ount tha t can b e exported . In 1913, 55~ of 
the tot £: 1 output vn::s ex9 orted , in 1919 only 4~~ while i n 1921 
the government permitted 31% to be export ed . 
Export .regulntion s are sub ject to fl'egue r~ t cha uges . 
Every ti : e the governmen t chang es , the re 0 ulu t jons ch~nge , as 
the 0 overnment s eess to fee l tha t oil tuxes should finance the 
country . 
: t preQen t , the:re ure 104 conpun i es ore:rating iu _u-
~an12 . So i mp orta nt is the indus try t hs t bi- monthly t r~ de 
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p e:rs in French nnd B.umut1 inn u::.~e prin t Jd . The l nr ges t 
companies ~:re controlled by the Dutch , French and the S ta : d~rd 
Oil Co pc.n;y of J.T ew Jersey . It is L1tere2-ting to note t'. ::~ t only 
seven Ruman i a'1 cor.:~ ~·; n ;:J ies opc:n·[; te . ·raico- Be gian i nteres t s 
contro l e leven companies , the English ei ght , the Dutch end 
It l i nn t wo each. 
Tbe :p:reseLlt policy of t he Rnmr.:nian ,sovernment is to 
es tnbli ch a favorable trade balance snd i~rove the vclue of the 
leu . I n order to de tl1i 3 , the goverm!len t 1L ::; ph.: ced n c-ur tax 
on n! l imports of gLads not actua lly noede 
consis t of a series of genera l ratio s that may at auy time be 
c onventions l i zed j_f Sl)ec in 1 r& tes .... re given Rm!lon ian 0 0ods . 
United Stat es enjoys these conventional rate s . Samples wit~ no 
com:'Jerciel V L lue ere o.dmi tted f:::-ee . :.dver t j_sing print eel in a 
f oreign language is ~~ l~o e dmi'-t ed free whi l e all other ndve::::-ti sin0 
ma terial is subjeo t to dut~ . 
~ one per cent . sa leo or t urLover tnx i s char0 ed . 
Goods i~ported into t ho country 1 u s t p~y the sc le c t~x ~ lon · 
~ith th e iupor t dut i es . G ads s old for export ere exemp t from 
the scles t n:;-{ ~ :: 10 to u:;;· ~) t [ io p l aced on E:. ll c;oocts that ::::.:re 
clcssed n o luxuries . 
The chief ite~o of imp ort f_oo the Unit 0d ~ tates ere 
a~ri~ulturel rn~chinery ~nd iron p i pes . i l l goods except those 
control l ed by t he · government ~ny e e porte nreely up on paJment 
of the export ta~ . 
live nimn l s , c o~l , c o ~e , minerc ls ~nd ~ lcohol can na~ be ex-
ported . S'1e is cesirou<:i to iJilpo:-ct :rm7 1.· oc-l , r::...w co~ton , ro.vJ 
. - te:ci2 l s fol' the Dsnufu ctu:cc of gL.t":!S , le.:..t:her :..:'l'd r_ lcol~olic 
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vel L.:le~ . U~'lit:;cl. St :..:: tos: · .. :.: v~rtuc l Donopoly Oil t be ~3ri-
~:~ortc co1sl~t f v ~o -
L ·oic es ::: Te nece s ~; ry for 1\uc:.:... nL: e:r::.Jo~c ,: .. . 
ao~su l t ~e ~ece~~ ry . 
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CHAPri'ER XIV 
THE OTHER BALKAN STATES 
The Balkans, rich in mineral resources and possi-
bilities, are the poorest developed region in the whole of 
Europe. Perpetually fighting with one another because of 
racial hatred, they have never utilized their industrial 
abilities. '.Ihis southeastern portion of Europe should become 
unified commercially in some sort of a federation, or through 
trade treaties. Each country is in a position to help the 
other if they would only forget their differences. The only 
existing trade link, with any unifying commercial influence, 
is the Oriental Express connecting Vienna, Bucharest, Belgrade, 
s ofia and Constantinople. This, in itself, often becomes a 
bone of contention rather than an influence to peace. 
The Balkan peninsula is divided among nine nations; 
Austria, Hungary, and Czecho-Slovakia belong to central Europe 
as a result of political relations and commercial pursuits, 
although located in the Balkans. 1he other five; Rumania, 
Albania, Jugo-Slavia, Greece, Bulgaria and 1urkey comprise the 
generally accepted Balkan States. Rumania is d iscussed in 
the preceding chapter. 'lb.e others follow. 
ALBANIA 
Albania was created in 1912 in order to avert a 
world war~ Until 1914, when the war did break out, she was 
the youngest European nation. Luring the war Germany, Austria, 
Bulgaria, Italy and Prance controlled parts of this terror 
stricken country. Albania, of all the European countries, 
remains unknown and unvisited. Her p eople are r ugged and 
pr imitive living in the mountains. Their mount~:dn life has 
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has given them a passionate love for independence and they 
cling to their language and customs tenaciously. An Albanian 
family is sufficient unto itself and does very little outside 
trading. 'I'he people are i gnorant as education is· still in its 
infancy. 
Albania offers only limited possibilities for trade. 
She has no public debt and because of that is worth some con-
sideration. ~ost of her trade is done with Italy but there is 
no good reason why direct t r ade with the United Stat es cannot 
be developed. Her geographical location on the Adr i at ic Sea, 
her climate, and agricultural possibilities offer many latent 
resources that will in the future be developed. 
Albania's wealth is derived from agricultural 
pursuits. She raises wheat, corn, oats, oli~es, tobacco 
and rice. Fruit growing is developing rapidly. Her geese, 
poultry, and pigs find ready markets in Italy. 
Lumbering , for some reason, has never been developed 
although the sta t e owns large forests. Tr ansportation o iffi-
culties undoubtedly have hindered exploitation. Coniferous 
wood suitable for wood pulp industries abound, but is not 
utilized. 
Albania 1 s mineral resources are unknown.. Coa:J_ 
exists with surface exposures. Its fuel va lue h a s not been 
t e sted . Asbes t os and iron ore have been found but are n ot 
used . Luring her occupation by Italy and Aus tria, mining 
experts discovered gold, silver, lead, antimony, quicksilver, 
cinnabar, copper, oil and asphalt. 
Within a radius of eighty miles six rivers traverse 
Albania, each offering hydro-electric possibilities. Italian 
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engineers have studied various projects and claim that the 
development of the Devol alone would furnish enough electric 
force to operate all the railroads- in the country as well as 
light the principal cities. 
commerce is limited to petty dealings in imported 
products offered by small retailers and bazaar dealers 
scattered throughout the country. Local industri e s barter 
their outputs for the products of the soil. She imports 
coffee, petroleum, candles, soap, inferior hardware, sugar, 
cotton sheeting, and shoddy goods. The cotton s h eeting is 
mostly of .American orig in. Her exports comprise wool, skins, 
cheese, olive oil, fish, live stoc k , and rice. Italy, Greece, 
and Great Britain carry on most of the trade. 
Albania's industries are of little economic impor-
tance. Flour is ground by hand, wool is spun by hand, while 
tanning leather g ives employment to a few. Gold and silver 
filigree work is produced by skilful artisans. 
Albania is a country without a c~~rency. Italian, 
Greek, Belgian and Turkish coins circulate freely. Trade is 
handicapped because no banking institutions exist that carry 
on exchange transactions. Import merchants must travel to 
forei gn centers and carry their golci with them. 
Highways and railroads are not developed at all. 
Viheeled traffic is possible during the summer between Lurazzo 
and Scutari and from Durazzo to Tirana. Postal and tel egraph 
lines are not common. Cable relations with the United States 
are maintained via scutari, Belgrade and Paris. 
Durazzo, the former capital, is the best located 
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and central port . 'I'he only other port that could be used 
connnercially is San Giovanni di LJedua which serves Scuta.ri. 
The largest market at present is Tera.na served by the port 
of Durazzo. She became a trading city by virtue of the 
moving of the capital from the seacoast to an inland city. 
This was done through fear that IJurazzo would be t:r·ea.ted 
like Fiume. Tiran~ lacks all the frontier aspects. It is 
a well built city with broad well-paved str eets and numerous 
picturesque market places. It would naturally become the 
distributing center for goods entering through Dura.zzo. 
JUGO-SLAVIA 
Jugo-Slavia, otherwise known as the Kingdom of the 
Serbs, Croats and Slovenes is the enlarged successor of 
serbia and is one of the most powerful Balkan States of to-day . 
The Slovenes prior to the war wer0 ruled by the Aus tr·ian-
Germans, the Croats by the Hun garians, while the Serbs had 
numerous s mall i ndependent governments such as Serbia and 
Montenegro. VVhen Serbia threw off the TUrkish yoke she began 
to dream of a united country, and Austria Hungary feared for 
herself . The resul tant fear developed into a hatred that 
caused the worJd war . Jugo-Slavia came into existen ce throu_gh 
the peace treaty of 191 9 . 
On the sur~ace, she is a strong country with a 
prosperous futu re but in reality she is rent b y internal 
quarrels and surr ounde d b y hostile neighbors. Out of a 
population of 12,000,000 only 4,500,000 are Serbs, and they 
run the country. In Bosni a 800,000 Mohammedans sullenly hate 
their Slav k insmen and wish .for Tu rkish rule. I n Montenegro 
500,000 people object to losing their individualitv while 
" , 
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5,500,000 Roman catholic Croats, Slovenes and Dalmatians 
look at their s erbian re l at ives as heretics. The 1,000 ,000 
Bulgarians, Magyar s and Rumanians hat e the very word "Jugo -
Slavia tt. At pre sent , t h e Serbs rule by a sort of veiled 
dictatorship. 'I'he only hope for the country seems to lie in 
a federal sta t e with all factions participating . 
The country is mountainous in charac t e r with only 
a small portion arable and is not rich in minerals. About 
h alf of her area is forest land. Improved roads are few and 
far between. n~e population is mainly peas an t in character , 
e a ch family occupying a small farm on which they raise o n l y 
about enough for their own needs. 
Jugo-Slavia mines a few million tons of coa l each 
y e ar but does very little manufacturing. Tra de is small . and 
carried on mainly with Italy , and Austr ia, her nei ghbor s tat e s . 
sampl es, elsewhere, are admitted free of duty i f they 
h a v e no comroercial value . Adve r tising catalo g s and price lists 
in forei gn languages are admitted free, othervvise they are 
sub j ect to duty . All goods entering Jugo-Slavia f r om the 
United States should be accompanied by a certificate o f 
orig in .which must be viseed at a cost of ~2. 50. 
Trade marks may be registered at the office of 
the nDirector for the Protection of Indus tr ial Pr operty , 
Ministry of Commerce and Industry" at Belgrade. 'Ihe appli-
ca t ion containing the usual i nformation , as we ll a s the nower 
r 
of a ttorne y , become s conclus ive after two years if not opposed. 
The form of marking , strangely enough, is the same as in the 
United States, "registered trade mark". 
The agency method is the only possible one if g oods a r e 
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to be sold in Jugo -Slavia. Direct representation tr1rough 
agencies has given Germany a stronghold. Word of mouth ad-
vertising is the only kind understood by the i gnorant natives. 
Belgrade, the capital, would naturally be the distributing 
center. Belgrade is reached by land through Paris and by sea 
through E'iune. 
GREECE 
Greece has had a very romantic history. Probably 
no other country has ever passed through such extremes of 
glory and decline. Greece still clings to the hope that once 
a gain all the Balkan countries will be united under the Greek 
rule. Greece was conquered by Turkey at the same time that 
the other Balkan states came under the Moslem power . Then 
came the inevi table revolution which was quelled by 'l'urkey 
after massacring · thous a nds of Greeks. V1es t ern Burope finally 
intervened and set up a small independent state that was a 
mockery of former Gre ece. It is only recently that Greece 
has played anything but a very minor role in Balkan history . 
In 1912, when the Balkan states revolted against 'lurkey , Greece 
doubled her territory and obtained the great port of Saloniki. 
Then carne the world war and Greece, lined up with the Allies, 
was given a large slice of Asia Minor and the port of Smyrna. 
'I'hen political turns gave the Turks their chance and Greece 
found herself forced into a war which has weakened her position 
cons iderably. Bulgaria and Jugo-Slavia would like to get 
Saloniki and h ave so stated. 
Greece is a pastoral nation, raising sheep and goats. 
'I'he plains and valleys are fe rti le. She raises olives, an 
important article of commerce. In former days, it was the main 
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support of cornmerce but to-day the currant of the Patros 
district has succeeded it. Greece also produces figs, grapes, 
raw silk, cotton, wheat, corn, barley and "Turkish tobacco". 
Her varied mineral resources are developed better 
than elsewhe:re in the Balkan Peninsula because of her nearness 
to the sea. She mines silver, l ead , iron, manganese, zinc, 
antimony, chrome, emery , and gold . Greece lacks coal but is 
making some industrial headway by the use of water power. 
Piraeus, t h e chief manufacturing center, has cotton, paper and 
flour mills. 'I'his city should be the distributing cente r for 
old Greece while the new Greece has for its principal port 
saloniki. 
United States has direct steamship communications 
with Greece and imports currants, olives and ores. Exports 
to Greece are foodstuffs, raw cotton and manufacturing goods . 
Goods capable of being used in commerce must all pay 
duty . All advertising matter is admitted free. Certif icates 
of origin viseed by a Greek consul in the United States should 
accompany all goods originating in this country . 'I'he cost of 
viseing is $4.85. 
Trade marks should be registered with the Ministry 
of National Economy at Athens. The application must be 
accompanied by three drawings of the trade mark in black ink. 
If color constitutes a part of the trade mark three drawings 
'--' 
in color must be submitted. A power of attorney legalized by 
a Greek consul and a translation into Greek .as well as a certi-
fied copy of United States registration s Wornto by a Greek 
consul should be included with the application. Registered trade 
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mark is the form of marking . 
BULGARIA 
Bulgaria was suppressed by the Turkish rulers 
until 1877 when she drove them out . As soon as this was 
done she made plans to force these obnoxious rulers out of 
the Balkan peninsula. With this thought in mind she prac-
tised rigid self-denial until her war machine was perfected. 
Then the Bulgars joined with the Serbs and Greeks in 1912 and 
drove the 1urks back to Constantinople. 1hen the real 
Balkan trouble began. The states quarrelled among themselves 
as to what each should receive, culminat ing in a war that 
defeated Bulgaria. When the worJd war brok e out the Bul gars 
joined Germany and were again defeated. Owing to these defeats 
Bul garia has lost her position of power in the Balkans. Even 
in her defeat, she presents a strong nationalistic feeling and 
solid~rity of thought and politics which will by dint of hard 
work win for her a place in the "Wild East" of Europe . 
Bulgar•ia is an a gricultural country and the people 
are working hard to recover from their war losses. She raises 
grain in sufficient quantities to have an exp ort surplus. In 
Sipka, wild rose perfume is manufactured . Minerals are abun-
dant but not mined. The only real market center is the capital, 
Sofia. Germany controls most of the forei gn trade as a result 
of the war , although Italy and Turkey seem to be working hard 
to win a foothold in this country . 
Samples of no commercial value and all other adver-
tising matter are admitted free. 
Trade marks shoul d be registered at the Bureau of 
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Industrial property, Ministry of Commerce and Agr iculture at 
sofia. Registration may be made only by a n attorney living 
in Bulgaria . The usual applic a tion is used. Goods re gistered 
should be marked 11marque enregistree 11 • 
TURKEY-IN-EUROPE 
Turkey-in-Europe is almost a thing of the past. 
In 1912 she lost a large portion to Greece as a result of 
western European intervention. 'Ihe world war took more of 
Turkey's European territory from her, and left her only e. 
very small section bordering on the Marmora and Black seas. 
Most of this population is Greek . Her rugged surface makes 
it impossible to farm the land. What land is worked produces 
wheat, opium, raw silk and tobacco. 'J.1he Sea of Marmora pro-
vides valuable fisherie s . 
Exports from 'l'urkey-in-Europe consist of dried fruits, 
figs, rugs and attar of roses. Constantinople, the key to the 
Black sea, is the only central distribution poi~in Turkey. 
A direct railroad line from Paris to Constantinople connects 
Europe's important trade centers with the Eas t . Caravan routes 
from the East enter Constantinople bringing the products of t..he 
Near East to Europe. 
Turkey affords a market for American goods amon g the 
European population. As an individual, the Turkish merchant 
has very little financial sense. He knows nothing about inter -
est and understands only cold cash. credit shou ld not be granted 
unless the merchant is known. I\ilost •rurkish merchant s take life 
easy and are kindly disposed toward their business friends. 
Trade marks should be r eg istered at the Ministry of 
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commerce, in Constantinople. J:l'our copies of the trade mark 
and documents written in Turkish and some other foreign language, 
preferably French, legalized by a ~urkish consul and b y the 
ministry of foreign affairs must be submitted. •rurkey insists 
on exercising all judicial power in her own country rather than 
trust a mixed court, and as a result her commercial laws have 
not been recognized by the rest of Europe. Turkish law pro-
vides that the first registrant is the owner and is not deprived 
of ownership by registration of his mark by another. The proper 
form of marking is "marque depose". 
GOods shipped to Turkey need not be accompanied by 
a consular invoice but a certificate of origin certified by 
a Turkish consul is necessary. The charge for this certifi-
c a r- e is $2.40. Samples are admitted free but all advertising 
mate r i a l is subject to duty. 
Blake, Maxwell 
Gerson, Clem. W. 
Robinson, Edward v. 
Stoddard , Lothrop 
United States 
United States 
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CHAPTER XV 
EASTERN EUROPE - SOVIET RUSSIA 
Russia today consists of a l arge number of loosely 
federated states. She lost much of her territory at the time of 
the revolution. F inland, Esthonia, Latvia, Lithuania , a part of 
Poland and a part of Rumania separated from the old hussi.a a nd 
established independent governments , or were annexed by existing 
s tates. The present g overnment is communistic and the country 
is governed by a group of radical socialistis who have seized 
everything. c ouncils of i gnorant, i mmoral, and lawless workmen, 
who are vitually dregs of hrunanity, control her destinies. 
These men , some of whom are brilliant, misguided individuals , 
have practically ruined a once grea t nation. 
Petrograd , now Leningrad , the former seat of govern-
ment and capital of Russia is a shadow of its former self. Be-
fore the revolution it had a happy populati on of 2,000,000 and 
now it has less than 500,000. The streets have c a ved in a nd 
the sidewalks are a series of grass grown holes. Buildings 
are falling down, roofs sag and walls gap . The port is deserted. 
The pictm .... esque statues have been destroyed. 'Ihis is Bolshevism 
and Communism. 
From the economists point of view Russia is a tragedy. 
The country because of its government is isolated from the rest 
of Europe. Even thoup:h f ifteen European countries have recog-
nized Soviet Russia, their dealings are full of faithl essness 
and treachery . At pres ent, her territory cannot be protected 
from Asiatic invas ions. Japan a lready controls a pa rt of 
Siberia and s oviet Russia seems powerless to force her out. 
The people brought qJ 1.mci.Er>harsh autocracy do not knov1 how to 
govern themselves. Nine-tenths of 1\ussia's populati on are 
peasants and bound to the land on which they were born . 
~*" Marcos son, Issac, After Lenine--1fJhat ?. s~ t E p t 1/ I ~ • ve. os 3 25 p 118 
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Under such cond itions it was only natural tha t socialism in 
its crudes t a nd most rad ical form shoul d creep in. 
NATI ONii.L IZATION OF I NDUSTRY 
All 
.. ~, .. 
industry in Russia is nationalized . This means 
that there is n o private indu s t ry whatever . The government 
will never consent to a dena tionalizat i on of industry because 
of the resulting loss of economic control. At pre sent , l ess 
than four per cent. of the marketing and manufac t uring o f good s 
is in the h a nds of priva te ind ividu a l s . 
11\fhen Bo lshevism first came into power it had three 
slog ans (1) Loot the Looter , (2) The Land to the Peasant , and 
( 3) The Factory to t h e \J orker. The seizing of all industry 
b y the Red government mean t the taking of foreign investments 
valued at 2,007,306,200 go ld rubles as most hussian industry 
wa s owned b y foreigners . All lea ders and experienced d irectors 
vrere rele gated to the b ackground and every factory turned over 
to the workers. 1~e result is unproductive c h aos. 
Soviet Russia today is the biggest business or gan i-
zation in the world owning and operat ing every factory, mine, 
fishery , railroad, telegraph and telephone lines, bank, in-
surance company, theater, newspaper, magazine and all v~ole­
s ale , foreign and ninety -six per cen t. of t he re tail trade of 
Russia. However, ther e is no recognition of c api t a l or economic 
laws . Mandates violating the soundest theories b a cked up by 
t y ranny operate everything. There is no capital inv es tment, 
no liab ilities, no debts , no inter est, no fixed charges and 
no prof i ts. Profits if there we re any, g o to t h e s t a t e, 
loss es, and ther e are many , are borne by the state. In other 
words, Russian b usiness is a thing of the past . 
-:~ Marcosson, Iss a c, After Leni~e-- 1!:/hat? Sat . Eve. Post 12/6/24 p 2 6 ,27 
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In spite of the fact that Red propaganda continually 
publishes statistics, showing t he increase in production 
since the factories became nationalized, they ~re extremely 
mjslea.djng. Everywhere idleness prevails and the principal 
purpose is to ob tain one hundred per cent. communism rather 
than one hundred per cent. effici ency. Factory production is 
~ joke. The coal output has declined 75%, oil 67%, iron 96%, 
textiles 80%,dye stuffs 98%, chemicals 90% and so on in all 
other industries. All this dwindling took place during the 
last two yea.rs of nationalized cont rol by the Communists. In 
1917, Leningra.d had 556 industrial plants whi le two years later 
the number was 264. 
In 1921 , industrial conditions became so acute that 
somethi ng drastic had to be done. The chan~e came about t hru 
the so-called New Economic Policy. This gave the peasants the 
right to sell for cash their produce and also brought private 
business ba.ck to life. It was not long before over 80% of all 
business done was private. Such a condition could not e xist. 
Government business an d the good Communists (if there are any) 
could not live if their business became destroyed. Hence the 
Moscow government began a systematic taxation system that soon 
closed the doors of all independent shops. 
An interesting example of the peculiar twist in the 
mentality of the Soviet rulers is the method used to promote 
foreign trade. The government appropriated a "capitalistic" 
organization and brought into b~ing the "Soviet T~usts ." These 
are operA.ted by and for the government. The owner is the 
government, the directors are government appointees and each 
trust is supposed to mak e a profit. The trust produces while 
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a syndicate merchandises the outp ut. Each trust and syndicate 
interlocks and must b~y o r sell to or from each other. The Metal 
Trust must buy r aw material from the Ore Trusts r egardless of 
price. The Textile Tr us t must buy from the _VIaohine:r:y Trust and 
if the Cotton Trust has a surplus the Linen Trust must buy it 
a nd so goods are juggled around by t he 400 odd Trusts. All this 
juggling makes a fine trade showing but resembles the game of 
"button button who's got the button." 
In order t o become a man age r of a factory, mine, bank, 
trust, syndicat e or any other business one must be a rabid 
Communist. After presiding a t the daily meeting his work is 
done. Russia has a mania f or meeti ngs , everybody belongs to 
some group and meets at least once in twenty-four hours. All 
workers are unionized., even to housekeepers. Every office or 
factory must provide the workers with tea and ms.tches. An hour 
each day is lost thru drinki ng Bnd smoking. It takes half an 
hour to get started, and a half hour to get ready, thus two 
hours of a six hour day are lost. Workers who stay overtime 
are fined by the union. 
Workers must participate in parades and l i f e is a 
succession of celebrations. A half day is given to prepare 
and a half day to recover . 
actual number of holi days. 
at a standstill? 
It js impossible to compute the 
Is it any wonder that business is 
Soviet figures mean nothing and cannot be considered 
as standard indicators. The government has borr owed capital-
istic names . an d forms of organization which mea n no thing when 
applied t o the Soviet way of thinking . Production figures in-
clude supply and demand statistics, purcha.sjng po wer, employment, 
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wages, and the like hut in Russi~ these thingR are not in 
existence. 
Figures regarding the so-called economic trend of 
business may be had a year in advance as everything is done by 
the state.. Output of factories follows a program laid down by 
the state, prices are determined by the state in advance, and 
export trade goes by quotas definitely set in advance. 
In studying Soviet Russia's industrial activity, one 
must remember that there is no capital, no liabilities, no 
interest or dividends, no profits usually, but losses that are 
supported by the treasury.· The treasury until very recently 
has been supported by the prin ting presses. However, in spite 
of this uneconomic situation the industrial output increased 
a little in 1923. \~ethe r the increase was real or a paper 
one is a question. 
One of the few industries in Soviet Russia that has 
any interest to Americans at the present time is the oil in-
dustry. American concerns have tried to exploit wells but so 
far, have sunk plenty of money under conditions that have 
helped the Soviets, but brought no returns for the investors. 
Russia bids fair to become a competitor of the United States 
as well as a possible source of supply for crude oil. She 
probably has the largest resource s of oil in the r,1rorld. At 
one ti me, she was the largest producer , but lack of trans-
portation equipment and the Red revolution of 1918 cut her 
producing power in two. The Russian oil industry was developed 
by f oreign concerns. Swedish and French concerns obtained the 
first concessions. Then came the British and German interests. 
At the out break of the World War over fifty per cent. of the 
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total production was cont rollAd by foreigners. Of course, all 
of these concerns have been na tionalized by government "trusts" 
working under the usual Soviet plan. 
The Soviet government has granted three concessions 
in the oil industry. A 50,000 acre grant to Ita~y was given. 
The ot her two concessions were to American concerns, one in 
terri tory controlled by Japan, vrhile the other is worked on a 
commi ssion basis with the Soviet government. 
Russian oil and its produc ts have enjoyed an increased 
demand ever s i nce oil was discovered . The revolution cut do~m 
the e xport surplus even though the outside world demands were 
gre&ter than ever before. Domestic buying power is reduced to 
a minimum and sales are no w confined to the Moscow, Ukraine a nd 
Novgorod districts. · Expo~ts go mostly to Great Britain, Ger-
many, Hung8ry and the Nethe r l ands. 
Before the war, Russia mined practically all of the 
world's sup ply of platinum but her outpu t has not yet reached a 
normal point. 'l'he s ame is true of gold and manganese mi ni ng, 
although her resources are known to be abundant. 
Most of the manufacturing in t his country wa s carried 
on by foreign concerns prior to the revolution. Such factories, 
located in wha t is now Poland, continue to operate, but others 
in the Moscow and Ukraine districts have become nationalized 
and produce practically nothing. 
FINANCIAL ORGANIZATION 
Money for internal purposes is not necessary according 
t o the Bolshevistic theory. All go ods are free, but in order to 
satisfy the cravings of human nature for some t angible object 
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which could be used to get necessities the old ruble was con-
tinued. However, Russia greed with Germany that money was 
easy t o make so she turned out batch after batch of Soviet 
rubles which were valueless. The peasant found t he handful 
of rubl~s paid for the grain her raised valueless, so he 
stopped raisi ng a surplus. The communistic workman found that 
his wages paid in rubles would buy almost nothing so he ob-
j ectad. The Bolshevi sti c government had to ap:!_:·ease the workers 
and peasants in order to keep themselves in power so in 1923 
the Soviet rubl e was abolished .9nd a chervonets bank note sub-
stituted. The plural of chervonets is cherv6nets y. 
The chervonets notes are secured by a gold reserve 
and made legal tender. The note is worth about $5.15 AmericBn 
money. This is the first tjme in the history of the Soviet 
government that money has had actua l value. The new notes cir-
culated with the old rubl es which had to be accepted thus 
making the new money practically valueless. The government then 
ordered the r edemption of the Sovie t ruble at 500,000 for one 
chervonets. The chervonets, bec a use they have value are 
hoarded and saved. The people have been so long without real 
currency that as soon as they get hold of some of it is hidden . 
Such is human nature in spite of the Soviet purpose to crush it. 
RUSSIAN CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT 
'rhe much spoken of Russian Co-operative Movement is 
not a product of the Soviet gove rnmen t. It started i n 1865 in 
a small Russian village called Ko s troma. At present, control is 
vested in the Soviet councils in each ci.ty and town. In normal 
times, the movement is controlled by the Zemstvos . 'l'he whole 
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movement is divided into three parts known as (1) consumers 
societies, (2) producers societies, and (3) credit societies. 
They were first started with the sole idea of bartering, selling 
and buying to and from the peasants. 
At present, these co-operatives are government supply 
shops at which people are compelled to buy. Government co-
operatives could not do business in competition a t the time 
of the New Economic Policy as the private dealers could under-
sell. This was stopped by making it unlawful for a merchant 
to buy goods from or ganizations other than the co-operatives. 
Certain goods, such as necessities, could only be obtained at 
the co-operatives. Heavy fines, including imprisonment and 
death if the grudge was strong enough, were meted out to the 
unfortunate independent dealer caught dealing in these goods. 
At present, there is a move under way to establish 
some kind of co-operative communjc:tic organizati on among the · 
peasants that will permit them to exchange surplus stocks for 
the manufactured goods of the na tionaJ ized f actori es. In 
this way, they hope to put the peasant to work raising surplus 
stocks. 
AMF.RICAN DRALINGS WITH RUSSIA 
·-------
Russia, under the Czarists rule, owed the United 
States nothing but with .the Russian Revolution t hi s country 
loaned $181,000,000 which with accumulat ed interest would 
amount to about $250,000,000. Just as soon as the Bolshevists 
gained control of the Russian government this debt was 
repudiated so that we have virtually lost the total plus 
accumulat8d interest. 
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With the nationalization of industry the citizens 
of United States lost all of their Russian investments. The 
Singer TI/Ianufacturing Cornpany lost about $80,000,000 in the 
confiscatjon, the International Harvester Company was system-
atically looted, the WestinghouAe E}Actric Company and the 
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey loAt everything. 
Russian trade with the United States cannot be 
officially carried on because we have not officially recognized 
the Moscow government. This does not mean that trading is for-
bidden. American concerns can carry on trade in Russia but 
have no redress in case of difficulties. In the pre-war days, 
United States had very little trade with Russia so that there is 
little reason for this cnuntry to be agitated about Russian 
commercial opportunities. 
In 1921, an American broke into Soviet Russia but he 
lost all his invested capital. ~o has every other Ame ric~n con-
corn including the Sinclair Oil interests, with the exception 
of the Allied American Trading Company. Organi~ed by a New York 
physici an, this company ha s offices in London, New York, Stock-
holm, Copenhagen and Moscow. It started wj th the sale of two 
ship loads of wheat to the government of Russia. Payment was 
made half in money and half in goods. In order to dispo s e of 
the goods, a trading company was established which received a 
conces sion from the CommiS''ari a t for Foreign iJ.'ra,de. 'l'he trt~.de 
is carried on now on the barter basis. Some cash is paid, some 
more is guaranteed six months to a ye~r later by the government. 
The Sovie~in turn sell to the co-operatives on a three to five 
years credit basis. 
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All imports into Russia are controlled by the 
government and can be made only under special import licens es. 
These are not easily obtained. All samples are subject to duty 
and resuire a license unless it is proved that the article 
has absolutely no commercial value. · Advertising in a foreign 
language is admitted free. Consul ar d6cuments are not necessary 
because the Soviet government has never been recognized by the 
United States. 
If the American business man has money to gi ve away 
to a corrupt , inefficient and immoral government the place to 
open up business is Russia, otherwise stay out . 
THE FUTURE 
· The real man in Russi a and the one who will eventually 
rehabilitate th is country is the peasant. Who knows but some-
where a peasant is slowl y preparing to become a second George 
Washington o r Abraham Lincoln? Russia is a peasant country and 
as such must be govern ed in a fashion that will give th~ 
peasant leeway. Already taxes on these men are heavy and be-
cause of the peculiar uneconomic conditjons now existing they 
have no o~ portunity to get rid of what they produce. 
The creed of the Bolshevist is industrial and not 
agrarian. When one considers that almost three fourths of the 
entire population depend on the soi l for a li velihood it can 
readily be seen that the government must be agrarian. At 
present, the peasant in man y parts of Russia has reverted to 
medi eval ways of living. He raises enougt; to feed himself and 
family so why worry. He is suspi cious of everything and above 
all else wjshes to be l eft alone. About 80% of the time he is 
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content., the r sst of t he time he vaguely wonders what the 
troub le is all about. 
Fundamentally he is bourgeoise and is an xi ous to 
hold on to his forcibly gotten lands. However, he ha s a 
guil ty con science because he kno ws that wh et he now owns vvas 
taken fr om the lawful owner . The peasant has paid nothing, 
and holds no deed and this means o wn ershi p to him. When the 
Mos co w government starts to communi se land then something wi ll 
hap pen . r he industrial cornmuni sts dem·and commurd sm of t he 
farms and the peasants say, "No ." The result will be interesting 
but just what wilJ haPl' en no one can predict. 
Wi th the death of Lenine, the master mind of Communism 
and 3olshevism, there is a steady wanirg of these two sjni s ter 
influences. His successors have already begun their quarrels 
for power and the whole structure is beginning to crumble. 
The poverty stricken peo ple are slowly rebelling :ln spirit 
against the present rule, and the succeedi ng years wi l l see 
Russi a changing slo·wly, but to what i s stilJ t he important 
question. However, it can be no worse. 
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CHAPTER XVI 
OTHER EASTERN EUROPEAN OOffi~TRIES 
The smaller · eastern countries are almost as 
unstable as Russia. War brought them into existence and vvar 
may at any time obliterate them. Because of their proximity 
to soviet Russia they bear the brunt of the insidious propa-
ganda dispensed so freely from rvioscow. Poland, F'inland, 
Lithuania, Esthonia and Latvia have a turbulent and unsett led 
life ahead. Time alone will tell what to expect from these 
new nations. 
FINLAND 
Finland is the farthest civilized country in the 
world. She is a cold, rocky country covered wi th g lacial lakes 
and swamp land. The short grovving season makes the land unpro-
ductive and forests and brush cover most of the country. Her 
people maintain excellent schools and are well educated. 
From 1809 until 1917 Finland was under the control of fussia. 
Their national spirit made Russianizing impossible and at the 
first chance the Finns established an independent state. 
She has no mineral resources and her whole national 
wealth is centered around her forests. Finland still has virgin 
forests. She is fast becoming one of the world's leading 
lumber nations. Well over 50% of her area is forest land. 
In Finland every bit of wood is utilized. Her lumber and 
wood pulp business is character ized by high moral and ethical 
busine ss standards. Mos t of the business is carried on with 
Great Britain, France, Holland and Belgium and through agents. 
Prices are fixed by a selling association. Some paper, news-
print and kraft, are sold to the United States. 
Finland is a country that has been practically for-
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gotten by American traders. Her educated people want good 
merchandise, understand advertising, and can be educated to 
buy many various kinds of American goods . This busines s could 
best be done through the appointment of selling agents. 
Finland has a year round port, Abo, which carries on continuous 
traffic with sweden and Denmark. Her lar·gest cities and best 
markets are Helsingfors, the cap ital, Tammerfors, the l arge st 
industrial city, and Kotka, the big lumber port. 
Finland has a medium tariff schedule. Advertising 
in any language but Finnish is admitted free. No viseEdor 
consular invoice is necessary. 
Trade marks may be registered at Helsingfors for a 
period of ten years. The application must be made on stamped 
paper in ei ther• Finnish or swedish, accompanied b y a certified 
copy of the home registration. The registrant i s the owner 
and the mark must be continually used in order to hold the 
right given by registration. The mark is 11 varumarke". 
POLAND 
Prior to the worldwar, Poland was governed p a rtly 
by Austria, p0rtly by Germany, and partly by 1'-ussia. This 
conflict gave her the opportunity to again become a soverei gn 
state. She has no natural boundaries and no racial ones as 
her people have drifted into the three border nations. At 
present, she is try ing hard to build a nation out of the 
remnants of three countries. Pola.nd has an area of about 
135,000 square miles and a population of thirty-six million s. 
Her present boundaries are not acceptable to the neighboring 
countries and trouble may break out any time over them. The 
Poles have an outlet on the B''l. l tic through the fr·ee p ort of 
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Danzig. 
Poland is an agricultural country with almost 
50% of her area tillable. Wheat, oats, rye, barley, potatoes 
and sugar bee ts are grown in normal times. Lifferent methods 
are used in the different sections depending u pon what govern-
ment controls each area. 
Her forests supply wood pulp and timb e r for export. 
The Polish government at one time tried to control this busi-
ness but production wa s curtailed and no export surplus was 
available. A large part of the timber land ovmed b y the 
state is leased for a period of twenty years. At present, this 
industry contributes generously to Poland's national wealth. 
Exports go through Danzi g . 
Southeastern Poland is rich in minerals, the most 
important being iron and petroleum. coal, zinc, lead, potassium 
and salt are mined in varying quantities. In the p e troleum 
industry, foreign capital, particule.rly French, control the 
output. At present, no .American concerns are operating but 
the future will undoubtedly see some in Poland. 'Ihe iron and 
steel industry is developing slowly under the new government. 
New equipment is being bought to surplant the old antiquated 
machinery. 
Several important manufacturing industri e s were be-
queat hed unwillingly to Poland by Germany. The textile indus-
try centered about Warsaw and Lodz is the most important. Much 
raw cotton is imported from the United States. At pr esent, 
Polish importers experience great difficulty in financing ship-
ments because of depr eciated currency and mus t buy on short 
term credits. Most Polish textiles will find their way into 
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Russia . some texti l es are exported to Rumania, Scandinavian 
countries, Fran ce and England. 
certain goods imported are subject to i mport 
licenses. These can be obtained from the government at V/arsaw . 
such goods as are subject to these restrictions are listed 
with the Department of Commerce at Washingt on , D. c . 
Trade mark s a re registered at the Patent Office at 
warsaw for a period of ten years. 'lne first registrant has 
the exclusive right. The services of an attorney living in 
Poland is required and the a pplication must be in Polish. 
1he old Russian Empire lost three sma ll territories 
when the revolution took place. These territories set up the 
independent states of Esthonia, Latvi a , and Lithuania. The 
commercial and economic resources of these states were con-
.trolled at one time by Germany. In each country, agriculture 
is the predominant occupation. 
ESTHONIA 
Esthonia carries on a timber industry exporting 
some wood pulp. Her only otherexport is butter . She will 
never take much p ic1rt i n work commerce as she lacks minera ls, 
has a severe climate, and a small population. 
LATVIA 
Latvia is slightly more progressive. She has 
worked hard to develop her roads and rivers ~o as to bring 
into play h e r few economic resources. Agriculture, lmnber , 
and dairying are the chief occupa tions. Rega, th~ capital, 
howeve r , is an important Baltic port and is a g ood sized 
manufacturing city. Flax is raised, exported and spun. She 
will play a more importan t part in world comrrterce than Esthonia 
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but can never be regarded as an important nation. 
LITHUANIA 
Lithuania was once an important nation, but fell 
into decay and was divided among other countries. Now she is 
again independent. Her people are agr~cultural and raise rye, 
wheat , and potatoes. She has no minerals and -oractically no 
manufactu~ing so cannot be considered of much importance. 
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APPENDIX 
Table 1 . 
Area and Population of European Countries 
Pop . per 
country Area sq. miles Population sq. mile 
Albania 14,000 831,877 127 
Andorra 191 5,231 21 
Aus t ria 32 , 352 6,428,336 191 
Balearic Isles 1,935 330 , 167 170 
Belgium 11 ,744 7,462 , 455 636 
Bulgaria 39 , 841 4,909,700 119 
Channell Islands 75 89 , 614 1194 
corsica 5,366 281,959 87 
crete 2 , 950 336 , 151 113 
czecho-Slovakia 54,264 13,604,807 250 
Danzi g 709 365,000 496 
Denmark 17,120 3,318,000 192 
Esthonia 18 , 000 1 , 250,000 75 
Faroe Islands 540 21,364 37 
Finland 132,510 3,366,507 22 
Fi1.une 11 53,000 62 
France 212,659 39,402,800 185 
Georgia, Rep. of 25,760 2,372,403 97 
Germany 185,889 59,858,284 239 
Gilbraltar 2 17 , 690 9439 
Gaze Islands 27 20, 000 740 
Great Britain 121,633 43 , 307,601 388 
Greece 41,933 4,777,380 92 
Guernsey 25 40,477 1615 
II. 
Pop. per 
country Area sq. miles Population sq. mile 
Holland 12,582 6,841,155 544 
Hungary 35,654 7,945,878 219 
Ireland 32,586 4,396,000 137 
Isle of Man 227 60,238 265 
Italy 117,982 38,835,184 340 
Jersey, Isle 37 49,494 
Jugo -Slavia 96,143 12,017,323 125 
Latvia 25,000 1,850,622 
Lithuania 33,000 4,500,000 82 
Luxemburg 999 263,824 82 
VIal ta , Island 91 212,000 2459 
Monaco 8 22,956 7500 
Norw·ay 124,964 2,646,775 21 
Orkney Islands 376 25,986 68 
Poland 124,097 26,376,103 181 
Portugal 35,490 5,960,056 169 
Rumania 122,28 2 17,393,149 142 
Russia 1,900,000 103,000,000 142 
saar 503 657,870 93 
San Marino 38 12,100 318 
Sardinia 9,299 880,863 94 
Scilly Isles 9 1,749 232 
Shet land Isles 550 27,911 48 
Sicily ~,935 1,400,000 140 
III. 
Pop. per 
country Area sq. miles Population s q . mile 
Spain 194,783 21,.347,335 107 
Spitzbergen Isles 25,000 1,.500 .06 
sweden 173,.035 5,.904, 489 34 
Switzerland 15,976 3,881,000 242 
Turkey 10,882 1,900,000 174 
IV. 
Table 2. 
Government and Monetary Units of European Countries 
Albania. 
Andorra 
Austria 
Balearic Isles 
Belgium 
Bulgaria 
Channell Isles 
Corsica. 
crete 
czecho - s lovakia. 
Danzig 
Denmark 
Esthonia. 
Faroe Islands 
Finland 
Fiume 
France 
Georgia., Rep. of 
Germany 
lbra.l tar 
o Islands 
Great Britain 
Greece 
Guernsey 
Government Capital 
Rebublic Tirani 
Fr.sp.Protect. Andorra 
Republic 
Spanish Gov~ 
Kingdom 
Kingdom 
British Gov. 
French Gov. 
Greek Gov. 
Republic 
Free State 
Kingdom 
Republic 
Da.nnish Gov. 
Republic 
Free State 
Republic 
Soviet Rep. 
Republic 
Bri tj_sh Gov. 
British Gov. 
Kingdom 
Kingdom 
British Gov. 
Vienna. 
Palma 
Brussels 
Sofia 
St. Heliers 
Ajaccio 
Candia 
Prague 
Danzig 
Copenhagen 
Reval 
Thornshawn 
Helsingfors 
Fiume 
Paris 
Tiflis 
Berlin 
Gilbraltar 
Rabato 
London 
Athens 
St. Pete r• -le-Port 
Mone tary 
Unit 
Krone 
Peseta 
Franc 
Leva 
Pound 
Franc 
Drachma 
Krone 
Krone 
Mark 
Krone 
Markka. 
Franc 
Mark 
Pound 
Pound 
Pound 
Drachma 
Pound 
Standard 
Rate 
0.2026 
0.193 
0.1930 
0.1930 
4.8665 
0.1930 
0.1930 
0.2026 
0.2680 
0.1930 
0.2680 
0.1930 
0.1930 
0.2382 
4.8665 
4.8665 
4.8665 
0.1930 
4 . 8665 
v. 
Monetary Standard 
Countri ______________ ~G~o_v_e_r_nm _ e_n __ t __ . ____ ~C __ api_t_a_l ___ _________ ~U~n~i~t~----~R.~a~t~e~--
Holland 
Hungary 
Ireland 
Isle of rvran 
Italy 
Jersey , Isle 
Jugo-Slavia 
Latvia 
Lithuania 
Luxemburg 
Malta Island 
Monaco 
Norway 
Orkney Islands 
Poland 
Portugal 
Rumania 
Russi a 
saar 
San Mar ino 
Sardinia 
Scilly Isles 
She t land Isles 
Sicily 
Kingdom 
Republic 
Free State 
British Gov. 
Kingdom 
British Gov. 
Kingdom 
Republic 
Republic 
Grand Duchy 
British Gov. 
Principality 
Kingdom 
British Gov. 
Republic 
Republic 
Kingdom 
Soviet Rep. 
League of Na-
tions 
Republic 
Italian Gov. 
British Gov . 
Brit ish Gov . 
Italian Gov . 
The Hague 
Budapest 
Dublin 
Douglas 
Rome 
St. Heller 
Belgrade 
· Riga 
Kovno 
Luxemburg 
Valletta 
Monaco 
Aslo 
Kirkwall 
Warsaw 
Lisbon 
Bucharest 
Mos cow 
Sarrebrueck 
San Marino 
Cag1iari 
Hugh Town 
Lerwick 
Palmero 
Guilder 0 .4020 
Krone 0.2026 
Pound 4.8665 
Pound 4.8665 
Lira 0.1930 
Pound 4.8665 
Dinar 0.193 
Lat 0.193 
Letas 0.10 
Pound 4.8665 
Krone 0.2680 
Pound 4.8665 
Zloty 0.1930 
Escudo 1.0805 
Leu 0.1930 
Chervone ts 5.146 
Lira 0.1930 
Pound 4.8665 
Pound 4 .8665 
Lira 0.1930 
VI. 
Monetary Standard 
country Government Capital Unit Rate 
Spain Kingdom Madrid Peseta 0.1930 
Spitzbergen Isles Norwegian Gov. 
sweden Kingdom Stockholm Krona 0.2680 
switzerland Republic Berne Franc 0.1930 
Turkey Republic Constantinople Piaster 0.0440 
